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Priority claimed from 27/11/2017; Application No. : 4407831 ;France 

4163275    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463034]
EVERGREEN LAND LIMITED

Unit 3104-05, 31/F, Universal Trade Centre, 3 Arbuthnot Road Central HONG-KONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Aromatherapy preparations; essential oils; aromatherapy creams and lotions; aromatherapy oils; aromatherapy 
cushions containing potpourri in cloth bags; cosmetics; shampoos; soaps; perfumery; flower and plant extracts; hair 
lotions and sprays; incense; deodorizing scented products; air freshening products; deodorants [perfumery]; deodorant 
soaps; detergents; air fragrances; fragrances, in particular for relaxation, sleep; bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; stain removers; oil for cleaning.

Cl.9;Measuring instruments and apparatus; controllers (regulators); electrical control devices; electrical, electronic, 
magnetic and / or photoelectric sensors; sensors for measuring instruments; luminometer; indicator lights; light panels; 
light regulators; light sensors; luminescence measuring devices; air analysis apparatus; measuring devices; media 
and/or measuring sensors; measuring cables; housings for measuring apparatus; electronic measuring apparatus; rulers 
(measuring instruments); apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; signaling apparatus 
and instruments; electric safety monitoring apparatus; protective safety equipment; apparatus and instruments for the 
accumulation and storage of electricity; software (recorded programs); computer programs (downloadable software); 
recorded computer programs; information processing apparatus; monitors (computer programs); magnetic recording 
media; acoustic or optical disks; magnetic data media; sound recording media; optical data media; compact disks, DVDs 
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and other digital recording media.

Cl.10;Surgical and/or medical apparatus and instruments; inhalers for the evaporation of aromatherapy substances; 
aromatherapy apparatus for medical use; Anti-lice combs; medical devices particularly anti-lice devices; clothing 
especially made for medical use; measuring devices for medical use.

Cl.21;Perfume diffusers (receptacles); oil burners (aromatherapy); candle holders not of precious metal; perfume 
burners; perfume vaporizers; household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except 
paintbrushes); glassware; porcelain and earthenware.
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4163428    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461840]
SHANGHAI XUNMENG INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

ROOM 2902-2913, NO.533, LOUSHANGUAN ROAD, CHANGNING DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software applications for mobile phones; electronic agendas; facial recognition apparatus; facsimile 
machines; measures; electronic notice boards; cellular phones; virtual reality headsets; cameras [photography]; 
animated cartoons.

Cl.35;Advertising; business information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for businesses; updating and maintenance of data in 
computer databases; accounting; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; retail services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.

Cl.42;Technical research; quality control; surveying; industrial design; interior design; dress designing; mobile phone 
software design; authenticating works of art; graphic arts design; evaluation of intangible assets.
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4163431    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1446200]
EUREKAM

1 rue Alexander Fleming F-17000 LA ROCHELLE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protection devices for personal use against accidents; electronic labels; alarms and warning equipment; databases 
for medical monitoring; data recorders for medical monitoring; recorded data files for medical monitoring; mobile data 
receivers for medical monitoring; data processing equipment for medical monitoring; data collection apparatus for 
medical monitoring; data processing software for medical monitoring; video cameras; apparatus for cancer treatment; 
alarms as reminder devices for taking medicines; programmable control apparatus for medical monitoring; checking 
apparatus and instruments for medical monitoring; dosing apparatus for medical monitoring; liquid level indicators by 
remote reading; digital reading gauges; software for reading and monitoring remote measuring apparatus; video 
transmitters for medical monitoring; video receivers for medical monitoring. dosing apparatus; measuring apparatus for 
body fluids; electronic analyzers for medical use; pressure gauge for medical use; gauges for medical use.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; X-ray 
photographs for medical use; applicators of pharmaceutical preparation; automatic medical apparatus for dose injection 
for humans; ; syringes for medical purposes; medical instruments for therapeutic monitoring of medicinal treatments; 
medical diagnostic instruments; scanners for medical diagnosis; receptacles for applying medicines; ; injectors for 
medical use; applicators for medicines; injectors for medicines; apparatus for the administration of medicines; medical 
diagnostic instruments; ; fiberscopes for medical use; ; pumps for medical use; endoscopes for medical use; cryoprobes 
for medical use; lasers for medical use; pulse meters for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; syringe pumps for 
medical use; metering pumps for administering medicines in measured quantities for medical use; measuring apparatus 
for medical diagnostic use; protective gloves for medical use; medical instruments for the recording of physiological 
data; medical apparatus for patient monitoring comprising an alarm.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware, telecommunication apparatus, data processing 
equipment, computers, medical machines and apparatus.

Cl.41;Education in the field of health; teaching services relating to health; training services relating to health and 
safety; publishing; publication of books and magazines; publishing of magazines in electronic form on the Internet; 
organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses; practical training [demonstration]; vocational 
training services.

Cl.44;Medical care; medical technical assistance services relating to health; preparing of reports relating to health care; 
rental of equipment for health and medical care; information relating to health; health counseling services; health care 
services; professional consultancy in connection with health; chemotherapy services; providing cancer screening 
services; medical screening; preparation of medications; preparation of reports in the medical field; medical analysis 
services for cancer diagnosis and prognosis; medical health assessment services; pharmacy advice; hospital services; 
medical imaging services; Information service relating to medicines.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2018; Application No. : 87931696 ;United States of America 

4163436    21/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463640]
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, LLC

394 Pacific Avenue, 2nd Floor San Francisco CA 94111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promoting public awareness in the fields of health, medical and scientific research, computer technology, 
literacy, immigration reform, child welfare, sustainability, and community building by means of public advocacy; 
promoting the exchange of information and resources within the scientific and medical research community and the 
technology industry to achieve advances in the field of health, medical and scientific research, computer technology, 
literacy, immigration reform, child welfare, sustainability, and community building; consultation services in the field of 
philanthropic services relating to administering and coordinating non-monetary volunteer contributions and non-
monetary gift contributions.

Cl.36;Philanthropic services, namely, providing investment management services to support advancements in the 
fields of health, medical and scientific research, computer technology, literacy, immigration reform, child welfare, 
sustainability, and community building; financing services; capital investment services; consultation services in the field 
of philanthropic services relating to raising, accepting, administering, and coordinating monetary contributions.
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Priority claimed from 23/03/2018; Application No. : 4439997 ;France 

4163439    21/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462834]
SOFPAR 125

24-32 rue Jean Goujon F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software applications; integrated circuit card [smart card]; printed circuit boards; USB 
flash drives; computer hardware; safety tokens [encryption devices]; software [recorded programs]; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; data processing apparatus and equipment; peripheral devices with secure microprocessor for 
computers; software for use in chips, integrated circuits and microcircuits for memory cards; operating systems and 
programs for chip card readers; microprogramming and encoding systems; chips; integrated circuits; printed circuits; 
printed circuits for memory or microprocessor cards; microcircuits; secure microprocessors; electronic chip cards; 
integrated circuit cards; microcircuit cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic cards; contactless cards; 
digital computer maps; electronically recorded data; electronic wallet (software); readers for cards, chip cards, cards with 
integrated circuits or microcircuits, integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; apparatus and equipment functioning with chip 
cards, integrated circuit cards (smart cards) or microcircuit cards; devices for access and access control to data 
processing apparatus and equipment; identification and authentication devices for apparatus and equipment for data 
processing; encryption and decryption programs and circuits; recorded computer programs; downloadable computer 
programs; recorded operating system programs; data recorded electronically from the Internet; recorded data [magnetic]; 
magnetic recordings; prerecorded magnetic data carriers; databases (electronic); interactive databases; electronic 
databases recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic newsletters; downloadable e-cards; downloadable 
coupons for mobile devices; downloadable electronic publications; publications in electronic format; embedded 
operating software; integrated software packages; operating systems [programs]; digital-to-analog converters; data 
storage devices; digital devices for automatically synchronized encryption; encoders; credit card encoding machines; 
pre-recorded data media for computers; electronic encryption units; electronic coding units; memory apparatus; 
microelectronic components; electronic components; encoded key cards; magnetic encoded key cards; electronic key 
cards; apparatus for verifying data on magnetically encoded cards; bank cards [encoded or magnetic]; information 
storage apparatus [electric or electronic]; computer data storage apparatus; encoded bank cards; printed magnetic bank 
cards; encoded cards for electronic transfer of financial transactions; encoded cards; encoded payment cards; magnetic 
payment cards; encoded prepaid payment cards; coded printed cards; encoded magnetic cards; secure digital memory 
cards; memory storage devices; electronic memory devices; magnetic and electronic recording media; data media 
[magnetic or encoded]; electronic data carriers; magnetic data media; data storage media; magnetic data media 
containing recorded software; computer application software for block chain platform.

Cl.36;Electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer 
network; electronic cash services [payment services]; insurance services; banking services; on-line banking services; 
real estate affairs; provident fund services; real estate appraisals; financial management; real property management; 
financing services; financial analysis; raising or investing capital; financial consultancy; fund investment; issuance of 
tokens of value; issue of tokens for use as money; issue of stored value cards; issuance and redemption of tokens of 
value; money brokerage; virtual currency exchange; agencies for financial transactions; brokerage of shares and other 
securities; brokerage of financial investments; management of portfolios of tradable securities; stock investment 
management; management of securities; issuance of credit cards; rental of equipment for bank card operations; 
automated banking services relating to credit card transactions; electronic credit card transactions; financial advice; 
financial information and estimates; financial information transmitted by electronic means; financial information by 
means of websites; provision of financial information on-line; electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members 
of an online community via a global computer network.
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Cl.38;Communications via computer terminals; provision of user access to global computer networks; provision of 
access to databases; electronic communication services; dissemination of audiovisual and multimedia content via the 
Internet; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; transmission of 
user-generated content via the Internet; transmission and dissemination of data; provision of access to content, sites and 
portals on the Internet; electronic message collection and transmission; distribution of data or audiovisual images via a 
global computer network or the Internet; provision of access to data on computer networks; provision of access to 
information on the Internet; providing user access to the Internet [service providers]; electronic communication services 
by computer; electronic exchange of data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; data 
communication services; data dissemination services; providing user access to the Internet [service providers]; 
telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; computer data 
transmission services; transfer of information and data via on-line services and the Internet; transmission of information 
via computer networks; transmission of digital information; electronic data transmission; online transmission of 
electronic publications; providing access to Internet portals for third parties; access services for electronic sites; services 
of access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation.

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; data encryption services; computer system design; conducting of technical project 
studies; services provided by consultants relating to Internet security; services provided by consultants relating to data 
security; technological consultancy services; information technology consultancy services; software consultancy; 
computer security consultancy; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computer software; electronic data storage; design 
(development) of computer systems comprising memory cards or chip cards and telecommunication systems; 
programming for computers; technical consultation regarding smart cards or microprocessor cards; research and 
development of new products; technical research; study (engineering), customization (programming) and implementation 
(programming) services for software, chip cards, integrated circuit cards, microcircuit cards, memory cards, magnetic 
cards, electronic cards, contactless cards; design, updating and adaptation of computer programs; design, creation, 
hosting and maintenance of Web sites for others; computer code design; design of computer database software; design 
of programs for data processing; design, development and programming of software; design and development of 
computer database programs; design and development of software for evaluation and calculation of data; design and 
development of computer firmware; design, maintenance and updating of software; development of computer codes; 
software database updating; creation and maintenance of websites for portable telephones; providing temporary use of 
online, non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; providing online non-downloadable software for 
database management; platform as a service [PaaS]; provision of information technology services for software; support 
services in the field of SaaS services; advice and assistance in the field of computer network applications; technical 
services for downloading digital data; computer programming services for electronic data security; security services for 
computer networks, computer access and computer-based transactions; data encoding services; data encryption and 
decoding services; electronic chip design for third parties; design of financial information systems; design and 
development of electronic data security systems; design and development of new technologies for third parties; creation, 
design and maintenance of websites; development of software in the field of block chains; software development 
consulting in the field of block chains; implementation of software in the field of block chains.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 017968948 ;European Union 

4163440    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463605]
Siemens Healthcare GmbH

Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, in particular software for operating medical devices.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, and parts therefor, in particular devices and 
parts for medical imaging.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : 4477585 ;France 

4163883    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462661]
Parfums Christian Dior

33 avenue Hoche F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery products; make-up products; cosmetic products; all these goods are of French origin or made in France.

Cl.4;Candles, perfumed candles.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2018; Application No. : 017895982 ;European Union 

4163888    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462585]
DEMA S.R.L.

Via E. Vecchia, 100 I-17019 VARAZZE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Automatic machines for making metal rotors for electric machines; automatic machines for making metal stators 
for electric machines; electric welding machines; automatic welding machines; robotic welding machines; electric 
welding machines; radiator welding machines (electric -); robotic electrical welding apparatus; moulding machines; 
components for electric motors for land vehicles, namely rotors for electric motors and stators for electric motors; 
machines for assembling electric motors; automated assembly machines; robotic machines for assembling electric 
motors; dispensing machines for gluing parts for electric motors; machines for lubricating materials; machines for 
cleaning materials; lamination coating machines.

Cl.9;Dimensional inspection machines for use in the assembly of electric motors; geometric inspection machines for 
electric motors; apparatus inspection machines for electric motors.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2018; Application No. : 88153151 ;United States of America 

4163890    29/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462825]
ConsenSys AG

Gubelstrasse 11 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing a digital marketplace for the sale of data, namely, data created by a blockchain identity or associated 
with a blockchain identity.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global 
computer network.

Cl.42;Providing a website featuring technology that enables the transfer of data, namely, data created by a blockchain 
identity or associated with a blockchain identity (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) 
of the Common Regulations); providing software development resources including protocols and documentation aimed at 
assisting software developers in building decentralized applications (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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4163891    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463098]
NAVIDEA BIOPHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

4995 Bradenton Avenue, Suite 240 Dublin OH 43017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of cancer; radiopharmaceutical imaging and detection agents for 
diagnosing and monitoring cancer.

Cl.44;Medical radiology services.
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2018; Application No. : 724206 ;Switzerland 

4163912    11/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462736]
Sleepiz AG

Häringstrasse 20 CH-8001 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture material; therapeutic and assistance devices designed for people with disabilities; massage apparatus; 
apparatus, devices and articles for child care; apparatus, devices and articles for sexual activities.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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4163916    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463306]
ZHEJIANG SEMIR GARMENT CO., LTD.

NO. 98 NANHUI ROAD, LOUQIAO INDUSTRIAL PARK, OUHAI DISTRICT, WENZHOU CITY 201100 ZHEJIANG PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Imitation leather; animal skins; trimmings of leather for furniture; travelling bags; school satchels; leather laces; 
umbrellas; walking sticks; clothing for pets.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; combs; toothbrushes; brushes; toothpicks; cosmetic utensils; insulating flasks; cleaning 
instruments, hand-operated; crystal [glassware].

Cl.24;Cloth; wall hangings of textile; covers [loose] for furniture; door curtains; non-woven textile fabrics; bunting of 
textile or plastic; felt; towels of textile; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric.

Cl.25;Layettes [clothing]; raincoats; shoes; girdles; hosiery; shower caps; sleep masks; wedding dresses; scarfs; 
clothing; bathing suits; hats; gloves [clothing].
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-144205 ;Japan 

4163918    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463682]
Maruka Machinery Co., Ltd.

2-5 Minamishinmachi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 540-0024 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; machines for making textile articles; food processing machines and 
apparatus; beverage processing machines and apparatus; printing machines and apparatus; bookbinding machines and 
apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging machines and apparatus; wrapping machines and apparatus; 
machines for processing plastics; machine elements, not for land vehicles; starters for motors and engines; AC motors 
and DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC motors]; alternators; 
direct current generators; linear motors; disintegrators; industrial robots; washing apparatus; galvanizing machines; 
semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; chemical processing 
machines and apparatus.

Cl.37;Construction consultancy; repair and maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; repair and 
maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of power distribution machines and 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of power control machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of power 
generators; repair and maintenance of electric motors; repair and maintenance of measuring and testing machines and 
instruments; repair and maintenance of printing machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of bookbinding 
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machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair and maintenance of 
industrial furnaces; repair and maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of machines and 
apparatus for processing food; repair and maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing beverages; repair and 
maintenance of machines for making textile articles; repair and maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair 
and maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of packing machines and 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of wrapping machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of water pollution 
control equipment; repair and maintenance of linear motors; repair and maintenance of disintegrators; repair and 
maintenance of industrial robots; repair and maintenance of washing apparatus; repair and maintenance of galvanizing 
machines; repair and maintenance of semi-conductor manufacturing machines and systems; repair and maintenance of 
presses [machines for industrial purposes]; repair and maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; 
motor vehicle maintenance and repair; rental of construction machines and apparatus; rental of mining machines and 
apparatus.
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4163920    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1314393]
GIORGETTI S.p.a.

Via Manzoni, 20 I-20821 MEDA (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lighting apparatus for bathrooms and toilets; lighting apparatus for mirrors; apparatus for water supply and 
sanitary purposes; cocks and taps for sanitary installations; mixer taps for hot and cold water; drainage and overflow 
fittings for bathrooms; taps with a pre-programmed flow duration; water purifying and treatment apparatus; water filtering 
apparatus; drinking fountains; fittings for water and sanitation pipes, including with thermostat and/or sensor control; 
bath tubs; cubicles for shower baths; spa baths (vessels); sinks; bidets; toilets (water-closets); saunas; cubicles for 
Turkish baths; showers; massage showers; hand-held showers and overhead showers; shower fittings, including shower 
trays; spray nozzles and spray heads; shower enclosures; shower columns and seats; complete shower cubicles; parts 
and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; tableware; glassware; sugar bowls; beer glasses; bottle openers; 
bowls; candelabra (candlesticks), not of precious metal; bone china ornaments; cookware; corkscrews; soap dispensers; 
statuettes of bone china, crystal, majolica, glass, porcelain, earthenware; perfume sprayers; plates; saucepans; soap 
holders; soap containers; vases; flower baskets; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; dissemination of advertising 
matter; direct mail advertising; rental of advertising space; commercial and industrial business management assistance 
and consultancy, professional business consultancy, modelling for advertising or business promotion, franchising, 
namely services rendered by a franchiser in the form of commercial business assistance, management and development 
(services, for others), relating to the marketing of lighting apparatus, lighting apparatus for bathrooms and toilets, lighting 
apparatus for mirrors, apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, cocks and taps for sanitary installations, mixer 
taps for hot and cold water, drainage and overflow fittings for bathrooms, taps with a pre-programmed flow duration, 
water purifying and treatment apparatus, water filtering apparatus, drinking fountains, fittings for water and sanitation 
pipes, including with thermostat and/or sensor control, bath tubs, cubicles for shower baths, spa baths (vessels), sinks, 
bidets, toilets (water-closets), saunas, cubicles for Turkish baths, showers, massage showers, hand-held showers and 
overhead showers, shower fittings, including shower trays, spray nozzles and spray heads, shower enclosures, shower 
columns and seats, complete shower cubicles, parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods, garment covers (storage), 
covers for clothing (wardrobe), clothes hooks, not of metal, coat hangers, air pillows, not for medical purposes, air 
mattresses, not for medical purposes, cupboards, works of art, of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, towel closets, hooks, not 
of metal, for clothes rails, coatstands, cable or pipe clips of plastics, unworked or semi-worked ivory, picture frame 
brackets, curtain rods, benches (furniture), workbenches, chests, not of metal, library shelves, bookshelves, sideboards, 
dinner wagons (furniture), settees, reeds (plaiting materials), hat stands, trolleys (furniture), chests, not of metal, crates of 
wood or plastic, crates, not of metal, chests for toys, lockers, trestles (furniture), hampers (baskets), baskets, not of metal, 
keyboards for hanging keys, cabinets (furniture), vanities, mobiles (decoration), containers, not of metal, coral, cork 
bands, curtain holders, not of textile material, animal horns, picture frames, mouldings for picture frames, tea carts, 
kennels for household pets, cushions, pet cushions, drafting tables, meat chests, not of metal, divans, staves of wood, 
display stands, baby changing platforms, figurines (statuettes) of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, wax figurines, curtain 
hooks, rattan, pillows, fittings, not of metal, for beds, fittings, not of metal, for furniture, door fittings, not of metal, fittings, 
not of metal, for windows, frames, mirror tiles, removable mats or covers for sinks, lecterns, wood ribbon, spring 
mattresses, bed casters, not of metal, beds, bedsteads of wood, book rests (furniture), picture rods (frames), unworked or 
semi-worked mother-of-pearl, dressmakers’ dummies, mattresses, brackets, furniture, edgings of plastic for furniture, 
furniture partitions of wood, doors for furniture, furniture shelves, furniture casters, not of metal, inflatable furniture, 
furniture of metal, office furniture, furniture, school furniture, wickerwork, wind chimes (decoration), inflatable publicity 
objects, umbrella stands, straw edgings, straw plaits, plaited straw, except matting, screens (furniture), bead curtains for 
decoration, table tops, tent pegs, not of metal, flower-pot pedestals, armchairs, knobs, not of metal, magazine racks, 
napkin holders (furniture), door handles, not of metal, shelves for storage, curtain rails, curtain rollers, racks (furniture), 
shelving units, step stools, not of metal, boxes of wood or plastic, filing cabinets, fireplace screens, writing desks, desks, 
seats, sun loungers, chairs, seats of metal, footstools, sofas, mirrors (looking glasses), statues of wood, wax, plaster or 
plastic, dressing tables, tables of metal, washstands (furniture), trolleys for computers (furniture), curtain rings, curtain 
poles, curtain tie-backs, interior textile window blinds, trays, not of metal, slatted indoor blinds, non-electric fans for 
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personal use, showcases (furniture), household or kitchen utensils and containers, tableware, glassware, sugar bowls, 
beer glasses, bottle openers, bowls, candelabra (candlesticks), not of precious metal, bone china ornaments, cookware, 
corkscrews, soap dispensers, statuettes of bone china, crystal, majolica, glass, porcelain, earthenware, stakes for flowers 
and plants, perfume sprayers, plates, saucepans, soap holders, soap containers, vases, flower baskets, parts and fittings 
for all of the aforesaid goods, enabling customers to view and purchase the aforesaid goods in retail outlets.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2018; Application No. : 2018750731 ;Russian Federation 

4163927    13/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463598]
Limited liability company "Booking CAT"

ul. Montazhnaya, d. 9, stroenie 1, pom. IV, kom. 48 RU-107497 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.43;Boarding for animals.

Cl.44;Artificial insemination services; veterinary assistance; animal breeding; plant nursery services; animal grooming; 
pet grooming.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2018; Application No. : 017924247 ;European Union 

4163932    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463039]
KSB SE & Co. KGaA

Johann-Klein-Str. 9 67227 Frankenthal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Installation, assembly, repair, servicing, maintenance, fault clearance and reconditioning of machines, pumps, 
turbines, compressors, generators, armatures, motors, technical installations, electronic installations and apparatus and 
parts for the aforesaid goods; rental of pumps, armatures and motors; installation, maintenance and repair of computer 
network and information technology equipment.

Cl.38;Providing access to e-commerce platforms on the internet; telecommunications; transmission of digital 
information; information transmission services via digital networks; transmission of sound, picture and data signals; 
computer communications for the transmission of information; transmission of information via wireless or cable 
networks; electronic transmission and retransmission of sounds, images, documents, messages and data; access to 
content, websites and portals; data transmission; web site forwarding services; electronic data interchange services; 
communication by radio; rental of communication apparatus and instruments for the electronic exchange of information 
and digital data.

Cl.41;Provision of training courses; conduct of educational events, namely, educational instruction and lectures; 
providing of training and further training for external personnel; conducting of educational courses in engineering; 
arranging and conducting of workshops (training); publication of books and other printed materials with scientific and 
technical content; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable.

Cl.42;Engineering services; inspection of machines, pumps, turbines, compressors, generators, armatures, motors, 
electric and electronic apparatus, and installations composed of the aforesaid goods; technical planning, technical 
calculations and technological consultancy; material testing and functionality testing; technical research and 
development, for others, in particular conducting scientific experiments and analyses; rental of electric or electronic 
apparatus for controlling and regulating machines, pumps, fittings, motors and engines; conducting scientific surveys, 
analyses and studies; preparation of technical manuals; measurement evaluation services, technical inspection services; 
technical support services for the downloading of digital data; technical advice in connection with energy-saving 
measures; conducting technical project studies, technical data analysis services; data warehousing; engineering services 
for the analysis of machinery; providing temporary use of web-based applications; providing virtual computer systems 
through cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003349133 ;United Kingdom 

4163933    18/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463452]
Blatchford Products Limited

Lister Road Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 4AH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and programs for medical purposes; computer software and programs for sporting and training 
purposes; computer software and programs for the storage, monitoring and transfer of performance data; computer 
software and programs for prostheses, orthoses, orthotics, artificial limbs, orthopaedic apparatus and appliances and 
rehabilitation apparatus and appliances.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer software for medical, sporting and training purposes, for the storage, 
monitoring and transfer of performance data, for prostheses, orthoses, orthotics, artificial limbs, orthopaedic apparatus 
and appliances and rehabilitation apparatus and appliances; information and advisory services relating to all the 
aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003364737 ;United Kingdom 

4163934    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463210]
CW Travel Holdings, N.V.

Building Apollo, Wisselwerking 58 NL-1112 XS Diemen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing business consultancy services in the field of business travel to develop and implement customized 
solutions for the travel and expense management of clients, namely: strategic air and hotel supplier sourcing, electronic 
travel booking, expenses reimbursement, meeting management and other business travel related consultancy services; 
administrative services related to the planning of business meetings and conferences; administration, organization and 
management of frequent traveler benefit programs for others.

Cl.39;Travel agency services; travel agency services offered as part of incentive schemes; making reservations and 
bookings for transportation, arranging and conducting travel tours and transport for vacation packages, arranging air, 
land and sea transportation for individuals and groups; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; 
organizing transport for packaged vacation and travel tours; car rental reservation services; preparing travel management 
reports for others comprising information relating to employee travel; making auto and airline reservations and bookings 
for travel by means of electronic communications networks; providing travel agency services via an on-line interactive 
database that permits employee travelers to complete and submit travel request forms, obtain travel expenses and billing 
approval from employers, make auto and airline reservations, and that can also be used to send travel confirmation to 
travelers and travel reports to employers; information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Arranging of conferences, educational and entertainment meetings and entertainment events; ticket procurement 
and information services relating to the aforesaid services; hospitality services being entertainment; information and 
advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.43;Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for temporary lodging; providing travel 
agency services via on-line interactive database that can be used in making reservations and bookings for temporary 
lodging; arranging the supply of food and beverages for conferences, meeting and events; information and advisory 
services relating to the aforesaid; providing temporary accommodations for business meetings and conferences.
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Priority claimed from 15/06/2018; Application No. : 719700 ;Switzerland 

4163974    03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463329]
OBI International Development and Service GmbH

Rheinweg 11, CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal materials for construction; cables and wires of base metal (not for electrical use); hardware of metal; 
transport and storage containers of metal; gutters of metal; handles of metal; holding bars of metal for bath tubs; grab 
handles of metal for showers; plugs of metal for showers; caps of metal for bath tubs.

Cl.9;Control sensors for bath fittings.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; faucets; faucets for washbasins; mixers [faucets]; parts of water distribution installations; parts of 
pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; apparatus for bathrooms; water supply installations for sanitary purposes; shower 
roses; watering faucets; water filters; water outlets [taps]; water mixing apparatus; water regulating apparatus; water taps 
as parts of sanitary installations; valves [taps] as parts of sanitary installations; toilets [water-closets]; toilet seats [W.-C.]; 
toilet bowls (W.-C.); water flushing installations; toilet seat covers; flushing tanks; toilet bowls and seats sold as an unit; 
disinfectant dispensers for toilets; bidets; sanitary evacuation fittings (pipes) for bidets; water supply installations for 
bidets; showers; shower with mixers; shower mixers; shower mixers; waste water drainage installations for showers; 
shower heads; shower heads; shower cubicles; bath cubicles; showers sold as a kit; flexible pipes as parts of shower 
plumbing installations; bathtubs; discharge devices for bath tubs; interior coatings specially adapted for bathtubs; 
shower screens; panels for bathtubs; bathtub fittings; bathroom taps; bath tubs for sitz baths; bathtubs equipped with air 
jets; drain pipes for bath tubs; pipe control valves (plumbing accessories); drain pipes for bath tubs; residential fans; 
ventilation installations; shower trays.

Cl.17;Pipe connection seals; flexible expansion joints; fillers for expansion joints.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; cabanas not of metal; plastic water pipes 
[rigid]; ducts not of metal for water draining; insulated water pipes (not of metal); slabs (not of metal); plates of non-
metallic materials for building.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers not of metal for storage or transport; bathroom furniture; bathroom 
mirrors; bathroom cabinets; bathroom hooks not of metal; caps not of metal for bathtubs; bathtub grab rails not of metal; 
non-metal holding bars for bath tubs; shower chairs; shower curtain rings; shower curtain rods; shower curtain rods; 
shower curtain hooks; shower rods; non-metallic grab bars for showers; stoppers not of metal for showers; mirrored 
cabinets; mirror tiles; mirrors equipped with electric lamps; shower chairs; non-metal holding bars for bath tubs; handles, 
not of metal, for showers; storage boxes of plastic.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except for painting); cleaning 
material; glassware, porcelain and earthenware; bath brushes; bath sponges; towel rings [bathroom fittings]; bathroom 
pails; glass holders for bathrooms; holders for shower gel; toothbrush holders; soap dispensers.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 311715 ;Israel 
4163975    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463315]
ADINLAY (AI) LTD.

Hartom 17 9777517 Jerusalem Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application, namely, software for connecting social-media users 
with brand owners and other third parties for advertising and marketing purposes, namely, enabling social media-users to 
promote the brands, goods, services, causes and beliefs of others in their social media posts and contents.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media via a website, a mobile application and a 
communication network, namely, providing a revenue generating advertising platform by enabling social media users to 
promote the brands, goods, services, causes and beliefs of others in their social media posts and contents.
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4163980    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463444]
Quanzhou Xingye Travelling Products Co., Ltd.

Chengdong Xunmei Industrial District, Fengze District, Quanzhou City 362000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Trimmings of leather for furniture; leather straps; umbrellas; walking sticks; harness straps; sausage casings; 
imitation leather; bags for sports; school satchels; rucksacks.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; marketing; sales 
promotion for others; import-export agency services; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for 
businesses; secretarial services; book-keeping; sponsorship search.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2018; Application No. : 87933931 ;United States of America 

4163982    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463013]
HTG MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS, INC.

3430 E GLOBAL LOOP TUCSON AZ 85706 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Kits comprised primarily of assays and reagents for research purposes, specifically for preparing nucleic acid 
molecules from biological samples which include buffers, enzymes, nucleic acid probes, nucleic acid primers, plastics, oil 
or combinations thereof.

Cl.5;Kits comprised primarily of assays and medical diagnostic regents for testing samples, specifically for preparing 
nucleic acid molecules from samples, which include buffers, enzymes, nucleic acid probes, nucleic acid primers, plastics, 
oil, or combinations thereof.

Cl.9;Scientific instruments, namely, portable and benchtop systems comprised of hardware namely, fluid handling 
systems, heating system and mixing system and software for hybridization and reaction of nucleic acid molecules; 
software for scientific instruments, namely, for portable and benchtop systems comprised of hardware that includes fluid 
handling systems, heating system and mixing system and software for hybridization and reaction of nucleic acid 
molecules.
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4163983    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462519]
MAXPHOTONICS CO., LTD

BUILDING A2 A4/ A5/ A6 AND 2ND, 3RD FLOOR OF BUILDING A3, THIRD FURONG ROAD, FURONG INDUSTRIAL PARK, 
XINQIAO, SHAJING TOWN, BAOAN DISTRICT 518125 SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Foundry machines; stamping machines; engraving machines; glass-working machines; cutters [machines]; 
metalworking machines; soldering apparatus, electric; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; lasers, not for medical purposes; optical apparatus and instruments; fibre optic 
cables; semi-conductors; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for the remote control of 
industrial operations; correcting lenses [optics]; photovoltaic cells.
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4163999    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462529]
State Power Investment Corporation Limited

Building 3, No. 28, Financial Street, Xicheng District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Handling apparatus for loading and unloading; metalworking machines; steam engines; boiler tubes [parts of 
machines]; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; steam condensers [parts of machines]; steamer machine; flues for 
engine boilers; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; compressors [machines]; hydroelectric power generating 
equipment; wind driven power generation assembly; dynamos; generators of electricity; alternators; dust removing 
installations for cleaning purposes; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; processors [central processing units]; signs, luminous; camcorders for monitoring and 
checking nuclear power plant equipments; atom power plant controling system; cables, electric; wires, electric; materials 
for electricity mains [wires, cables]; distribution boxes [electricity]; distribution boards [electricity]; distribution consoles 
[electricity]; electric apparatus for commutation; high voltage explosion protection device; fire extinguishing apparatus; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
workmen's protective face-shields; fuel cells.

Cl.35;Demonstration of goods; publicity; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; business project management services for construction projects; planning and conducting of trade fairs, 
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exhibitions and presentations for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agency services; marketing; 
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; personnel management consultancy; 
relocation services for businesses; compilation of information into computer databases; administrative processing of 
purchase orders; drawing up of statements of accounts; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision; building construction supervision services for building projects; pipeline 
construction and maintenance; factory construction; demolition of buildings; building insulating; construction; mining 
extraction; installation and repair lighting facility; repair of power lines.

Cl.40;Custom assembling of materials for others; decontamination of hazardous materials; sorting of waste and 
recyclable material [transformation]; recycling of waste and trash; incineration of waste and trash; destruction of waste 
and trash; waste treatment [transformation]; water treating; production of energy; rental of generators.

Cl.42;Quality testing; quality testing of products for certification purposes; technical project studies; quality control; 
research and development of new products for others; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; provision of scientific 
information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; chemical analysis; construction projects planning; 
maintenance of computer software; installation of computer software; rental of web servers; outsource service providers 
in the field of information technology.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 017926177 ;European Union 

4164002    13/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463467]
Exscudo OÜ

Merirahu 58 EE-13516 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software, recorded; computer programs; computer programs, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; smartphone software; downloadable 
software for use with crypto currency and digital currency; downloadable computer software for use with crypto currency 
and digital currency; computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, software for using a 
consensus engine incorporating blockchain technology for securing data with cryptographic information; computer 
software platforms for developing, building, and operating distributed computing platforms [blockchains]; computer 
application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, software for mobile payments; mobile 
application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, software used to make financial 
payments and transactions; computer application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, 
software for credit, debit and pre-paid card mobile payments.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; issuance of tokens of value; financial and monetary services, and banking; currency trading and 
exchange services; exchanging money; clearing, financial; clearing-houses, financial; securities brokerage; financial 
transfers and transactions, and payment services; financial services, namely, exchange of virtual currencies for fiat 
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currencies, exchange of virtual currencies for other virtual currencies, e-wallet services in the nature of storing of digital 
virtual currency in an electronic wallet; cash management; cash management, namely, facilitating and tracking transfers 
of electronic cash equivalents; virtual currency exchange transaction services for transferrable electronic cash equivalent 
units having a specified cash value; payment and funds verification services; credit, debit and pre-paid card payment 
processing services; electronic commerce payment services; electronic commerce payment services, namely, 
establishing funded accounts used to purchase goods and services on the internet; electronic foreign exchange payment 
processing; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; merchant services, namely, payment 
transaction processing services; wireless fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones payment services; payment 
processing services; providing information in the field of financial transaction and payment processing via a website; 
financial consulting services in the field of virtual currencies.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software; software development; computer programming; computer 
software design; electronic data storage; software as a service; software as a service [SaaS]; smartphone software 
design; design, development, and implementation of software for distributed computing platforms; design, development, 
and implementation of software for blockchain software; developing customized software in the field of distributed 
computing platforms for others; developing customized software in the field of blockchain software for others; research 
and development of computer software; software development and product development consulting in the field of 
distributed computing platforms; software development and product development consulting in the field of blockchain 
software; software as a service [SaaS] featuring computer software for services to enable the secure exchange of funds, 
virtual currencies and information in electronic payment transactions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software for the provision of digital tokens for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer 
network; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for the provision of digital tokens, 
incorporating cryptographic protocols, used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized 
computer platform; creating decentralized computer applications and blockchain software; consultancy and information 
services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; consultancy and information 
services relating to information technology; information technology [IT] consultancy; information technology consulting.
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4164232    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463409]
ASAHI KASEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA

1-1-2 Yurakucho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-0006 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed synthetic resins; unprocessed plastics; unprocessed thermoplastic elastomer resins.

Cl.17;Semi-processed synthetic resins as semi-finished products in the form of pellets, beads, rods, bars, pipes, tubes, 
boards, plates, sponges, foams, tapes, strips, foils, films, sheets and fibers; semi-processed thermoplastic elastomer 
resins in the form of pellets, beads, rods, bars, pipes, tubes, boards, plates, sponges, foams, tapes, strips, foils, films, 
sheets and fibers; synthetic rubber.
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4164233    19/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463213]
Cho Seongnam

22 rue Emeriau, Apt. 178 F-75015 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing 
products; lipstick; beauty masks; shaving products; preservatives for leather (polishes); creams for leather.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic substances for medical 
use; food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; 
products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; medicated baths; sanitary panties or napkins, disposable pads for 
incontinent persons; chemical preparations for medical or pharmaceutical use; medicinal herbs; herbal teas; 
parasiticides; sugar for medical use; alloys of precious metals for dental use; excluding pharmaceutical ophthalmological 
products.

Cl.25;Clothing, headgear; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 012 726 ;Germany 

4164254    19/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462475]
EPLAN Software & Service GmbH & Co. KG

An of alten Ziegelei 2 40789 Monheim am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for online distribution for the internet and other computer and electronic combination/hybrid 
networks; computer application software for smartphones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and tablet computers, 
namely software for use in CAx, configuration and mechatronic solutions and/or engineering processes; computer 
software; data recorded electronically [uploadable and downloadable]; electronic publications [downloadable]; computer 
software and telecommunications apparatus [including modems] to enable connection to databases on the internet; 
software for mobile devices [apps]; software enabling secure access to business resources and management of mobile 
devices via the internet; software for managing mobile devices, for recording transmitted images, sound and/ or visual 
data and for managing applications.

Cl.35;Arranging commercial transactions in the area of software applications, for others, via an online shop; collecting, 
systematisation, compilation and professional analysis of business data and information in computer databases.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; 
providing user access to global positioning signals for navigational and communication purposes, internet portal 
services for communication purposes; providing user access to the internet for communication purposes; electronic 
transmission of software via the internet and other computers and electronic networks; providing access to electronic 
communications networks for transmitting and receiving computer software, to the extent included in this class.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware, software and databases; maintenance of computer software; all 
technical consultancy in the field of information technology; electronic data storage; computer rental; providing 
temporary non-downloadable computer software to enable or facilitate uploading, downloading, streaming, publishing, 
displaying, logging, linking, sharing or other provision of electronic media and/or information via communications 
networks; services of an application service provider offering software for use in connection with CAx, configuration and 
mechatronic solutions and/or engineering processes; hosting a website with information on CAx, configuration and 
mechatronic solutions and/or engineering processes.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 017926183 ;European Union 

4164255    13/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463420]
Exscudo OÜ

Merirahu 58 EE-13516 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software, recorded; computer programs; computer programs, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; smartphone software; downloadable 
software for use with crypto currency and digital currency; downloadable computer software for use with crypto currency 
and digital currency; computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, software for using a 
consensus engine incorporating blockchain technology for securing data with cryptographic information; computer 
software platforms for developing, building, and operating distributed computing platforms [blockchains]; computer 
application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, software for mobile payments; mobile 
application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, software used to make financial 
payments and transactions; computer application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, 
software for credit, debit and pre-paid card mobile payments.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; issuance of tokens of value; financial and monetary services, and banking; currency trading and 
exchange services; exchanging money; clearing, financial; clearing-houses, financial; securities brokerage; financial 
transfers and transactions, and payment services; financial services, namely, exchange of virtual currencies for fiat 
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currencies, exchange of virtual currencies for other virtual currencies, e-wallet services in the nature of storing of digital 
virtual currency in an electronic wallet; cash management; cash management, namely, facilitating and tracking transfers 
of electronic cash equivalents; virtual currency exchange transaction services for transferrable electronic cash equivalent 
units having a specified cash value; payment and funds verification services; credit, debit and pre-paid card payment 
processing services; electronic commerce payment services; electronic commerce payment services, namely, 
establishing funded accounts used to purchase goods and services on the internet; electronic foreign exchange payment 
processing; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; merchant services, namely, payment 
transaction processing services; wireless fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones payment services; payment 
processing services; providing information in the field of financial transaction and payment processing via a website; 
financial consulting services in the field of virtual currencies.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software; software development; computer programming; computer 
software design; electronic data storage; software as a service; software as a service [SaaS]; smartphone software 
design; design, development, and implementation of software for distributed computing platforms; design, development, 
and implementation of software for blockchain software; developing customized software in the field of distributed 
computing platforms for others; developing customized software in the field of blockchain software for others; research 
and development of computer software; software development and product development consulting in the field of 
distributed computing platforms; software development and product development consulting in the field of blockchain 
software; software as a service [SaaS] featuring computer software for services to enable the secure exchange of funds, 
virtual currencies and information in electronic payment transactions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software for the provision of digital tokens for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer 
network; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for the provision of digital tokens, 
incorporating cryptographic protocols, used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized 
computer platform; creating decentralized computer applications and blockchain software; consultancy and information 
services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; consultancy and information 
services relating to information technology; information technology [IT] consultancy; information technology consulting.
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4164261    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462435]
CHOI, JONG ILL

B-4101(Mokdong, Trapalace Western Avenue), 299, Ohmok-ro, Yangcheon-Gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Abacuses; locks, electric; physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and 
instruments except for glasses and photographic apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; video cameras; 
weighing apparatus and instruments for standard unit; automatic control apparatus and instruments; eyeglasses; contact 
lenses; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; life jackets; survival suits; heat sensors; reflecting discs for wear, for 
the prevention of accidents; electric power distribution machines; electric batteries; electric audio and visual apparatus 
and instruments; telecommunication machines and implements; telephone sets; computer programs, downloadable; 
computer software applications, downloadable; computer game software; computer application software for mobile 
phones; computer software; computer hardware and computer peripheral devices; magnets; video game cartridges; 
signalling whistles; protective gloves; helmets; protective clothing; downloadable music files; pre-recorded music 
electronic media; recorded videotapes (other than music); pre-recorded non-musical electronic media (excluding 
computer software); magnetic credit cards; films, exposed; animated cartoons; fire escapes; underwater breathing 
apparatus; electric door bells; protection masks.

Cl.28;Butterfly nets; insect collector's articles; toys for pets; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles 
and confectionery; fairground ride apparatus; toys (playthings); dolls; toys; games; sporting articles (other than golf 
articles, climbing articles); ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; climbers' harness; golf bags with or without wheels; 
golf balls; golf gloves; golf equipment; fishing tackle; twirling batons.
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4164304    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463209]
THERMOCOAX

Usine de Planquivon, Athis-de-l'Horne F-61430 ATHIS-VAL DE ROUVRE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric cables, level detectors, hot or cold spot detectors, fire detectors.

Cl.11;Heating elements.
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4164305    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463469]
PALUX Aktiengesellschaft

Wilhelm-Frank-Str. 36 97980 Bad Mergentheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, in particular dishwashing machines, automatic dishwashers, dishwashing systems, portioning 
equipment, rinsing machines; motors, in particular motors for ovens, roasting equipment, extractor hoods, dishwashing 
machines, automatic dishwashers, dishwashing systems, grilling equipment, hot air devices, hot air steamers, rinsing 
machines.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; apparatus for heating; steam generating equipment, cooking equipment, in particular 
ovens, roasters, fat frying equipment, deep fryers, grilling equipment, stoves, machines for preparing hot beverages, in 
particular coffee, cocoa and espresso machines, cooking apparatus, cooking installations, cooking stoves, electric 
kettles, hot plates, cookers, microwave ovens, pizza ovens, equipment for keeping food warm; refrigerating apparatus, in 
particular freezers, freezer cabinets, refrigerators; drying apparatus; ventilation devices, in particular extractor hoods; 
apparatus for water supply, in particular water treatment apparatus, water decalcifying apparatus, water filter systems.

Cl.20;Furniture, in particular for kitchens; kitchen furniture for large-scale catering establishments; gastronomic 
kitchen furniture.
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4164316    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463410]
DWK Life Sciences GmbH

Otto-Schott-Straße 21 97877 Wertheim/Main Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, laboratory bottles, vials, test tubes, glass tubing for scientific 
purposes, dispenser syringes for laboratory use, pipettes, pipette tips; laboratory equipment, namely, plastic, rubber and 
elastomer closures, seals and stoppers for laboratory bottle? and vials; laboratory glassware; condensers; laboratory 
glassware racks; pipette racks; laboratory incubators; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus, 
hardware and software for storing, rotating monitoring and recording cell cultures; laboratory equipment, namely, 
automatic fluid dispensers; laboratory equipment, namely, peristaltic pumps; barcode scanners.

Cl.35;Inventory management services [office functions], namely, bar coding for product identification, product 
identification labeling, and inventory control labeling.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of containers to the specifications of others; sterilization of laboratory vials, vial inserts, and 
laboratory glassware; silanization. of laboratory vials, vial inserts, and laboratory glassware; siliconization of laboratory 
vials, vial inserts, and laboratory glassware; treatment of laboratory vials, vial inserts, and laboratory glassware with 
ammonium sulfate.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 88087051 ;United States of America 

4164320    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463681]
Flywire Corporation

141 Tremont Street, Tenth Floor Boston MA 02111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, downloadable computer programs and mobile device software for use in making and 
processing secure online and mobile financial payments, for receiving and distributing funds, for processing electronic 
payments, for processing credit card, debit card, prepaid card and electronic check transactions, for transmitting, 
processing and facilitating credit card, debit card, prepaid card, electronic check and information and transaction and 
payment information, for foreign exchange payment processing, for bill payment processing and transaction services, for 
reconciling invoices and payments, for maintaining virtual accounts and prepaid cards, for storing and transmitting 
credit, debit and prepaid card and other payment and transaction information, and for verifying payment and or funds.

Cl.36;Electronic transfer of funds; electronic payment processing services; electronic currency exchange transaction 
services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing services; electronic payment and payment facilitation services 
in the nature of processing credit, debit and prepaid card and electronic check financial transactions and payments, 
involving subsequent transmission of payment data; providing financial information in relation to credit, debit and 
prepaid card and electronic check payments and transactions; online bill payment services; financial transaction 
processing services, namely, facilitating credit card, debit card, prepaid card, electronic check and electronic payment 
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transactions; electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment 
data; money exchange and transfer services; money wiring services; bill payment processing and transaction services; 
payment and/or funds verification services, namely, payment transaction authorization and verification services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for use in making and processing secure 
online and mobile financial payments, for receiving and distributing funds, for processing electronic payments, for 
processing credit card, debit card, prepaid card and electronic check transactions, for transmitting, processing and 
facilitating credit card, debit card, prepaid card, electronic check and information and transaction and payment 
information, for foreign exchange payment processing, for bill payment processing and transaction services, for 
reconciling invoices and payments, for storing and transmitting credit, debit and prepaid card and other payment and 
transaction information and for verifying payment and or funds.
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Priority claimed from 25/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-162119 ;Japan 

4164323    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462463]
FUJIFILM Corporation

26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-8620 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and computer software [including downloadable software]; computer software platforms; 
computer programs and computer software [including downloadable software] for use in computed tomography [CT] 
apparatus; computer programs and computer software [including downloadable software] for use with computed 
tomography [CT] apparatus; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; computer workstation comprised of 
computer hardware and software for gathering and transmitting patient image data for the primary diagnosis, treatment 
and care of patients; telecommunication machines and apparatus.

Cl.10;Computed tomography [CT] scanners; computed tomography [CT] apparatus; X-ray computed tomography [CT] 
scanners; diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments and accessories 
thereof.

Cl.42;On-line data storage services; providing electronic memory space on the Internet; hosting memory space on the 
Internet; rental of server memory space; electronic storage services for archiving databases; electronic data storage; 
cloud computing; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a 
cloud computing network; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing 
computer programs on data networks; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer 
software; computer programming in the medical field; rental of computer hardware and software.
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4164327    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463674]
SHENZHEN DAFAN JEWELLERY CO., LTD.

801, Building 309B, Shenzhen Century Arts and crafts Culture Market, No. 4001, Fuqiang Road, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; precious stones; chains [jewellery]; diamonds; jewellery; paste 
jewellery; jewellery boxes; chronometric instruments; works of art of precious metal; ornaments [jewellery].

Cl.35;Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; outsourcing services [business assistance]; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; presentation of goods on communication media, for 
retail purposes; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; marketing; shop window dressing; provision 
of commercial and business contact information.
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Priority claimed from 26/02/2019; Application No. : 88317175 ;United States of America 

4164328    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462847]
CPS Technologies, LLC

1 South Pinckney Street Madison WI 53703 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries; galvanic batteries; polymer lithium-ion batteries; fuel cells; rechargeable batteries for electric vehicles; 
parts and accessories for batteries; battery chargers; voltmeters for electric batteries for land, air and water vehicles; 
battery monitors for land, air and water vehicles; grids for batteries, namely, conductive grids for batteries; component 
parts of batteries, namely, internal frames for the purpose of providing structural durability; component parts of batteries, 
namely, vent caps; industrial batteries; downloadable mobile application software for use with battery monitoring, battery 
diagnostic, and battery safety devices to monitor the performance of a battery; downloadable mobile application software 
for education relating to battery technology.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring batteries; providing business information in the field of batteries via the 
internet.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, and repair of vehicle batteries; vehicle battery charging.

Cl.40;Custom manufacturing services for others in the field of batteries; recycling of batteries.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2018; Application No. : 1951601 ;Australia 

4164330    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463241]
Sonder Solutions Pty Ltd

G 26-28 Wentworth Ave SURRY HILLS NSW 2010 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing information and advice, including through an online platform, in the fields of employment, careers, 
employment opportunities, career placement, recruitment, job listings, job resources.

Cl.36;Providing information and advice, including online, about insurance, financial and monetary affairs and real 
estate affairs; financial advisory services for individuals; advisory services relating to personal financial planning; 
advisory services relating to insurance; arranging of insurance.

Cl.39;Travel assistance services, including arranging transportation, travel reservations and travel bookings for 
individuals who are travelling abroad; advisory services relating to travel; information services in relation to travel; 
providing information, including through an online platform, about transport services in foreign countries; arranging of 
local transport for individuals who are travelling abroad; arranging of travel visas; provision of information and advice 
regarding travel visas; escorting of travellers; medical tourism services, namely, the arrangement of transportation, travel 
reservations and travel bookings to another country in order to obtain health care.
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Cl.41;Providing information and advice, including through an online platform, about current affairs, local events, 
entertainment and cultural activities; language interpretation services; providing information and advice, including 
through an online platform, about education, local education systems, educational institutions and training institutions; 
providing information and advice, including through an online platform, about local culture, cultural customs, local laws 
and civics; education services; education services, namely, arranging and conducting seminars, workshops, tutoring and 
mentoring for individuals on the topics of culture, cultural customs and civics in relation to foreign countries; education 
services in relation to emergency awareness and planning, situational awareness and personal security for individuals 
travelling abroad; electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics relating to living and working overseas, 
including online and over a global computer network; providing educational and informational resources to assist 
individuals who have immigrated to another country; providing translation services.

Cl.43;Arrangement of temporary housing accommodation for travellers; facilitating the reservation or rental of 
temporary housing accommodation for individuals who are travelling abroad; consultancy and advisory services relating 
to the provision of temporary accommodation; providing information, including online, to assist travellers with reserving 
or renting temporary accommodation; medical tourism services being the reservation or booking of hotels or temporary 
accommodation in order to obtain health care.

Cl.44;Providing information, including online, about medical services in different countries; information services 
relating to health care systems in different countries; providing information about the location of emergency health care 
providers; advisory services relating to health care; advisory services relating to medical services; medical liaison 
services, namely, providing clients' medical information to emergency health care providers and liaising with emergency 
health care providers in relation to the status and treatment of clients who are injured or ill; case management and co-
ordination of health care and medical services for clients; medical assistance services, namely, providing information 
collected by remote monitoring of alert devices for the dispatch of emergency medical responders and notification of 
third parties; medical tourism services being the arranging of medical treatment in another country.

Cl.45;Concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements and reservations and 
providing customer-specific information to meet individual needs; providing information and advisory services relating to 
consumer rights; migration agent services; providing visa and immigration legal support services; providing information, 
including online, about personal security, situational awareness and emergency awareness and planning; providing 
information about the location of and contact information for emergency services (excluding emergency medical 
services), consular services and local authorities; monitoring, detecting and providing notifications to individuals in 
relation to emergencies, hazards, security threats and other local events which may affect a member's personal safety or 
security; monitoring of individuals' real-time position and estimated time of arrival to their specified destination for 
security purposes utilising computers and/or GPS; monitoring of alert devices by a remote monitoring centre for the 
dispatch of emergency and security services and notification to third parties; security services, namely, providing 
security escorts; security services for the protection of property and individuals; providing information, including online, 
about personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; advisory services relating to 
organising personal schedules; online social networking services; providing personal and social support services 
including services to assist international students studying and living in Australia; facilitating the provision of personal 
and social support services rendered by others; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of 
individuals; providing information, including online, about legal services; providing information and advisory services 
relating to immigration laws and procedures; provision of information and advice regarding visas (other than for travel); 
providing information and advisory services relating to civil rights.
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4164335    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462415]
HOUSE OF ROSE Co.,Ltd.

2-21-7 Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8625 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Combs; cosmetic utensils, other than electric tooth brushes; cosmetic utensil sets; sponges used for applying 
make-up; cosmetic brushes; powder compacts; soap holders and boxes; toilet cases; nail brushes; powder puffs; hair 
brushes; lip brushes; eyebrow brushes.

Cl.24;Towels of textile; japanese cotton towels (Tenugui); handkerchiefs; woven textile goods for personal use.
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Priority claimed from 22/03/2018; Application No. : UK00003298782 ;United Kingdom 

4164368    04/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463524]
Cgon Limited

1st Floor,30 Clarendon Road WATFORD WD17 1JJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Fuel additives; fuel additives being a hydrogen precursor; battery electrolyte solutions for use with vehicle 
engines; battery electrolyte solutions for use with hydrogen generation systems for vehicles; chemical additives.

Cl.7;Hydrogen generation systems for vehicle engines; units producing hydrogen to add to the fuel and air mixture in 
the air intake of vehicles to enhance combustion of fuel in an internal combustion engine; hydrogen generating systems 
for use with internal combustion engines; hydrogen generating systems for use with internal combustion engines; 
hydrogen generation systems comprising a tank and electrode array.

Cl.9;Electrochemical cells; electrolytic cells; electrolytic cells for use with vehicle engines; electrolytic cells being part 
of a hydrogen generation system for vehicle engines; fuel cells for vehicles; fuel cell electrodes; electrodes; electrolysers; 
wireless monitoring systems for use in vehicle engines; wireless monitoring units for use with hydrogen fuel additive 
systems; wireless transmitters and receivers for monitoring fuel efficiency; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid.

Cl.12;Motor land vehicle engines and parts and fittings therefor; parts and fitting for vehicles; vehicle engine 
combustion enhancement units; torque convertors fitted to vehicles to enhance combustion; parts and fittings for all of 
the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 05/07/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 107 502 ;Germany 

4164392    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463375]
KRAIBURG Relastec GmbH & Co. KG

Fuchsberger Strasse 4 29410 Salzwedel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Goods [semi-finished goods] made of rubber, plastics, artificial resins, polyurethane and synthetic resins; 
plastics [partially processed]; plastics in the form of sheets, foils, blocks, rods and tubes; rubber, also raw or partially 
processed; artificial rubber; recycled rubber; rubber granules; rubber derivatives; insulation and barrier articles and 
materials; building protection mats made of rubber, plastics or artificial resins for use in the construction sector for the 
protection of construction materials or construction parts against mechanical damage; finished or semi-finished goods 
[as far as included in this class], adapted to a specific purpose of use, namely, shock-absorbing materials, vibration 
dampers, plastic surface protection materials for the protection of materials, goods made of rubber for insulation 
purposes and rubber layers; rubber sheets; rubber blocks; rubber seals; rubber hoses; random packings of rubber; 
insulation sheets; insulating mats; insulation plates; insulating matting; non-metallic materials, in particular of plastics 
and/or rubber, for the purpose of vibration damping, vibration suppression, impact absorption, sound proofing, sound 
absorption and sound insulation; moulded products and parts, not of metal, for the purpose of acoustic and mechanical 
decoupling of construction components, in particular in the rail sector; sound control flooring underlayment and sound 
absorbing materials as well as acoustic insulation materials in the nature of floor coverings and protective mats; sound 
control flooring underlayment and sound absorbing materials as well as acoustic insulation materials for the protection of 
sealings and insulations against mechanical damages; acoustic insulants; acoustic insulation barrier panels; noise 
suppression strips [rubber]; sound control flooring underlayment; sound-absorbing plates; sub-ballast mats not of metal, 
in particular of crumb rubber and polyurethane foam; insulation materials and sound absorbing materials, especially in 
the nature of floor coverings and mats for reduction of noise and vibration emissions at traffic routes or at locations with 
a high occurrence of noise and vibration emissions, in particular in the rail sector; sound proofing boards for use in 
building; parts and fittings for all of the afore-mentioned goods as far as included in this class.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials and elements [not of metal]; slabs, not of metal, for building; intumescent 
construction materials; non-metallic building and construction materials and elements with vibration reducing, vibration 
suppressing, shock-absorbing, sound-insulating and sound-absorbing properties; non-metallic panels having elastic and 
sound-insulating properties and being building materials for use in the manufacture of multi-layer subfloors; stabilization 
fabrics [non-metallic] for use in construction; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this 
class.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; artificial floor coverings; mats and floor coverings of rubber and plastics [including 
polyurethane]; underlays for mats, runners, carpets and/or artificial turf; non-slip underlays; non-slip floor mats for use 
under apparatus; parts and fittings for all of the afore-mentioned goods as far as included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2018; Application No. : 88042992 ;United States of America 

4164396    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463284]
HITECH RUSH INC.

Suite 7553, 1201 N Orange St. Wilmington DE 198011186 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of computer software, via a website; teaching and training in the 
field of information technology; educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational 
workshops, forums, and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of computer software, technology, and 
programming; educational examination services; providing on-line electronic publications in the nature of books, 
magazines, and manuals in the fields of computer software and technology; entertainment services, namely, providing 
online computer games; providing information in the field of education regarding computer software; computer education 
training and coaching services; vocational education in the field of computers; organization of computer competitions; 
boarding school education; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes.

Cl.42;Providing computer simulation programs for others; providing information on computer technology and 
programming via a web site; computer programming; information technology consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-143127 ;Japan 

4164398    28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462461]
NIPPON STEEL & SUMITOMO METAL CORPORATION

6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8071 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Alloys of common metal; aluminum; aluminum foil; aluminum wire; balls of steel; boxes of common metal; 
brackets of metal for building; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; brazing alloys; rods of metal for brazing; ceiling and 
floor boards of metal for building purposes; prefabricated buildings of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; cast 
steel; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; industrial packaging containers of metal; copper, unwrought or semi-
wrought; crash barriers of metal for roads; fittings of metal for building, namely, metal door fittings, metal pipe fittings 
and metal joinery fittings for buildings; flanges of metal; foundry moulds of metal; framework of metal for building; gold 
solder; indium; ingots of common metal; iron ores; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron wire; joists of metal; lead, 
unwrought or semi-wrought; linings of metal for building purposes; manhole covers of metal; manifolds of metal for 
pipelines; materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways; common metals in powder form; nickel; niobium; 
prefabricated architectural pillars of metal for buildings; pipe muffs of metal; poles of metal; posts of metal; props of 
metal being metal beams; railroad ties of metal; rails of metal; railway material of metal; railway sleepers of metal; 
reinforcing materials of metal for building purposes; sheet piles of metal; metal sheets; plates of metal, namely, steel in 
the form of plates; silver plated tin alloy; silver solder; sleeves being metal hardware, namely, metal cable junction and 
metal expanding sleeves for affixing screws; soldering wire of metal; steel alloys; steel pipes; steel sheets; steel strips; 
steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; steel wire; strap-hinges of metal; tantalum; tin; tinfoil; tinplate; tinplate packings, 
namely, tin foil packaging trays and tin foil industrial packaging containers; titanium; titanium iron; tombac; trellis of 
metal; tubes of metal; tungsten; vanadium; rods of metal for welding; wire of common metal; wire of common metal 
alloys, except fuse wire; wire rope; zirconium; steel bars; cask stands of steel; non-electric steel cables; steel forgings; 
wire of metal for welding; heavy steel plates; hot-rolled steel sheets and coils; cold-rolled steel sheets and coils; tin-free 
steel sheets and coils; semi-worked electrical steel sheets; galvanized steel sheets and coils; construction materials of 
metal, namely, metal soffits and metal pipes; storage tanks of metal; building materials of metal; building materials of 
metal for base-isolation and vibration-control; seismic brace of metal; anti-seismic devices made of metal; metal vibration 
dampers for buildings or building parts; fish cages of metal for commercial use; fish farm cages of metal for commercial 
use.

Cl.7;Air suction machines; bending machines; compressed air machines; compressed air pumps; compressors, 
namely, electric compressors, gas compressors and air compressors; condensing installations for chemical processing, 
namely, mechanical condensators and air condensers; pneumatic, hydraulic and thermostatic control mechanisms for 
metalworking machines, construction machines and loading-unloading machines; crushing machines for metalworking, 
construction loading-unloading and chemical processing; cutting machines for metalworking and construction; electric 
welding machines; drainage machines for construction, namely, oil drain pumps, earth moving machines and earth 
augers; planing machines for metalworking; electric arc cutting machines; electric arc welding machines; finishing 
machines for metalworking, namely, honing machines, burnishing machines and lapping machines; gasifiers; ac 
generators of electricity; dc generators of electricity; galvanizing machines; grinding machines; guides for metalworking 
machines; power-operated hand-held tools, namely, power drills, buffers and grinders; heat exchangers for chemical 
processing machines; hemming machines; metalworking machine tool holders; machining centers for metalworking 
machining; metal drawing machines; metalworking machines; metal surface galvanizing machines; moulding machines 
for metalworking; moulds being parts of machines; paring machines for metalworking; pneumatic transporters; electric 
machines for polishing metal surface; punching, mechanical and hydraulic presses for metalworking; presses for 
chemical processing; rammers; rolling mill cylinders; rolling mills; sewage pulverizers; slide rests being parts of 
machines; trimming machines for metalworking; vibrator machines for industrial use; waste compacting machines for 
industrial purpose; industrial waste disposer machines; gas-operated welding machines; industrial robots for metal 
working; continuous casting machines; machines for the treatment of metal giving a pickling effect on the surface; 
machines for tin-plating on the surface of metal; annealing machines for metalworking; electromechanical machines for 
chemical industry, namely, sintering machines and calcining machines; sorting machines for mining and chemical 
processing; electric pumps, silt pumps and hydraulic pumps; pneumatic machines, namely, pneumatic hammers, 
pneumatic conveyors and pneumatic pumps; hydraulic machines and apparatus, namely, hydraulic jacks, hydraulic 
excavators and hydraulic conveyors; machines for giving a pickling treatment on the surface of metal; industrial fishing 
machines; fishing machines and instruments; automatic feeding device for fish farming; machinery for use in relation to 
fish farming; electricity generators; parts of construction machines and apparatus for seismic control for buildings; parts 
of construction machines and apparatus for seismic isolation for buildings; carbon dioxide capture equipment, namely, a 
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capture unit comprised primary of flue gas coolers, absorber towers, regenerator towers, heat exchangers, blowers and 
pumps that captures carbon dioxide from flue gases of combustion apparatus such as gas turbines and internal 
combustion engines.

Cl.9;Electronic agendas; bar code readers; central processing units; integrated circuits; computer operating programs, 
recorded; computer peripheral devices; downloadable computer software for use in monitoring and controlling factory 
manufacturing processes; recorded computer software for use in monitoring and controlling factory manufacturing; 
computers; data processing apparatus; blank integrated circuit cards; intercommunication apparatus, namely, telephones 
and intercoms; juke boxes for computers; lasers, not for medical purposes; blank magnetic data carriers; magnetic 
encoders; computer programs for monitoring factory manufacturing processes; optical character readers; blank optical 
data carriers; portable telephones; printed circuits; optical readers being data processing equipment; semi-conductors; 
telephone apparatus; telecommunications transmitters; telecommunications transmitting sets consisting of a transmitter 
and receiver; video telephones; silicon wafers; color filters for liquid crystal display; flexible printed circuits; flexible 
printed circuit materials, namely, foil circuits for electrical conduction; electrical coils; monitoring devices for the 
aquaculture industry used to monitor water temperature, temperature, solar irradiation, wave height, periodic current, 
oxygen level and salinity level; sensors and detectors for use in aquaculture; computer software for use in the field of 
aquaculture; measuring apparatus for use in the field of aquaculture; seismic detectors; measuring apparatus and 
instruments.

Cl.11;Air conditioning apparatus for industrial purpose; air conditioning installations for industrial purpose; electric air 
deodorizing apparatus for industrial purposes; air filtering installations for industrial purposes; air purifying apparatus 
and machines for industrial purposes; air sterilizers for industrial purposes; ash pits for industrial furnaces; industrial 
boilers and heating boilers, other than parts of machines; evaporative air coolers for industrial furnaces; water 
desalination plants; distillation apparatus; drying apparatus, namely, industrial dryers for heating and dehumidifying, 
drying apparatus for chemical processing; evaporators; filters for air conditioning for industrial purposes; filters for 
industrial furnaces; filters for industrial boilers; filters for air-conditioning apparatus for industrial purposes; filters for 
garbage incinerators; filters for water purifying apparatus for industrial purpose; fire bars being parts of industrial 
furnaces and boilers; fuel economizers in the nature of devices for warming feed water in heating boilers; industrial 
furnace ash boxes; furnace grates being parts of industrial furnace and nuclear reactors; furnace grates being parts of 
industrial boilers; industrial furnaces; cooling vats being parts of industrial furnaces; heat exchangers for chemical 
processing, not parts of machines; heating elements for industrial purposes; hot water heating installations for industrial 
purpose; loading apparatus being parts of furnaces; purification installations for sewage; water filtering apparatus for 
industrial purposes; water flushing installations for industrial purposes; water purification installations; water purifying 
apparatus and machines for industrial purpose; waste melting furnaces; garbage incinerators; melting furnaces; waste 
water treatment apparatus for industrial purpose; industrial gas purification apparatus; purification equipment of 
industrial gases including combustible gases having rich carbon dioxide; carbon dioxide capture equipment, namely, a 
capture unit comprised primary of flue gas coolers, absorber towers, regenerator towers, heat exchangers, blowers and 
pumps that captures carbon dioxide from flue gases of combustion apparatus such as boilers, industrial furnaces and 
industrial incinerators.

Cl.19;Artificial stone; ceramic building materials, bricks and refractory products; building materials of ceramic, 
concrete, carbon fiber plastics, aramid fibers and plastics, namely, building materials of ceramic, concrete, carbon fiber 
plastics, aramid fibers and plastics in the form of door panels, beams, pre-cast wall forms; building panels of ceramic, 
concrete, carbon fiber plastics and plastics, namely, door panels, roof panels, wall panels and floor panels; building 
stone; cement posts; cement slabs; concrete building elements, namely, concrete panels, concrete architectural columns 
for buildings, concrete beams, concrete blocks, concrete bricks and concrete panels; construction materials of ceramic, 
concrete, carbon fiber plastics, aramid fibers and plastics, namely, construction materials of ceramic, concrete, carbon 
fiber plastics, aramid fibers and plastics in the form of door panels, beams, pre-cast wall forms; door casings of carbon 
fiber plastics and plastics; door frames of carbon fiber plastics and plastics; door panels of carbon fiber plastics and 
plastics; fences of carbon fiber plastics and plastics; cement for furnaces; grout; palings of concrete, carbon fiber 
plastics and plastics; palisading of carbon fiber plastics and plastics; slag as building material, namely, slag stone, 
Portland blast-furnace slag cement and slag-lime cement.

Cl.37;Building construction; installation of building insulation; building sealing; damp-proofing of buildings; demolition 
of buildings; construction of airports; construction of aquatic facilities; construction of telecommunication towers; harbor 
construction; pier construction; residential and commercial building construction; road construction; construction 
services in the nature of earthworks; construction services using concrete; construction of base-isolation and vibration-
control device for building; steel structure construction; warehouse construction; construction of artificial islands; 
construction of tunnels; construction of stadiums; construction of storage tanks; drilling of wells; factory construction; 
industrial furnace installation and repair; machinery installation; pipeline construction and maintenance; plumbing; 
riveting; underwater construction; underwater repair; construction of natural oil drilling platforms; construction of natural 
gas drilling platforms; bridge construction; construction of offshore structures for the production of crude oil and natural 
gas; construction of coastal structures, namely, facilities and utility buildings in the oil and gas industry; building 
construction information; building construction supervision; installation of electrical power plants; installation, 
maintenance and repair of chemical plants; installation, maintenance and repair of steel plants; installation of waste 
treatment plants; installation of polychlorinated biphenyl treatment plant; installation of recycling plants; installation of 
energy plants; installation of liquefied natural gas plants; air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; installation, 
maintenance and repair of computer hardware; telephone installation; electric appliance installation; boiler cleaning and 
repair; burner maintenance and repair; pump repair; construction consultation; repair or maintenance of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair or maintenance 
of industrial furnaces; repair or maintenance of storage tanks; installation of apparatus, instruments, devices and 
installations for use in the field of aquaculture.
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Cl.39;Air transport; barge transport; boat transport; bus transport; car transport; carting; electricity distribution; ferry-
boat transport; freight (shipping of goods); freighting; guarded transport of valuables; lighterage services; marine 
transport; packaging of goods; parking place rental; passenger transport; railway transport; rental of warehouses; river 
transport; stevedoring; towing; transport and storage of trash; transport and storage of waste; transport of travelers; 
unloading cargo; vehicle towing; warehousing; wrapping of goods; removal services; providing information relating to the 
distribution of electricity; consultancy services relating to the distribution of electricity; collection of industrial waste and 
trash; collection of domestic waste and trash.

Cl.40;Electro-plating; hot dipping; mill working; annealing; metal tempering; synthetic resin coating; plastic film 
processing; print processing of designs; printing; water purifying; purifying of water quality and wastewater processing; 
disposal, burning, burying and recycling of waste; disposal of waste (deformation); segregation of waste; disposal of 
waste [treatment]; cutting, sharpening and perforating of plastics; waste processing; separating of waste; etching of 
semiconductor integrated circuits; semiconductor wafer processing; metal treatment; metal forging treatment; pressing 
of sheet metal; metalworking; providing material treatment information; anti-rust or color treatment of irons and steels 
and nonferrous metals and their alloys; custom manufacture of foundry molds of metal; metal welding; custom 
manufacturing of copper utensils; magnetization; custom manufacture of boilers; metal treating; electro-plating; 
blacksmithing; coppersmithing; boiler-making; soldering; laser scribing; recycling of waste and trash; incineration of 
waste and trash; water treatment; offset printing; disposal of industrial waste and trash; photogravure printing; screen 
printing; lithographic printing; letterpress printing; sorting of domestic waste and trash; treatment of waste and harmful 
substances; processing of natural gas, namely, desulfurization of natural gas; carbon dioxide processing services, 
namely, separation and recovery of high-purity carbon dioxide from gases including carbon dioxide; gas processing 
services.

Cl.42;Architectural consultation; architectural services; construction drafting; urban planning; architectural analysis; 
engineering services in the field of electrical power plant; engineering services in the field of chemical plant; engineering 
services in the field of steel plant; engineering services in the field of waste treatment plant; engineering services in the 
field of polychlorinated biphenyl treatment plant; engineering services in the field of liquefied natural gas plants; 
engineering services in the field of recycling plant; engineering services in the field of energy plants; engineering 
services in the field of receiving and storage plants; engineering services in the field of floating structures; engineering 
services in the field of offshore steel structures; designing of base-isolation and vibration-control devices; technical 
consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of electrical power plants; technical consultancy relating to 
engineering services in the field of chemical plants; technical consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of 
steel plants; technical consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of waste treatment plants;technical 
consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of polychlorinated biphenyl treatment plants; technical 
consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of liquefied natural gas plants; technical consultancy relating to 
engineering services in the field of recycling plants; technical consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of 
energy plants; technical consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of receiving and storage plants; 
technical consultancy relating to engineering services in the field of floating structures; technical consultancy relating to 
engineering services in the field of offshore steel structures; technical consultancy service for steel making in the field of 
inspection, quantity and quality control of the quality and quantity of raw materials and finished goods; technical 
consultancy service for operation and maintenance of steelmaking plants, namely, testing and evaluation of power plant 
equipment to improve performance and efficiency of such equipment; consultancy in the field of design and use of 
computer hardware; computer programming; computer software design; computer system design; computer system 
analysis; computer virus protection services; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data 
conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion; duplication of computer programs; installation of 
computer software; providing search engines for the Internet; recovery of computer data; computer software 
consultancy; mechanical research; research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on prevention 
of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; testing, inspection or research on 
agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; material testing; 
research in the field of environmental protection; underwater exploration; rental of computer software; rental of web 
servers; hosting web sites; calibration; surveying; geological research; geological surveys; design of machines, 
apparatus and instruments in the nature of annealing machines and metal working machines; technical consultancy 
relating to engineering services in the field of waste water treatment plant; analysis of technical data for aquaculture; 
programming, design, development, updating and maintenance of computer software and applications in the field of 
aquaculture; engineering services in the field of fuel manufacturing plant.
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4164404    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463349]
Equifax Inc.

1550 Peachtree Street, N.W. Atlanta, GA 30309 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing financial credit risk and credit score analysis services for others rendered 
by financial analysis of big data, proprietary data, and mathematical modeling.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable software for use in generating customized models and scores, analytics, 
configurable solutions, insights, and benchmarks from diverse data sources, namely credit scores, proprietary data, and 
big data, for the purpose of making decisions related to customer acquisition, customer management, fraud, and financial 
credit risk.
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4164405    13/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462861]
Curai, Inc.

3430 West Bayshore Road, Suite 104 Palo Alto CA 94303 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, downloadable computer programs and mobile device software for use in telemedicine 
applications, for providing personalized healthcare services, for use in communicating with patients, for use in facilitating 
healthcare provider-patient interactions, for use in gathering patient medical information and history, for evaluating and 
diagnosing medical conditions, disorders and diseases, for displaying, reviewing, interpreting, managing, analyzing, 
comparing, annotating and/or processing medical images and examination results, for collaborating with others on 
examination, diagnosis and treatments, for planning and personalizing patient treatments, for accessing libraries of 
medical images, diagnoses and treatments and for generating, exporting, and/or printing reports.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for use in telemedicine applications, for 
providing personalized healthcare services, for use in communicating with patients, for use in facilitating healthcare 
provider-patient interactions, for use in gathering patient medical information and history, for evaluating and diagnosing 
medical conditions, disorders and diseases, for displaying, reviewing, interpreting, managing, analyzing, comparing, 
annotating and/or processing medical images and examination results, for collaborating with others on examination, 
diagnosis and treatments, for planning and personalizing patient treatments, for accessing libraries of medical images, 
diagnoses and treatments and for generating, exporting, and/or printing reports.

Cl.44;Telemedicine services; medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care services.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 017926174 ;European Union 

4164406    13/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463286]
Exscudo OÜ

Merirahu 58 EE-13516 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software, recorded; computer programs; computer programs, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; smartphone software; downloadable 
software for use with crypto currency and digital currency; downloadable computer software for use with crypto currency 
and digital currency; computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, software for using a 
consensus engine incorporating blockchain technology for securing data with cryptographic information; computer 
software platforms for developing, building, and operating distributed computing platforms [blockchains]; computer 
application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, software for mobile payments; mobile 
application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, software used to make financial 
payments and transactions; computer application software for fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones, namely, 
software for credit, debit and pre-paid card mobile payments.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; issuance of tokens of value; financial and monetary services, and banking; currency trading and 
exchange services; exchanging money; clearing, financial; clearing-houses, financial; securities brokerage; financial 
transfers and transactions, and payment services; financial services, namely, exchange of virtual currencies for fiat 
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currencies, exchange of virtual currencies for other virtual currencies, e-wallet services in the nature of storing of digital 
virtual currency in an electronic wallet; cash management; cash management, namely, facilitating and tracking transfers 
of electronic cash equivalents; virtual currency exchange transaction services for transferrable electronic cash equivalent 
units having a specified cash value; payment and funds verification services; credit, debit and pre-paid card payment 
processing services; electronic commerce payment services; electronic commerce payment services, namely, 
establishing funded accounts used to purchase goods and services on the internet; electronic foreign exchange payment 
processing; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; merchant services, namely, payment 
transaction processing services; wireless fitness trackers, mobile phones and smart phones payment services; payment 
processing services; providing information in the field of financial transaction and payment processing via a website; 
financial consulting services in the field of virtual currencies.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software; software development; computer programming; computer 
software design; electronic data storage; software as a service; software as a service [SaaS]; smartphone software 
design; design, development, and implementation of software for distributed computing platforms; design, development, 
and implementation of software for blockchain software; developing customized software in the field of distributed 
computing platforms for others; developing customized software in the field of blockchain software for others; research 
and development of computer software; software development and product development consulting in the field of 
distributed computing platforms; software development and product development consulting in the field of blockchain 
software; software as a service [SaaS] featuring computer software for services to enable the secure exchange of funds, 
virtual currencies and information in electronic payment transactions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software for the provision of digital tokens for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer 
network; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for the provision of digital tokens, 
incorporating cryptographic protocols, used to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized 
computer platform; creating decentralized computer applications and blockchain software; consultancy and information 
services relating to the design, programming and maintenance of computer software; consultancy and information 
services relating to information technology; information technology [IT] consultancy; information technology consulting.
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4164420    06/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463307]
NINGBO RAFFINI IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD.

NO.198 CHANGSHOU SOUTH ROAD, YINZHOU NINGBO 315100 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Pedicure sets; nail files; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; manicure sets; eyelash curlers; files [tools]; tongs; 
scissors; nail files, electric; cuticle tweezers.

Cl.21;Table plates; scoops [tableware]; cutting boards for the kitchen; pots; bowls [basins]; bottles; toilet utensils; 
baby baths, portable; watering cans; soap boxes; electric combs; comb cases; large-toothed combs for the hair; combs; 
currycombs; dandruff comb; combs for animals; floss for dental purposes; perfume vaporizers; cages for household 
pets; poultry rings; litter boxes [trays] for pets; mangers for animals.

Cl.26;False hair; hair extensions; tresses of hair; artificial flowers; decorative articles for the hair; hair curling pins; 
wigs; hair curlers, other than hand implements; ornaments for hair; hair barrettes; hair nets; bodkins; hair pins; hair clips; 
barrettes.
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4164430    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463653]
Pride of Lions, Inc.

422 Morris Ave, c/o OlenderFeldman LLP Summit NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Apparel, namely, belts; blouses; bottoms as clothing for women, men and children; underwear; dresses; jackets; 
jeans; pants; shirts; shoes; shorts; skirts; sweat pants; sweaters; sweatshirts; swimwear; t-shirts; tank tops; tops as 
clothing for women, men and children; vests; pajamas; beach cover-ups; sleepwear; coats; suits; lingerie.

Cl.35;Retail stores featuring apparel, cosmetics, furniture and home goods; online retail store services featuring 
apparel, cosmetics, furniture and home goods.

Cl.41;Providing online non-downloadable digital publications in the nature of online newsletters and magazines in the 
fields of lifestyle, fashion, cosmetics, and home improvement; entertainment services, namely, the provision of non-
downloadable video blogs and podcasts in the fields of lifestyle, fashion, cosmetics and home improvement via the 
internet, and online virtual and augmented reality platforms.
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Priority claimed from 12/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 012 528 ;Germany 

4165097    12/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462994]
Miele & Cie. KG

Carl-Miele-Str. 29 33332 Gütersloh Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, freezing, ventilating and water supply; unit 
heaters; steam generating apparatus; cooking appliances; refrigerating apparatus; installations for freezing; drying 
installations; apparatus for ventilation and water supply, including electric and gas-powered cooking stoves; cookers; 
kitchen ranges; electric cooking utensils; apparatus or installations for cooking; cooking hobs; cooking rings; heating 
plates; baking muffles and kilns for household and industrial kitchen use; slow cookers (electric -); microwave ovens; 
electric and gas-powered griddles and grills; hot-air cookers (electric); electric deep fryers; roasting and grill plates; 
pressure cooking apparatus (electric); steaming apparatus (electric -) for cooking; electrically heated bain-maries; steam 
cookers; electric deep fat fryers; electrically heated cabinets for food; vacuum steam heating apparatus; vacuum 
furnaces; ventilation apparatus, and apparatus for improving air quality, including cooker hoods; ventilation hoods; 
ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; scent dosing apparatus, other than for personal use; filters 
(parts of household or industrial installations); electric tea machines; coffee machines; expresso coffee machines; fully 
automated coffee machines, included in this class; refrigerating appliances; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerating show 
cases; refrigerated display cases; beverage cooling apparatus; fridge-freezers; mechanical tap devices for dispensing 
chilled beverages for use with apparatus for chilling beverages; freezers; deep freezing apparatus; refrigerating chests; 
ice chests; ice machines and apparatus; laundry drying machines; electric laundry dryers; electrically operated drying 
cabinets for laundry; heat pumps; sterilizers; installations for baking; baking ovens; bread making machines; parts, 
fittings and accessories of the aforesaid goods, included in this class; deep fat fryers.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; cardboard boxes; cardboard gift boxes; printed matter; books; magazines; plastic materials for 
packaging; office requisites; gift vouchers; dust bags of paper; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of 
paper, cardboard or plastics; labels of paper or cardboard; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for food.

Cl.21;Small hand-operated household and kitchen utensils, household and kitchen containers; cleaning instruments, 
hand-operated; cleaning cloths; sponges; strainers for household purposes; household utensils; frying pans; kitchen 
utensils; sponges for household purposes; brushes for household purposes; ironing boards; earthenware; porcelain 
ware; glass jars; glass vases; glass carafes; coffee pots; insulated flasks; flasks; drinking flasks; vacuum flasks; dusters; 
ironing board covers; wine chillers; wine coolers; cold packs for chilling food and beverages; portable cool boxes, non-
electric; ironing boards with integrated ventilator function and/or board heaters.

Cl.29;Arrangements of processed fruit; ready-to-eat desserts based on milk or artificial milk; oils for food; part-cooked, 
pre-cooked, chilled or frozen ready meals consisting predominantly of eggs, poultry, vegetables, fish, meat, meat 
substitutes, seafood or game.

Cl.30;Coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor, chilled or frozen ready meals consisting of pasta or pastries; 
fresh or frozen pastries and confectionery; fresh or frozen pastries with fillings consisting of fish, meat, poultry, 
vegetables, fruits or game; prepared desserts [pastries]; prepared desserts [chocolate based]; ready-to-cat desserts 
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(pastries), ready-to-eat desserts (confectionery); petits fours (cakes); chocolates; spices.

Cl.35;Merchandising; advertising, marketing and promotional services; business administration; business 
management tasks; presentation of goods and services; demonstration of goods; the bringing together, for the benefit of 
others, of a variety of goods for presentation and sales purposes in the field of household appliances and utensils; 
arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of goods; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing 
of services; arranging commercial transactions for third parties, also within the framework of e-commerce; arranging 
contracts relating to concluding commercial transactions, for others; retailing and wholesaling, including via the internet 
and via mobile internet, in the fields of household appliances and utensils; wholesaling and retailing, including via the 
internet, in relation to delicatessen food and beverages; event marketing.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance, installation of household appliances, industrial apparatus and equipment and household 
appliances and equipment operated electrically and/or electronically and/or with fuel, including gas, and kitchens 
(furniture); washing, drying and ironing of laundry; rental of cleaning and washing and drying machines and equipment; 
rental of household appliances.

Cl.39;Delivery of goods; storage of goods; wrapping of goods; packaging of goods; rental of freezers.

Cl.41;Conducting cooking classes; correspondence courses relating to cookery; arranging of cookery courses and 
cooking events; arranging of online cookery courses, online cooking events and chefs; consultancy in relation to the 
organization of cooking competitions, cookery courses and cooking events; providing of information in relation to 
cookery courses and cooking events; education; providing of training; entertainment; cultural activities.

Cl.43;Cookery advice; personal chef services; consulting services in the field of culinary arts; providing advice in 
relation to food and wine; consultancy in relation to cooking utensils, namely electric and gas ovens cooking ranges, 
stoves, electric cookers, hobs, hot plates, heater plates, oven interiors and cookers for domestic and commercial 
applications, microwave ovens, electric and gas grills, fan-assisted electric cookers, electric fryers, griddles, electric 
pressure cookers, electric steam cookers, electric bain-maries, electric warming cabinets for food, cooker hoods, 
extractor ventilators for use in kitchens; café and restaurant services.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2018; Application No. : 017955301 ;European Union 

4165131    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463170]
AXA

25 avenue Matignon F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, business assistance for industrial and commercial companies, business management, business 
administration; business advice, information and inquiries.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting and financial services; banking, real estate agencies, real estate affairs, debt collection, 
personal insurance; life insurance underwriting; death insurance underwriting; fire-accident-miscellaneous-risk insurance 
underwriting; reinsurance services; brokerage; provident funds; monetary affairs; fund investments; financial appraisals 
and expertise, consulting services relating to financial investments, financial analyses; management of portfolios, 
financial investments; financing services; raising capital and capital investment; financial transactions; debt collection 
services; real estate affairs, real estate estimates and appraisals, real estate evaluation, real estate consulting, real estate 
investments, real estate management, real estate agencies, real estate rental.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2018; Application No. : 2018-80916 ;Japan 

4165132    16/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463227]
NTT Communications Kabushiki Kaisha, also trading as NTT Communications Corporation

1-6 Uchisaiwai-cho 1-chome Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8019 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software which realizes the capability to appropriately answer or operate instead of by 
human by combining functions such as natural language processing, machine learning and ontology; computer software 
which realizes the capability to appropriately answer or operate instead of by human by combining functions such as 
natural language processing, machine learning and ontology; computer software for scientific and technical analysis of 
data by computers; computer software for scientific and technical analysis of data by artificial intelligence (AI); computer 
software for scientific and technical analysis of data; computer application software; computer software; 
telecommunications apparatus and instruments; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts.

Cl.35;Advertising, including on-line advertising on a computer network of a software which realizes the capability to 
appropriately answer or operate instead of by human by combining functions such as natural language processing, 
machine learning and ontology; advertising and publicity services; marketing research or analysis; providing information 
concerning commercial sales; business management analysis or business consultancy; office functions, namely filing, in 
particular documents or magnetic tapes; computerized file management; computer database search; compilation of 
information into computer databases; provision of space on web sites for advertising; business data analysis; office 
function related to data processing; reception services for visitors in building with artificial intelligence (AI); reception 
services for visitors in building; office function related to data processing with artificial intelligence (AI); telephone and e-
mail receptionist services with artificial intelligence (AI); office function; information processing by computers; data 
processing by computers.

Cl.42;Design, programming or maintenance of computer application software which realizes the capability to 
appropriately answer or operate instead of by human by combining functions such as natural language processing, 
machine learning and ontology; design, programming or maintenance of computer software which realizes the capability 
to appropriately answer or operate instead of by human by combining functions such as natural language processing, 
machine learning and ontology; design, programming or maintenance of computer application software; design, 
programming or maintenance of computer software; providing computer software for scientific and technical analysis of 
data by computers; providing computer software for scientific and technical analysis of data by artificial intelligence (AI); 
providing computer software for scientific and technical analysis of data; providing computer software which operates 
with the combination of functions such as natural language processing, machine learning and ontology; providing 
computer software which realizes the capability to appropriately answer or operate instead of by human by combining 
functions such as natural language processing, machine learning and ontology; providing computer application software; 
providing computer software; scientific and technical analysis of data by computers; scientific and technical analysis of 
data by artificial intelligence (AI); scientific and technical analysis of data; rental of server memory space; technological 
advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines.
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Priority claimed from 10/09/2018; Application No. : 33431459 ;China 

4165139    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463090]
BEIJING LLVISION TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD.

1115-6, Floor 11, Block 1, No. 68 North Fourth Ring Road, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer software, recorded; computer peripheral devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; face 
recognition equipment; data processing apparatus; smart watch (data processing); smart glasses (data processing); 
navigational instruments; smartphones; equipment for communication network; wearable activity trackers; portable 
media players; audio- and video-receivers; camcorders; cameras [photography]; optical apparatus and instruments; 
integrated circuits; protective masks; protective goggles; alarms; eyeglasses; video screens; virtual reality headsets; 
wearable video display monitors; batteries, electric.

Cl.38;Message sending; transmission of digital files; video-on-demand transmission; providing user access to global 
computer networks; providing access to databases; providing online forums; communications by computer terminals; 
streaming of data; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing internet chatrooms.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : 40201901140W ;Singapore 

4165175    01/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463058]
SHEARES HEALTHCARE GROUP PTE. LTD.

1 Wallich Street, 32-02 Guoco Tower Singapore 078881 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business planning; business 
development services; business consultancy services; office administration services for others; administrative services 
relating to investments; business administration services in the field of healthcare; data processing services in the field 
of healthcare; management of health care clinics for others; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; medical billing; medical cost management; health care cost review; advice and 
assistance relating to business management of hospitals and medical centres.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; health education; medical education services; providing continuing medical 
education courses; medical training and teaching; organisation of conferences and symposia in the field of medical 
science; arranging and conducting of conventions; arranging and conducting of congresses.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical care; medical assistance; medical consultations; medical examinations; medical 
testing; medical screening; medical information; medical counselling; medical nursing; medical diagnostic services; 
medical analysis services; medical treatment services; medical health assessment services; medical advisory services; 
alternative medicine services; medical services relating to testing, diagnosis and treatment of chronic diseases; 
consultancy and advisory services in relation to medical services; consultancy and information services relating to 
medical products; provision of medical facilities; rental of medical and health care equipment; medical and healthcare 
clinics; health clinic services; hospital services; paramedical services; healthcare; healthcare services; home health care 
services; consultancy relating to health care; information services relating to health care; health care services offered 
through a network of health care providers on a contract basis; rehabilitation services [health care]; aged care services 
[medical and nursing services]; personal care services [medical nursing, health, hygiene and beauty care]; nursing care; 
health consultancy; health counselling; health screening; advisory services relating to health; providing health 
information; monitoring of patients; monitoring of patients remotely; mental health services; mental health screening 
services; providing mental rehabilitation facilities; psychiatric services; psychiatric consultation; psychiatric testing; 
psychological care; psychological diagnosis services; psychological testing; psychological assessment and examination 
services; psychological consultation; providing psychological advice; preparation of psychological reports; 
psychological treatment; psychological or psychiatric counselling; preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists; 
preparation and dispensing of medications; dispensing of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical advisory services; provision 
of pharmaceutical information.
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4165190    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462628]
SHANGHAI BAG FILTRATION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

No. 4221, Longwu Road, Minhang District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for the textile industry; pneumatic hammers; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; pressure 
regulating valves being parts of machines; valves [parts of machines]; pneumatic transporters; vacuum cleaner bags; 
machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes.

Cl.9;Power station automation equipment; surveying apparatus and instruments; pressure gauges; measuring 
instruments; electromagnetic coils; distribution consoles [electricity]; regulating equipment, electric; high voltage 
explosion protection device; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; solenoid valves.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 88099970 ;United States of America 

4165193    11/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462601]
Threshold Shows, PBC

1314 S. Grand Blvd. Ste. 2 Unit 206 Spokane WA 99202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events.

Cl.42;Providing, via a website, non-downloadable software for enabling musicians, writers, artists, subject matter 
experts and other craftspersons to locate their fans globally for the purpose of scheduling, promoting, and selling tickets 
to shows at their fans' homes and businesses; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for scheduling, 
promoting and selling tickets to entertainment, educational, athletic, instructional and other cultural and entertainment 
events.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : UK00003320269 ;United Kingdom 

4165200    16/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463320]
OTRO Club Limited

45 Whitfield Street London W1T4HD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile apps; software.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; provision of online and telecommunications facilities for exchanging messages, 
text, photos, images, videos, audio content, multimedia content, electronic files, information and data; providing an on-
line forum for the sharing of text, photos, images, videos, audio content, multimedia content, electronic files, information 
and data; personal messaging services; instant messaging services; provision of online forums and chat rooms; 
providing online community forums, chat rooms and spaces for users to post, search, view, watch, share, critique, rate, 
and comment on, messages, comments, multimedia content, videos, movies, films, photos, audio content, animation, 
pictures, images, text, information, and other user-generated content; broadcasting services; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; fan club services (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations); digital fan club services (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); provision of news, information, photographs, video and content regarding the 
activities of others for entertainment purposes; entertainment services, in which people, celebrities, stars, footballers, 
athletes, sportsmen, sportswomen, actors, actresses, TV, radio and film personalities and their followers and fans can 
interact and post news items, information, photographs, video and other content via an online forum; audio production 
services, namely, creating and producing podcasts; publishing services; pay-per-view entertainment services; sporting 
and cultural activities; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software accessible via a website to enable uploading, posting, 
showing, searching, organising, displaying, sharing and transmitting of electronic media, text, photos, images, videos, 
audio content, multimedia content, electronic files, information and data; software as a service; software as a service for 
uploading, posting, showing, searching, organising, displaying, sharing and transmitting of electronic media, text, photos, 
images, videos, audio content, multimedia content, electronic files, information and data; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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4165210    13/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462637]
Shanghai Astrace New Material Technology Co., Ltd.

1/F, No. 9, Lane 38, Xiangningbang Road, Zhujiajiao Town, Qingpu District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; substances for insulating buildings against moisture; electrically 
controlled transparent plastic film for industrial and agricultural use; carbon fibres, other than for textile use; plastic 
substances, semi-processed; plastic fibers, other than for textile use; plastic film, other than for wrapping; anti-dazzle 
films for windows [tinted films]; self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; 
insulators; insulating refractory materials.

Cl.35;Advertising; outdoor advertising; bill-posting; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management consultancy; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; commercial administration 
of the licensing of the goods and services of others; marketing research; business research; marketing.
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4165221    03/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462629]
Hanergy Co-Inno Mobile Energy Investment Co. Ltd.

No. 0801, Floor 7, Room 101, Floor 1 to 14, Building 3, Yard 8, Beichen West Road, Chaoyang District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motor coaches; cars; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; engines for land vehicles; motors, 
electric, for land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; camping cars; automobile body; electric vehicles; civilian drones.

Cl.41;Teaching; academies [education]; educational services; entertainment services; providing sports facilities; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; lending library services; providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; production of radio and television programmes; organizing prize draw.

Cl.44;Opticians' services; rental of sanitation facilities; convalescent home services; medical clinic services; 
telemedicine services; dietary and nutritional guidance; hospital services; services of a psychologist; massage; pet 
grooming.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2018; Application No. : 302018000019625 ;Italy 

4165231    24/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462987]
ILVE SPA

Via Antoniana, 100 I-35011 CAMPODARSEGO (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Wardrobes, cabinets; meat safes; kitchen furniture; worktops of wood and other non-metallic materials.

Cl.21;Coffee machines; cooking pot sets; meat tenderisers; cooking strainers; bread bins; kitchen pots; kitchen pans; 
cutting boards for the kitchen; cooking skewers; cookery moulds; kitchen utensils for domestic use.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-144206 ;Japan 

4165236    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463678]
Maruka Machinery Co., Ltd.

2-5 Minamishinmachi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 540-0024 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; machines for making textile articles; food processing machines and 
apparatus; beverage processing machines and apparatus; printing machines and apparatus; bookbinding machines and 
apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging machines and apparatus; wrapping machines and apparatus; 
machines for processing plastics; machine elements, not for land vehicles; starters for motors and engines; AC motors 
and DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC motors]; alternators; 
direct current generators; linear motors; disintegrators; industrial robots; washing apparatus; galvanizing machines; 
semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; chemical processing 
machines and apparatus.

Cl.37;Construction consultancy; repair and maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; repair and 
maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of power distribution machines and 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of power control machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of power 
generators; repair and maintenance of electric motors; repair and maintenance of measuring and testing machines and 
instruments; repair and maintenance of printing machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of bookbinding 
machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair and maintenance of 
industrial furnaces; repair and maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of machines and 
apparatus for processing food; repair and maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing beverages; repair and 
maintenance of machines for making textile articles; repair and maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair 
and maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of packing machines and 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of wrapping machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of water pollution 
control equipment; repair and maintenance of linear motors; repair and maintenance of disintegrators; repair and 
maintenance of industrial motors; repair and maintenance of washing apparatus; repair and maintenance of galvanizing 
machines; repair and maintenance of semi-conductor manufacturing machines and systems; repair and maintenance of 
presses [machines for industrial purposes]; repair and maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; 
motor vehicle maintenance and repair; rental of construction machines and apparatus; rental of mining machines and 
apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2018; Application No. : 88043003 ;United States of America 

4165238    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462842]
HITECH RUSH INC.

Suite 7553, 1201 N Orange St. Wilmington DE 198011186 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Providing non-downloadable videos in the field of computer software, via a website; teaching and training in the 
field of information technology; educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational 
workshops, forums, and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of computer software, technology, and 
programming; educational examination services; providing on-line electronic publications in the nature of books, 
magazines, and manuals in the fields of computer software and technology; entertainment services, namely, providing 
online computer games; providing information in the field of education regarding computer software; computer education 
training and coaching services; vocational education in the field of computers; organization of computer competitions; 
boarding school education; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes.

Cl.42;Providing computer simulation programs for others; providing information on computer technology and 
programming via a web site; computer programming; information technology consultancy.
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4165245    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462902]
CryptoCompany OÜ

Rebase 1 EE-50104 Tartu Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software.

Cl.36;Virtual currency services; virtual currency transfer services.
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4165256    28/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462909]
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical 
substances for preserving foodstuffs; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; chemicals for use in aquaculture; chemical preparations for the treatment of seeds; chemical substances, 
chemical materials and chemical preparations, and natural fertilisers; plant growth regulating preparations.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; 
non-medicated dentifrices.

Cl.5;Medical preparations; veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceuticals and natural 
remedies; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; sanitary preparations and articles; disinfectants and 
antiseptics; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; medicated and sanitizing soaps and detergents; 
medical dressings, coverings and cotton swabs for medical use; pest control preparations and articles; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; recorded content; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; software; computer software; application software; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and 
photographic devices; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; optical devices, 
enhancers and correctors; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; data 
processing equipment; computers; chemical reactors for laboratory use.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments; prosthetics and artificial implants; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; orthopedic aids and 
wheeled walkers and walking frames to aid mobility; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; physical 
therapy equipment; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants.

Cl.31;Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains 
and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; 
foodstuffs and beverages for animals; agricultural and aquacultural crops, unprocessed, horticulture and forestry 
products; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; fodder; animal foodstuffs.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; business administration; 
business management; business advice; business consulting; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; business analysis, research and information services; advertising and promotion services and related 
consulting; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotions for 
others; retail and wholesale services in relation to medical preparations, veterinary preparations, pharmaceutical 
preparations, pharmaceuticals and natural remedies, dietary supplements and dietetic preparations, dietary supplements 
for humans and animals, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; retail and 
wholesale services in relation to sanitary preparations and articles, disinfectants and antiseptics, preparations for 
destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, medicated and sanitizing soaps and detergents, medical dressings, coverings 
and applicators, pest control preparations and articles, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting; 
entertainment, education and instruction services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific and technological services; information 
technology [IT] consulting services; software development, programming and implementation; software research; design, 
development and implementation of software.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; hygienic and beauty care for 
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animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; human healthcare services; animal healthcare 
services.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2018; Application No. : 302018000034140 ;Italy 

4165263    12/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462508]
FOSBER S.p.A.

Via Provinciale per Camaiore, 27/28 I-55060 MONSAGRATI PESCAGLIA (LU) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machinery and machinery lines for processing of cardboard, corrugated cardboard, in sheets and reels; splicers, 
corrugator groups, double facers, roll stand splicers, roll stands, glue machines, paper cutters, slitter scorers, stackers 
and manufacturing process controlling devices as parts, fittings and spare parts for machines for the manufacturing of 
cardboard, corrugated cardboard, in sheets and reels; machinery and machinery lines for processing of cardboard, 
corrugated cardboard in sheets or reels, also comprising controlling computerized equipment.

Cl.9;Computerized equipment for the control and management machinery, systems and machinery lines for processing 
cardboard, corrugated cardboard, in sheets and reels.
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4165264    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453303]
ViscoTec Pumpen- u. Dosiertechnik GmbH

Amperstraße 13 84513 Töging Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps, progressive cavity pumps, drainage pumps, gas removal pumps, agitator container pump; pump control 
valves, ejectors for pumps; automatic dispensing machines; robots for handling dosing devices, manufacturing robots; 
extrusion moulding machines; spray nozzles, spraying devices for viscous fluids; printheads for 3D printers, in particular 
with progressive cavity pumps; positioning machines for print-heads; lithographic printing machines; machines for 
splicing particles, in particular for building-up multi-dimensional objects in layers.

Cl.9;Dosage dispensers, dosing valves (as part of dosage dispensers), dosing needles (as part of dosage dispensers) 
and dispensers (as part of dosage dispensers) for dosing, applying, filling and spraying of liquid to pasty mediums, in 
particular of adhesives, sealants, paints, pastes, fats, resins and chemicals; dosage dispensers with an endless piston 
pump or a progressive cavity pump; adapters for dosing needles (as part of dosage dispensers), in particular with 
integrated pressure measurement and temperature measuring devices; apparatus for monitoring, controlling and 
regulating valves and valve parts; inkjet printers.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, medical instruments, implants, prostheses, 
in particular manufactured according to a 3D print method; pumps for medical purposes, metering pumps for delivering 
drugs in measured quantities (medical use); artificial skin, artificial membranes for replacing skin; skin applicators for 
medical purposes, artificial bones, bone substitute materials, substitutes for cartilage, artificial tissue for medical 
purposes, artificial teeth, teeth replacement material; medical dosing devices for injections, medical dosing pumps, 
pharma dispensers, in particular for applying viscous biochemical fluids, in particular based on CAD-data.

Cl.42;Science and technology services and research work and design services relating thereto, in particular for 
controlling and regulating manufacturing processes with the help of 3D printing; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software, in particular for controlling and regulating 
manufacturing processes with the help of 3D printing; technical consultancy relating to manufacture, computer aided 
design for manufacturing operations; consultancy relating to prototype production; consultancy relating to 3D printing, in 
particular for fluid-technical applications.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2018; Application No. : 88118523 ;United States of America 

4165266    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462512]
iBlush LLC

4730 W Post Rd Suite 150 Las Vegas NV 89118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for use in mobile devices which allows users to communicate via textual content, video, photos and 
audiovisual means in the field of dating services; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for social 
networking, social introduction and dating services.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to engage in social networking, 
social introduction and dating; providing photo and video sharing services, namely, providing technology enabling users 
to upload, view and download digital photos and videos; providing an online network environment that features 
technology that enables users to engage in social networking, social introduction and dating, and communicate through 
textual content, video, photos and audiovisual means on mobile devices; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software applications for social networking, social introduction and dating, and transmission of audio, video, 
photographic images, text, graphics and data.

Cl.45;Social introduction, social networking, and dating services provided via mobile applications.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 2018746990 ;Russian Federation 

4165279    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462698]
BLOGMAN DMCC

3301, Armada 2, JLT-PH2-P2A, Jumeirah Lakes Towers Dubai

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing 
equipment and computers; software; computer software, recorded; computer software platforms, recorded or 
downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs, 
recorded; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer game software; computer programs, 
downloadable; computer operating programs, recorded; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable ring tones 
for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music files.

Cl.35;Computerized file management; business information; marketing; marketing in the framework of software 
publishing; updating and maintenance of information in registries; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; online retail services for 
downloadable ring tones; online retail services for downloadable digital music; provision of an online marketplace for 
buyers and sellers of goods and services; registration of written communications and data; compilation of information 
into computer databases; compilation of statistics; systemization of information into computer databases; appointment 
scheduling services [office functions].

Cl.38;Telecommunications; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing access to 
databases; providing internet chatrooms; video-on-demand transmission; transmission of greeting cards online; 
message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of telegrams; transmission of 
digital files; providing online forums; videoconferencing services; teleconferencing services; telecommunications routing 
and junction services; streaming of data.

Cl.41;Teaching; providing of training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; layout services, other 
than for advertising purposes; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; 
providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing films, not downloadable, via 
video-on-demand services; electronic desktop publishing; online publication of electronic books and journals; 
publication of texts, other than publicity texts.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer system analysis; recovery of computer 
data; computer virus protection services; installation of computer software; information technology [IT] consultancy; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer software consultancy; data security 
consultancy; updating of computer software; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; platform as a 
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service [PaaS]; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; providing search engines 
for the internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer system design; 
rental of computer software; hosting computer sites [web sites]; server hosting; duplication of computer programs; 
computer software design; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information 
technology services]; creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer programming; off-site data backup; 
electronic data storage.
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4165294    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1437656]
Beauty Icons AB

C/o No. 18, 5th Floor Birger Jarlsgatan 18 SE-114 34 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;The following cosmetics not for medical purposes: cosmetics, toilet preparations, toiletries and toothpaste; 
perfume; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; essential oils and aromatic extracts; body cleaning preparations, body 
care preparations and cosmetics; hair, skin, eye and and nail care preparations; distilled oils for beauty care.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; business management; commercial trading and consumer 
information services; product demonstrations and product presentation services; dissemination of advertising, marketing 
and publicity material via the Internet and other media; retailing relating to cosmetics and hygiene products, beauty 
products, body care products, toiletries, jewellery, bags, clothing, shoes and other fashion articles, goods and 
accessories; advertising relating to the sale of cosmetics and hygiene products, beauty products and body care products, 
toiletries, jewellery, bags, clothing, shoes and other fashion articles, goods and accessories.
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Priority claimed from 13/08/2018; Application No. : 1947909 ;Australia 

4165296    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463334]
One Zero Pty Limited

PO Box 3418 Rhodes NSW 2138 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Electrolyte products (in liquid, powder and frozen form); dietetic products; food supplements in this class; 
medicated, dietetic and supplement drinks in this class; electrolyte replacement beverages; dietary and nutritional 
supplements; powdered nutritional supplements for addition to liquid beverage; fruit flavoured nutritional supplements 
for use in performance athletic training; ice beverages for medical use.

Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); glassware, porcelain 
and stoneware for the household and kitchen; glass bottles; plastic bottles; bottles for beverages; sports bottles; 
beverage containers and drinking containers and vessels.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear; clothing for men, women and children; sportswear; swimwear; jackets, shirts, 
blouses, tee shirts, pants, shorts, underwear, boxer shorts, socks, neckties, pyjamas, loungewear, sweat shirts, sweat 
pants, jeans, aprons, hats, caps and shoes.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks; soft drinks, energy drinks, and sports drinks; fruit drinks and juices; syrups, concentrates 
and powders for making beverages including syrups, concentrates and powders for making mineral and aerated waters, 
soft drinks, energy drinks, sports drinks, fruit drinks and juices; preparations for making drinks; electrolyte replacement 
beverages for general and sports purposes; sports drinks; powders for making beverages; mineral and aerated waters; 
syrups, beverages; drinking waters, flavoured waters, mineral and aerated waters; and other non-alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2018; Application No. : UK00003313183 ;United Kingdom 

4165302    22/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462464]
OXFORD NANOPORE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

Gosling Building, Edmund Halley Road, Oxford Science Park OXFORD OX4 4DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; software; software for running an e-commerce platform; software for use in analysing, 
transmitting and receiving data via a global communications network; software for developing, running and 
communicating with software on data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and veterinary apparatus, 
computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; computer operating 
software; operating system software; operating software for data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and 
veterinary apparatus, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; 
sensors; micro-array chips; electronic sensing apparatus; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; laboratory and 
scientific apparatus and instruments for biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, 
polynucleic acid and molecular analysis, optical or electrochemical analysis, measurement of ions; laboratory and 
scientific portable apparatus and instruments for biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, 
polynucleic acid and molecular analysis, optical or electrochemical analysis, measurement of ions; apparatus and 
instruments for use in DNA, RNA, protein and polynucleic acid sequencing; apparatus for the analysis of polynucleic acid 
sequences; apparatus and instruments for the analysis of nucleic and polynucleic acids; apparatus and instruments for 
the analysis of proteins; apparatus and instruments for analysis of genetic information, genomic information and 
proteomic information; apparatus and instruments for use in laboratory analysis; diagnostic and testing apparatus, not 
for medical purposes; monitoring apparatus and instruments; computer programs, computer hardware and data 
processing apparatus, all for the analysis and recordal of scientific data; scientific apparatus and instruments; 
electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) devices; scientific apparatus and instruments for automating the extraction and 
preparation of test samples; apparatus, devices and instruments for synthesising chemical compounds, small molecules, 
genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; data processing apparatus, devices 
and instruments; apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, measuring, analysing, sequencing or synthesising 
small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; portable 
apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, measuring, analysing, sequencing or synthesising small molecules, 
genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; portable computer hardware and 
data processing apparatus, all for the analysis and recordal of scientific data; computer peripheral devices; instruments 
and apparatus for the display of information obtained from scientific equipment; silicon chips; DNA chips; analyte 
detector chips; biosensor chips; cartridges being laboratory and scientific apparatus for holding biological, 
bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular test samples; batteries; 
rechargeable batteries; chargers for batteries; power packs; computer docking stations; apparatus for connecting and 
charging portable digital electronic devices; testing apparatus incorporating chemical or biological reagents other than 
for medical purposes; reaction units containing chemical or biological reagents being laboratory equipment other than for 
medical use; nanopore sensing devices; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; none of the aforesaid relating to 
entertainment, video games and interactive applications for entertainment purposes.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus for biological, 
chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and molecular analysis; medical and veterinary apparatus using electrowetting 
technology; automated apparatus and instruments for the extraction and preparation of test samples for medical and 
veterinary purposes; portable medical and veterinary apparatus for biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein 
and molecular analysis; liquid biopsy devices; blood testing apparatus; diagnostic apparatus for medical or veterinary 
purposes; portable diagnostic apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; testing apparatus for medical or veterinary 
purposes; portable testing apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; cartridges for test samples, for medical 
purposes; diagnostic apparatus and instruments in the nature of reaction units containing chemical reagents, for medical 
purposes; nanopore sensing devices for medical purposes; apparatus and instruments for medical diagnosis; portable 
apparatus and instruments for medical diagnosis; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 019 796 ;Germany 

4165320    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463028]
Montblanc-Simplo GmbH

Hellgrundweg 100 22525 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments; eyeglasses; sunglasses; eyeglass frames and cases; magnifying glasses; 
computer and tablets carrying cases and bags; holders and cases for portable telephones and smart phones; accessories 
for portable telephones, smart phones and tablets; data recording and storage media device and instruments; measuring, 
navigational, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; sensors, not for medical purposes; 
apparatus for recording and transmission of data; mobile (digital) electronic apparatus; mobile (digital) electronic 
apparatus for accessing the internet and for transmission, reception and storage of data; (wireless) apparatus for 
communication with networks; (wireless) electronic communication devices and instruments; global positioning 
apparatus (GPS); data processing hardware; computer; (downloadable) software; Computer databases; electronic 
handheld units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages, and electronic devices that 
enable the user to keep track of or manage personal information; global positioning system (GPS) devices; global 
positioning system (GPS) computer software; computer software for identifying, locating, grouping, distributing, and 
managing data and links between computer servers and users connected to global communication networks and other 
computer, electronic and communications networks; computer software for use on handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices and other consumer electronics; computer software for personal information management; character recognition 
software; voice recognition software; electronic mail and messaging software; remote control apparatus; downloadable 
software applications (apps); electronic tags for goods; computer peripheral equipment; electronic apparatus with 
multimedia functions; electronic apparatus with interactive functions; computer component testing and calibrating 
equipment; laptop cases and holders; watch chargers for smart watches.

Cl.14;Jewellery; cufflinks; tie clips; rings (jewellery); bracelets (jewellery); earrings; necklaces (jewellery); brooches 
(jewellery); key rings of precious metal; watches; chronometers; clocks; watch movements; watch straps; watch 
bracelets; boxes of precious metal for watches and jewellery.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; stationery; articles of paper or cardboard, namely, boxes, bags, envelopes and 
pouches for packaging; wrapping paper; writing instruments; pouches for writing instruments; cases for writing 
instruments; inks and refills; pencils and pencil refills; desk sets; pen stands; desk pads; writing books; calendars, 
colouring books; note books; sketch books; indexes; covers [stationery]; files [office requisites]; announcement cards 
[stationery]; writing paper; envelopes; index cards [stationery]; business cards; writing pads; pens; pen nibs; writing 
instrument holders; paperweights; diaries; cover for diaries; replacement papers for diaries and notebooks; inkwells; 
cheque book holders and covers; passport holders; document file trays; document holders and cases (stationery); 
albums; bookends; money clips; writing cases (sets); letter trays; pen trays; letter openers; personal organisers.

Cl.18;Articles made wholly or principally of leather or imitation leather, namely, document cases, briefcase type 
portfolios, suitcases, briefcases, tie cases, key cases, trolley bags, shoulder strap, back pack, bags, messenger bags, 
totes, clutches, wallets, card holders, luggage tags, coin purses, wash bags for carrying toiletries, garment bags for travel 
made of leather, duffle bags, toiletry bags (sold empty), vanity case (sold empty).

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; accessories for clothing, namely, belts, braces and gloves.

Cl.35;Retail store services presenting jewellery, jewellery products, timepieces, watches, eyewear, writing instruments, 
stationery, leather goods, clothing, belts; online retail store services presenting jewellery, jewellery products, timepieces, 
watches, eyewear, writing instruments, stationery, leather goods, clothing, belts; retail services via telephone, mobile 
phone, internet-enabled device or other telecommunications device presenting jewellery, jewellery products, timepieces, 
watches, eyewear, writing instruments, stationery, leather goods, clothing, belts; advertising services for luxury goods, 
namely jewellery, jewellery products, timepieces, watches, eyewear, writing instruments, stationery, leather goods, 
clothing, belts; business management and organisation consultancy in the field of luxury goods; consultancy for the 
purchase and sale of jewellery, jewellery products, precious stones, precious metals and their alloys, pearls, cuff links, tie 
clips, rings, bracelets, earrings, necklaces, brooches, charms, key rings, jewellery cases, timepieces, chronometric 
instruments, watches, chronometers, wall clocks, small clocks, watch cases, watch chains, watch springs, watch glasses, 
key rings (trinkets or fobs), cases or presentation cases for timepieces and jewellery.
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Priority claimed from 22/08/2018; Application No. : 1380369 ;Benelux 

4165322    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463477]
DARE!! B.V.

Vijzelmolenlaan 7 NL-3447 GX Woerden Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computers, computer peripherals, computer terminals, recorded 
computer programs; components of, and software for measuring instruments; software for measuring electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); data processing apparatus; computer software for measuring 
instruments; apparatus for the analogue/digital, digital/analogue or digital/digital conversion of electrical signals; field 
intensity sensors; modular storage units especially for computer software (modular software racks).

Cl.42;Computer programming, development and engineering; the design, development and installation of computer 
systems (software) and software; writing software for use in measuring instruments; development of measuring 
instruments; technical research; preparation of technical expert reports concerning (EMI/EMC) measurements, use and 
application of computer systems and software for; computer system analysis; rental of computer software; maintenance 
and repair of computer programs; performing (EMI/EMC) measurements.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic apparatus for checking the authenticity of cards, badges, passports, visas, namely electronic systems 
attesting to the authorization of entry into a territory and secure documents bearing a seal which enable entry into a 
territory, drivers' licenses, biometric identity cards or identification documents, electronic detectors for banknotes or 
access passes; apparatus and instruments for authenticating banknotes, access passes and payment documents; chips 
[integrated circuits]; computer chips; computer chips; semiconductor chips; electronic chips for manufacturing 
integrated circuits; semi-conductors; semi-conductor wafers; electronic semi-conductors; magnetic or electronic cards 
and badges, contact or contactless, intended for use as payment, credit, debit, remote payment, loyalty or cash cards, 
including those with dynamic codes for securing all transactions online; electronic systems attesting to the authorization 
of entry to a territory, driving license, electronic or biometric identification or identification documents, all equipped with 
optical effects security to fight against unauthorized reproduction, forgery, counterfeiting, namely cards, badges, 
passports, visas; magnetic or electronic cards and badges intended for use as cards and badges for access, transport, 
single or multiple access to services and/or transport networks, subscription to transport services; electronic or magnetic 
cards for use as health cards, cards for access to pay-television channels, games, and/or multimedia services, or data 
banks and databases; biometric apparatus, instruments, terminals, readers and scanners for fingerprints, palm prints, 
features of the iris, veins, voices, facial or bodily features or other biometric features; integrated circuit cards; chip cards; 
integrated circuit cards (smart cards); memory cards; programmable cards; remote programmable cards; transmitter-
receiver cards and badges; radio frequency cards and badges; infrared cards and badges; cards for access to computer 
and/or telecommunications networks; encoded cards; pre-recorded data cards, computer programs, and software; 
telecommunication cards; cards for the control of communication; magnetic or chip-based cards with units of credit; 
portable telephone cards with magnetic code; electronic cards for secure access, to computer and/or telecommunications 
networks; electronic cards used for accessing services and/or performing operations and transactions on computer 
and/or telecommunications networks; computer programs; software; biometric identification and control systems; 
computers and computer software for biometric systems for the identification and authentication of people; software for 
biometric systems for the identification and authentication of persons; software for detecting persons; software for 
interpreting finger or palm prints, features of the iris, veins, voice, facial features or other biometric features; computer 
programs and software for use with cards; computer programs and software recorded on cards or intended for being 
recorded on cards and/or telecommunications apparatus; software for providing access to electronic mail services; 
messaging software; software for providing access to electronic communication networks; software for providing access 
to the Internet and/or Internet sites; software for telecommunications, software for navigation (browsing); software for 
operations and transactions by card, namely, chip-based cards; integrated circuits; electronic chips; electronic signature 
support software, encryption software; encryption keys; electronic apparatus for checking the authenticity of cards; 
computer programs and software for storage, retrieval and secure transmission of information or data; computer 
programs and software for identifying and authenticating persons and/or electronic signatures for accessing networks, 
payment, operations and transactions, including online e-commerce; traceability software for the management and 
securing of documents and/or printed matter; computer servers, in particular for the downloading, distribution and 
management of applications on cards, including chip cards; computer programs and software for communication 
between chip-based cards and chip card readers and/or computer terminals; computer programs and software for 
transmitting, displaying and storing identification and/or operations and transactions related information or data, in 
particular online; computer software for processing electronic payments and transferring funds to and from third parties; 
authentication software for controlling access to computers and computer networks and controlling communication 
between computers and computer networks; software and databases for the issue and/or management of cards, in 
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particular chip-based cards, and for the monitoring of the management of such cards; apparatus for the storage, 
conversion, processing and transmission of data, information and signals; scientific, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, measuring, signaling and checking apparatus and instruments; electronic and/or computer apparatus, 
instruments and equipment for securing premises, including anti-theft warning apparatus, alarms; apparatus and 
instruments for the identification, access control using biometric data; electric locks; traffic control apparatus; apparatus 
for measuring speed; infrared cameras; apparatus for playing films; radars; software for capturing and processing data 
provided via the aforesaid apparatus and instruments; magnetic card encoding readers; data encoders; data decoders; 
computers and computer peripherals for use in connection with cards and/or telecommunications apparatus; 
microcomputers; portable computers; hand-held computers; apparatus for controlling secure access to computer and/or 
telecommunications networks; encoded credit cards; encoded payment cards.

Cl.16;Photographs; paper, printed materials; printed matter; printed material which by the composition of paper, ink or 
printing methods used are aimed at combating unauthorized reproduction, falsification and counterfeiting; banknotes; 
checks (means of payment); bank checks; voucher checks; gift certificates; vacation checks; passports [identification 
document not magnetically encoded]; secure papers affixed with a seal enabling entry into a territory, namely, visas; 
unencrypted identity cards, all equipped with optical effects security to fight against unauthorized reproduction, forgery, 
counterfeiting; identification or unencrypted cards and badges (monitoring, authentication, authorization) for sporting and 
cultural events, leisure; printed documents, namely, driving license; printed documents, namely, social security cards; 
printed documents, namely, treasury bills; tax stamps; financial securities; scratch cards; printed documents, namely, 
shares (securities); labels; paper banners; passenger tickets; letters communicating a confidential code; printed material 
enabling payment for services at home; prepaid telephone calling cards, not magnetically encoded; engraving plates for 
the aforesaid products.

Cl.35;Business management and business administration services, including personnel management; consultancy and 
business management advice, provision of advice with regard to business management and business operations; 
compilation and analysis of data and information relating to business management; assistance and consultancy in the 
field of the business management of companies; assistance with the management of commercial activities or functions 
for an industrial or commercial company; company management and services provided by consultants in connection with 
commercial affairs; services provided by consultants regarding human resources; human resources management; 
advertising; advertising by mail order; radio advertising; television advertising; commercial business management; 
commercial administration; commercial information and advice for consumers in the field of identity, security and in the 
field of banking; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); distribution of 
advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; 
arranging of telecommunication service subscriptions for others; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; data search in computer files for others; web site traffic optimization; organization of exhibitions, trade fairs 
for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; advertising mail; updating of 
advertising material; rental of advertising time on all communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of 
advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; public relations; opinion polling; company audits (commercial 
analyses); commercial intermediation services; promotion of the goods of others, namely, provision of information about 
discounts, coupons, price reductions, vouchers and special offers for the goods of others; promotion of the products and 
services of third parties by providing hyperlinks to the websites of third parties; promotion of the goods and services of 
others by providing websites with links to the online retail websites of others; services provided by business consultants 
in the field of online payments; administrative services, namely, management and monitoring of credit cards, direct debit 
cards, electronic checks, prepaid cards, payment cards and other forms of payment transactions via electronic 
communication networks for business purposes; business information management, namely, business analysis e-reports 
regarding payment processing, authentication, tracking and invoicing; business management, namely, payment 
optimization for companies.

Cl.36;Banking, financial and monetary affairs; insurance services; consultancy and information relating to financial, 
monetary and banking; consultancy and information relating to insurance underwriting; financial services, namely the 
electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling of financial transactions; providing a wide range of payment and 
financial services, namely credit card services, issuance of credit cards, payment cards and credit lines, processing and 
transmission of bills and payments thereof, bill payment services with guaranteed provision of payment, and brokerage of 
money market funds, all via global communication networks; processing of transactions carried out by credit card and 
immediate debit card; reimbursement of funds for disputed items in the field of purchases via electronic payment; 
provision of purchase protection for goods and services purchased by others via global computer and wireless networks; 
processing of credit card transactions; credit services, namely, provision of revolving credit account services; bill 
payment services; provision of mobile electronic payment services for others; credit card and payment processing 
services; processing of payments through electronic foreign exchange operations; payment processing services, namely 
providing transaction processing services in virtual currency for others, deposits of valuables, deposits in safe boxes; 
issuing of travelers' checks, vacation checks and payment orders in general; financing of loans for security and 
surveillance systems.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telephone services; telephone exchange services; communications by telephone; 
computerized telephony services; electronic messaging services; telephone voice messaging services; information on 
telecommunications; communications by computer terminals or by fiber-optic networks; communications by radio or 
telephone; mobile radio telephony services; transmission of data via telephone lines; providing telecommunications 
connections for hotlines and call centers; broadcasting of multimedia content via the Internet; streaming of audio, visual 
and audiovisual content via a global computer network; multimedia, audio and video dissemination via the Internet and 
other communication networks; dissemination of data; provision of user access to global computer networks; provision 
of access to a web portal, messaging services; provision of on-line forums; provision of access to chat lines, chat rooms 
and forums on the Internet, including the mobile Internet; provision of access to electronic information, communication 
and transaction platforms on the Internet; transfer of all types of messages to Internet addresses [web messaging]; 
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provision of access to databases; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); connection by 
telecommunications to a global computer network; news or information agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; 
broadcasting and transmission of radio and television programs; teleconferencing or videoconferencing services; rental 
of access time to global computer networks; transmission of information, data or software via telephone line, 
telecommunications and/or computer networks, cable, satellite, radio relay; downloading of data or software on cards and 
badges, including payment cards, remote payment, electronic cash, intended for securing transactions by code, 
particularly online; information concerning the aforesaid services.

Cl.40;Printing; printing of documents or printed material to combat unauthorized reproduction, falsification and 
counterfeiting; photocomposition; photogravure; information and advice relating to printing; engraving; information and 
advice relating to engraving; services for etching a sequence of identifiable numbers onto automobile windows with a 
view to identification in case of theft.

Cl.42;Computer engineering; technical consultancy relating to computers and/or telecommunications; design, 
development, maintenance and updating of software and databases; design and development of computers; development 
(design), installation, maintenance, updating or rental of software; computer programming; computer and software 
consultancy; programming for microprocessor cards and badges; loan and rental of computers, computer peripheral 
devices, computer programs and software; design, development, maintenance and updating of software for managing, 
securing and transferring cash; design, development of systems for the identification, authentication of the person; 
technical assistance, technical advice for the implementation of systems of identification and the authentication of 
people; design, development and updating of programs and computer software for interpreting fingerprints, palm prints, 
features of the iris, veins, the voice, facial features or other biometric features in the field of access control and the 
authentication of persons; design, development and updating of cards and badges, including payment cards, remote 
payment, electronic cash, intended for securing all transactions by code, particularly online; design and development of 
currency, payment documents, access passes, identification documents, cards, badges, banners and labels; design, 
development and updating of cards and card readers; information and advice relating to design and development of 
currency, payment documents, access passes, identification documents, cards, badges, banners and labels; lending and 
leasing of cards and badges, including payment cards, remote payment, electronic cash intended for securing all 
transactions by code, particularly online; loan and rental of cards and keys for access to telecommunication systems and 
networks and computer systems and networks; the aforesaid services available for consultation or made available by 
means of data transmission or on telecommunication or computer networks; design and development of data acquisition 
systems in connection with documents or printed matter to combat unauthorized reproduction, falsification and 
counterfeiting; design, development of ink, watermarks, paper, and software products, electronic chips for authentication, 
customization, protection against unauthorized reproduction, forgery, counterfeiting of documents, printed materials; 
design and development of processes for protection against unauthorized reproduction, falsification, counterfeiting, 
processes for authentication, customization of documents by inking, watermarking, guilloche technique, marking; 
hosting, development and design of networks and servers for the processing and management of a customer's computer 
system; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable online software for processing electronic payments; provision 
of temporary use of non-downloadable online authentication software for controlling access to computers and computer 
networks as well as for controlling communication between computers and computer networks; computer programming 
and development; development of computer software, especially for processing data collected using traffic control 
apparatus; checks and certification of the quality of traffic control apparatus and computer software relating to traffic 
control; research and analysis of technical data relating to theoretical situations relating to traffic; technological 
consultancy services to improve traffic safety; reports, studies, analyses, evaluations, estimates, diagnostics, 
recommendations, consultancy and research in scientific and technological fields provided by engineers; technical 
project studies; research in the field of semi-conductor processing technology; creation of databases; certification, 
testing, analysis and evaluation of products and services of others with the aim of issuing certification; research and 
development of new products for third parties; services of a graphics studio; expert reports and studies relating to 
telecommunications; expert reports, studies, consultancy and technical advice relating to computer technology and/or 
management systems and/or securing the transfer of funds; electronic security consultancy; expert reports, studies, 
technical consulting and advice, in the field of electronic card management systems; design, development and 
customization of documents and printed matter, money, payment orders, documents for access, for identification, cards, 
badges, banners and labels; design and development of anti-intrusion, anti-sabotage, anti-destruction and anti-theft 
systems for premises or industrial facilities.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals (excluding the transport thereof); night guard 
services; security agent services for the protection of property and individuals; providing information, advice and 
consultancy services relating to security services for the protection of property and individuals; security inspection 
services for others; authentication of personal identification information [identity verification services]; inspection of 
luggage for security purposes or in the field of transport, trade, regulated or unauthorized goods; information and 
consultancy relating to security for protection in the field of the transport of funds or valuables, luggage inspection; 
personal body guarding; surveillance and security for premises and industrial facilities; anti-intrusion, burglar-proof, anti-
tamper, anti-destruction and anti-theft security alarm monitoring; verification services for alarms and intervention 
subsequent to the triggering thereof; fingerprinting and digital fingerprint registration services; assignment of 
identification numbers to attach to valuables to facilitate their recovery following loss or theft [security services]; services 
for locating stolen goods; stolen vehicle tracking services; tracking services with a view to the recovery of encoded 
products; fraud detection services in the field of credit cards used for online shopping.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for use in humans, namely, chemotherapeutics and biopharmaceuticals; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of disorders of the nervous system, the immune system, 
the cardio-vascular system, the metabolic system, the respiratory system, the musculo-skeletal system, and the 
genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases, and inflammatory 
disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology, oncology, hematology, ophthalmology, 
gastroenterological disorders, and tissue and organ transplantology.

Cl.42;Biotechnology research, namely, research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for use in humans; 
research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of disorders of the 
nervous system, the immune system, the cardio-vascular system, the metabolic system, the respiratory system, the 
musculo-skeletal system, and the genitourinary system; research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for 
the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases, inflammatory disorders, gastroenterological 
disorders and for use in dermatology, oncology, hematology, ophthalmology, and tissue and organ transplantation.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for use in humans, namely, chemotherapeutics and biopharmaceuticals; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of disorders of the nervous system, the immune system, 
the cardio-vascular system, the metabolic system, the respiratory system, the musculo-skeletal system, and the 
genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases, and inflammatory 
disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology, oncology, hematology, ophthalmology, 
gastroenterological disorders, and tissue and organ transplantology.

Cl.42;Biotechnology research, namely, research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for use in humans; 
research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of disorders of the 
nervous system, the immune system, the cardio-vascular system, the metabolic system, the respiratory system, the 
musculo-skeletal system, and the genitourinary system; research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for 
the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases, inflammatory disorders, gastroenterological 
disorders and for use in dermatology, oncology, hematology, ophthalmology, and tissue and organ transplantation.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; metal building materials; reinforcing materials of 
metal for building; metal construction materials; windows of metal; aluminium windows; metal alloys for further 
manufacturing; common metals, unwrought and semi-worked, for use in further manufacturing; castings, foils, powder, 
and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of aluminium or its alloys; castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn 
or extruded semi-finished articles of copper or its alloys; castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-
finished articles of lead or its alloys; castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of nickel 
or its alloys; castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles of tin or its alloys; transportable 
buildings or structures of metal; doors of metal; double glazing panels of metal incorporating insulating glass.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; air conditioners for vehicles; air-conditioning apparatus; air-conditioning installations; air cooling 
apparatus; air filtering installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; air reheaters; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating 
installations; cooling appliances and installations; cooling installations and machines; cooling installations for water; 
cooling installations for liquids; evaporators; fans [air-conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; filters 
for air conditioning; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; desalination plants; desalination apparatus; 
desalination installations; desalination units; water desalination plants; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, other than 
parts of machines; heat exchangers for chemical processing; heating apparatus; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or 
gaseous fuels; heating boilers; heating installations; heat regenerators; hot air apparatus; regulating accessories for 
water or gas apparatus and pipes; safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; steam boilers, other than 
parts of machines; steam generating installations; water filtering apparatus; water purification installations; water 
purifying apparatus and machines; water supply installations.

Cl.17;Packing, stopping and insulating materials; insulators; insulators (electricity, heat, sound); electrical insulators; 
electrical insulating materials; dielectrics [insulators]; insulating materials; insulating fabrics; substances for insulating 
buildings against moisture; fiberglass for insulation; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; soundproofing 
materials; sound absorbing structures not of metal for buildings; building insulation materials; insulating materials for 
building; foam glass for use as an insulating material; foam insulation materials for use in building and construction; 
glass fiber insulation materials for use in construction; insulating foam for use in building and construction; insulating 
materials made of polyethylene foam; insulating materials made of polyurethane foam; low-density polyurethane foam for 
insulation; low-density polyurethane foam for packing; insulation and barrier articles and materials; seals, sealants and 
fillers; articles made of rubber for insulation purposes; articles made of synthetic rubber for insulation purposes; 
insulating bands; acoustic insulating materials; insulating materials for construction; thermal insulating materials; 
insulation materials for aircraft; waterproof packings; weatherstripping; weatherstripping compositions; non-metallic 
weatherstripping for buildings; weatherstripping for use in automobiles; weatherstripping for use in homes; 
weatherstripping, not of metal, for buildings; flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal; threads of plastic materials, 
other than for textile use; flexible tubes, not of metal; artificial resins in the form of tubes for use in manufacture [semi-
finished products]; hoses made of plastic; hoses made of rubber; air hoses, not of metal; gum, raw or semi-worked; 
plastic substances, semi-processed; synthetic resins, semi-processed; cellulose acetate, semi-processed; thermoplastic 
resins reinforced with natural fibers [semi-finished products]; artificial resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; 
artificial resins in extruded form for general industrial use; artificial resins in the form of bars for use in manufacture 
[semi-finished products]; artificial resins in the form of blocks for use in manufacture [semi-finished products]; 
elastomeric polymers in the form of blocks for use in manufacture; elastomeric polymers in the form of sheets for use in 
manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of bars for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of blocks for use 
in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of pellets for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of rods for 
use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of tubes 
for use in manufacture; plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; plastics in extruded form for use in 
further manufacturing; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; semi-processed thermoplastic polymer resins for 
use in manufacture; thermoplastic elastomer resins in pellet form for use in manufacture; filtering materials [semi-
processed foams or films of plastic]; fire resistant and fire preventive articles and materials made of rubber; spacer 
brackets made of rubber; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; shock-absorbing and packing materials, vibration dampers.
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Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; building panels, not of metal; cladding, not of metal, for building; framework, not 
of metal, for building; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; construction materials of plastics; construction 
materials, not of metal; structures and transportable buildings, not of metal; non-metallic structural elements for use in 
building; prefabricated building components, not of metal; non-metal framework for building; non-metal profiles for 
building construction; expanded plastics for use in construction; insulating glass for building; windows, not of metal; 
window frames, not of metal; casement windows, not of metal; vinyl windows; window frames of plastic; window panes 
for building; window jambs, not of metal; window surrounds, not of metal; non-metal window frames; non-metal window 
casements; non-metal windows; window panes for buildings; window sashes of plastic; non-metal doors; door units, not 
of metal; water-resistant boards and panels, not of metal, for construction; multilayer panels of plastic for use in building; 
facings, not of metal, for building; fascias, not of metal; building fronts, not of metal; facades of non-metallic materials; 
facade construction components of non-metallic materials; non-metallic building facade elements; facade elements of 
non-metallic materials; window facades, not of metal; ceilings, not of metal; roofing, not of metal; roof coverings, not of 
metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for building; wall linings, not of metal, for building; wall panels, not of metal; wall 
boards, not of metal; plastic wallboards; glazed panels with non-metallic frame for construction; glazing elements made 
from glass; linings, not of metal, for building; expansion joints, not of metal, for walls; rigid pipes, not of metal, for 
building; window glass, other than vehicle window glass; window glass for building; building glass.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, optical disks, 
ROM cartridges, and other recording media recorded with game programs for home video game machines; electronic 
circuits, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, optical disks, ROM cartridges, and other recording media recorded with 
programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; software for home video game machines; telecommunication 
machines and apparatus; straps for mobile phones; headphones; loudspeakers; cell phone covers; cases adapted for 
mobile phones; mobile phone accessories; computers; computer game programmes; electronic circuits, magnetic tapes, 
magnetic disks, optical disks, ROM cartridges recorded with computer game programmes; computer software; game 
programmes for use on mobile phones; computer game software; computer programmes downloadable from the Internet; 
smartphones; game programs for arcade video game machines; electronic circuits, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, 
optical disks, ROM cartridges, and other recording media recorded with game programs for arcade video game machines; 
software for arcade video game machines; game programmes for arcade game machines; video game programmes; video 
game software; phonograph records; downloadable music files; downloadable music files for portable terminal devices; 
compact discs [audio-video]; downloadable image files and video files; animated cartoons; downloadable ring tones for 
mobile phones; recorded video discs and video tapes; downloadable image files and video files for portable terminal 
devices; electronic publications; batteries and cells; batteries for cell phones; exposed cinematographic films; exposed 
slide films; slide film mounts; transparencies [photography]; practice simulation device for golf competition; simulator for 
exercise skill training; coin insertion type photographic seal making machine and its parts and accessories; photo-
copying machines and its parts and accessories; electronic circuits, magnetic tapes, disks (magnetic), CD-ROMs 
recorded programs for computer games; arcade video game programs; CD-ROMs recorded with game programs for 
arcade video game machines; CD-ROMs recorded with game programs for home video game machines; magnetic cards, 
disks, tapes, CD-ROMs recorded programs for consumer video games; consumer video game programs.

Cl.28;Amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; bowling apparatus and machinery; apparatus 
for games; amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; video game machines; controllers for game consoles; 
arcade video game machines; arcade video game machines and its parts and accessories; medal delivering type arcade 
game machines; ticket delivering type arcade game machines; premium acquisition arcade game machines; crane game 
machines; arcade game machines; fairground ride apparatus; home video game machines; consumer video game 
machines; hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; toys; dolls; bladders of balls for games; caps for pistols [toys]; 
ring games; Christmas trees of synthetic material; balls for games; play balloons; rocking horses; dolls' feeding bottles; 
marbles for games; building blocks [toys]; explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]; candle holders for Christmas trees; 
playing balls; kites; kite reels; bells for Christmas trees; building games; novelties for parties, dances [party favors, 
favours]; toy pistols; practical jokes [novelties]; foosball tables; rattles [playthings]; dolls' beds; dolls' houses; puppets; 
theatrical masks; carnival masks; scale model vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; artificial snow for Christmas 
trees; quoits; dolls' clothes; dolls' rooms; spinning tops [toys]; scooters [toys]; air pistols [toys]; percussion caps [toys]; 
ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; Christmas tree stands; mobiles [toys]; 
teddy bears; flying discs [toys]; horseshoe games; plush toys; soap bubbles [toys]; toy vehicles; snow globes; hunting 
game calls; roulette wheels; piñatas; radio-controlled toy vehicles; kaleidoscopes; scale model kits [toys]; paper party 
hats; portable games with liquid crystal displays; toy models; toy figures; masks [playthings]; matryoshka dolls [wooden 
nested Russian dolls]; controllers for toys; stuffed toys; action figures; manipulative puzzles; Jigsaw Puzzles; plastic 
toys; plastic toy figurines; block toy; game cards; trading card games; Go games; Japanese playing cards [Utagaruta]; 
Japanese chess [Shogi games]; dice; Japanese dice games [Sugoroku]; cups for dice; Chinese checkers [games]; chess 
games; checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards [Hanafuda]; mah-
jong; counters [discs] for games; chessboards; backgammon games; board games; bingo cards; scratch cards for 
playing lottery games; casino chips; board games and its parts and accessories; gaming chips; craps table; electronic 
bingo machines; game machines and apparatus; billiard equipment; billiard table cushions; billiard balls; chalk for billiard 
cues; billiard markers; billiard cues; billiard cue tips; billiard tables; coin-operated billiard tables; darts; digital type darts; 
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slot machines [gaming machines]; slot machines [gaming machines] and its parts and accessories; pachinko game 
machines; pachinkos; pachinkos and its parts and accessories; horizontal pinball machine [Korinto-game machines]; 
sports equipment; bows for archery; archery implements; edges of skis; swings; batting gloves [accessories for games]; 
stationary exercise bicycles; skittles; bob-sleighs; skating boots with skates attached; boxing gloves; gut for rackets; 
targets; strings for rackets; body-building apparatus; shin guards [sports articles]; cricket bags; hockey sticks; chest 
expanders [exercisers]; discuses for sports; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; golf bags, with or without wheels; 
nets for sports; tennis nets; ski bindings; bar-bells; clay pigeon traps; rackets; roller skates; ice skates; seal skins 
[coverings for skis]; clay pigeons [targets]; skittles [games]; sole coverings for skis; skis; tables for table tennis; sleds 
[sports articles]; shuttlecocks; hang gliders; appliances for gymnastics; fencing weapons; fencing masks; fencing 
gauntlets; baseball gloves; elbow guards [sports articles]; knee guards [sports articles]; paragliders; protective paddings 
[parts of sports suits]; skateboards; slides [playthings]; spring boards [sports articles]; golf gloves; twirling batons; 
paintball guns [sports apparatus]; paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; tennis ball throwing 
apparatus; starting blocks for sports; weight lifting belts [sports articles]; in-line roller skates; punching bags; rosin used 
by athletes; snowshoes; sling shots [sports articles]; electronic targets; camouflage screens [sports articles]; men's 
athletic supporters [sports articles]; snowboards; swimming kick boards; poles for pole vaulting; water wings; swimming 
belts; swimming jackets; ball pitching machines; dumb-bells; golf clubs; practice device for golf swing; practice device 
for golf putter; golf practice nets; golf training aids and its parts and accessories; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; 
golf equipment.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; bill-posting; dissemination of advertising matter; demonstration of goods; 
direct mail advertising; updating of advertising material; distribution of samples; publication of publicity texts; 
advertising; radio advertising; public relations; television advertising; shop window dressing; advertising agencies; 
modelling for advertising or sales promotion; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
advertising by mail order; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; rental of advertising time on communication media; presentation of goods on communication media, 
for retail purposes; writing of publicity texts; layout services for advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; production of advertising films; search engine optimization; web site traffic optimization; pay per 
click advertising; design of advertising materials; advertising via electronic mails; advertising via Internet; sales 
promotion events in related to games; providing and rental of advertising space on the internet; rental of advertising 
space on web sites; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of sales and promotional 
incentive schemes involving trading stamps; sales promotion in related to points accumulation and settlement through 
Internet; promoting the goods and services in related to issue, management and settlement of coupons or points; 
providing information of promoting the goods and services in related to issue, management and settlement of coupons or 
points; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research; providing information concerning 
commercial sales; customer management via network system; customer service management and related information; 
business management of hotels; business management assistance; business inquiries; commercial information 
agencies; cost price analysis; business management and organization consultancy; personnel management consultancy; 
business management consultancy; commercial or industrial management assistance; business efficiency expert 
services; marketing studies; business appraisals; business investigations; business organization consultancy; business 
research; advisory services for business management; professional business consultancy; business information; 
relocation services for businesses; business management of performing artists; psychological testing for the selection of 
personnel; price comparison services; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; business management of sports people; provision of commercial and 
business contact information; business management for freelance service providers; business project management 
services for construction projects; providing business information via a web site; outsourced administrative management 
for companies; business management of resort hotels; business management and business operation in the field of 
amusement facilities; business management, business operation and business consultancy in the field of amusement 
facilities; stock and sales management; stock management; consultancy in the field of stock management; providing 
business information via on-line; providing business information in the field of social media; providing information of 
sales of recording media recorded with games; sweepstakes, quiz, lotteries, questionnaires or games for promoting the 
goods and services and providing its information; providing information of promoting the goods and services; promoting 
and marketing the goods and services of others via the placement and distribution of advertising; on-line advertising and 
marketing services; providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; auctioneering; planning, management or 
holding of auction via Internet; providing promotional information on newspaper articles; providing promotional 
information on articles published on books or magazines; providing information on articles published on books or 
magazines via data communication terminal devices; office functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic 
tape; computerized file management; payroll preparation; word processing; news clipping services; invoicing; files 
management via computer; business management and administration and clerical services; providing business 
assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, telex machines and 
other similar office machines; typing; retail services or wholesale services for computer software and computer game 
software; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale 
services for game software for home video game machines and hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; retail 
services or wholesale services for video games; retail services or wholesale services for peripheral equipments of arcade 
TV game machines; retail services or wholesale services for arcade video game machines, amusement machines and 
apparatus for use in amusement parks; retail services or wholesale services for premium acquisition arcade game 
machines.

Cl.38;Transmission exchange of words, sounds and images via communication network by an electronic computer 
terminal; communication services by arcade video game machines and providing information relating thereto; 
communication services by home video game machines and providing information relating thereto; telecommunications 
(excluding broadcasting); message sending; transmission of telegrams; telegraph services; telephone services; 
communications by telephone; telex services; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of 
messages and images; facsimile transmission; information about telecommunication; paging services [radio, telephone 
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or other means of electronic communication]; satellite transmission; providing telecommunications connections to a 
global computer network; telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; providing user 
access to global computer networks; rental of access time to global computer networks; providing telecommunication 
channels for teleshopping services; providing internet chatrooms; providing access to databases; voice mail services; 
transmission of greeting cards online; transmission of digital files; videoconferencing services; providing online forums; 
streaming of data; radio communications; communications by cellular phones; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; electronic mail; communications by electric bulletin board; communications by 
telegrams; chat room services for social networking; on-line message sending services; transmission of information via 
optical telecommunication networks; broadcasting; radio broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television 
broadcasting; wireless broadcasting; providing information about television broadcasting; providing information about 
broadcasting; news agency services; rental of telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile 
apparatus; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; rental of telecommunication equipment; providing 
on-line chatrooms for the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content among users.

Cl.41;Amusements; entertainment information; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for 
literature and documentary records; book rental; mobile library services; electronic publication through Internet or 
database, including website; arranging and planning of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; provision of 
information concerning arranging and planning of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie showing, movie 
film production, or movie film distribution; provide images, movies, moving images, videos, music, text information 
through Internet; providing information concerning images, movies, moving images, videos, music, text through Internet; 
providing information concerning images, movies, moving images, videos, music, text through telecommunication by 
computers or mobile phones; providing information concerning images, movies, moving images, videos, music, text 
through telecommunication by home video game machines or arcade video game machines; providing information on the 
provision of images, movies, music, text information, which are carried out using communication by electronic computer 
terminals or mobile phones; providing images concerning characters from books, animations, toys, games; arranging and 
presenting of live performances, directing or presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; entertainer 
services; circuses; orchestra services; theatre productions; production of shows; providing of performances and plays 
on a web site; providing information concerning online provision of performances, plays, and music; providing 
information concerning presentation performances, plays, and music through telecommunication by computers or mobile 
phones; providing information on the provision of entertainment, theater and music performed using communication by 
electronic computer terminals or mobile phones; providing images and music by Internet streaming; planning, 
organization and conducting of games; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical 
performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; holiday camp services [entertainment]; party 
planning [entertainment]; sport camp services; arranging of beauty contests; organization of ball; organization of fashion 
shows for entertainment purposes; providing amusement facilities; amusement parks; discotheque services; providing 
karaoke services; night clubs; providing amusement arcade services; providing information concerning amusement 
facilities; providing amusement parks; providing information concerning amusement parks; game services provided on-
line from a computer network; providing information concerning online game services; providing information concerning 
online game services through telecommunication by computers or mobile phones; providing information concerning 
provision of information about online game services through telecommunication by computers or mobile phones, 
providing information concerning online game user's score; providing games by mobile phone; providing casino 
facilities; providing information concerning casinos; toy rental; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; rental of 
arcade game machines; rental of game machines and apparatus; providing golf facilities; golf caddie services; 
organization, arranging and conducting of professional golf tournaments or competitions; organization of golf 
tournaments; production of radio or television programs; radio entertainment; television entertainment; production of 
television broadcast program concerning computer, computer programs, computer peripheral equipment, game machines 
or the Internet; production of television broadcast program online; organisation of broadcast program about content 
including live shows and concert shows; provide information concerning musical artists through Internet.

Cl.42;Providing meteorological information; weather forecasting; design of machines, apparatus, instruments and its 
parts; designing; design of interior decor; industrial design; packaging design; dress designing; graphic arts design; 
styling [industrial design]; computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; recovery 
of computer data; maintenance of computer software; computer system design; duplication of computer programs; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; 
installation of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; computer 
software consultancy; computer virus protection services; providing search engines for the Internet; digitization of 
documents [scanning]; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; web site design consultancy; off-site data 
backup; designing, creating or maintaining computer software; designing, creating or maintaining Internet website; 
creating or maintaining social networking website; designing, creating or maintaining program for arcade game 
machines, arcade medal game machines, home video game machines; providing website search engines on the Internet; 
providing voice search engines on the Internet; providing information concerning website search engines on the Internet; 
providing information concerning website search engines on the Internet through telecommunication by computers or 
mobile phones; technical advice relating to operation of computers, automobiles and industrial machines; rental of 
computers; providing computer programs on data networks; rental of computer software; hosting computer sites [web 
sites]; rental of web servers; software as a service [SaaS]; server hosting; electronic data storage; cloud computing; 
rental of server storage for social networks in which users interact with each other by voice; providing information 
concerning rental of server storage for social networks in which users interact with each other by voice; rental of 
computer storage server for social networking server for users to interact on the Internet; rental of server storage of 
social networking server for users to interact on the Internet; rental of storage server for social networking website; 
providing application software online; providing Internet search engines for searching map information to be performed 
using communication by mobile communication terminals or telecommunications connections; providing Internet search 
engines to search the location of restaurants.
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Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; providing campground facilities; rental of temporary accommodation; 
boarding houses; tourist homes; hotels; holiday camp services [lodging]; motels; hotel, motel and resort services; 
boarding house bookings; temporary accommodation reservations; accommodation bureaux [hotels, boarding houses]; 
boarding house bookings; hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; providing information about 
temporary accommodation services; providing foods and beverages; food and drink catering; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; 
restaurants; self-service restaurants; snack-bars; bar services; providing information concerning restaurants and food 
provided by restaurants; providing food and drink at amusement facilities; cafeterias services; providing food and drink 
in Internet cafes; rental of conference rooms; rental of facilities for exhibitions; rental of cooking equipment for industrial 
purposes; rental of curtains; rental of furniture; rental of wall hangings; rental of floor coverings; rental of wet hand towel; 
rental of towel; rental of rooms for wedding ceremonies.

Cl.45;Information relating to fashion coordination services for individuals; consultancy services in the field of personal 
fashion information about personal wardrobe styling services; personal styling services consisting of bra measuring and 
fitting services; personal styling services consisting of measuring and fitting services for ladies' lingerie; personal 
wardrobe styling services; providing fashion information concerning clothes and clothing combination; planning and 
arranging of wedding ceremonies; provide facilities for parties or business meals; fortune-telling; non-therapeutic 
counselling services rendered to meet the needs of individuals; horoscope casting; pet sitting; provide information for 
finding and introducing friends through website on the internet for general users; internet dating services; dating 
services; on-line social networking services; background investigation and research services; detective agencies; 
missing person investigations; personal background investigations; lost property return.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 017197161 ;European Union 

4165513    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463010]
THE CHARTERED INSURANCE INSTITUTE

20 Aldermanbury London EC2V 7HY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; web application software and mobile application software relating to insurance and finance; 
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data 
processing equipment; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable educational course materials; directories, 
reports and newsletters, all downloadable from the Internet; downloadable digital media and recordings of audio and 
video podcasts; infographics; interactive computer software.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; handbooks; books; magazines; newsletters; brochures; booklets; 
pamphlets; leaflets; stickers; advertising and promotional material; printed matter and publications relating to insurance 
and financial planning; stationery; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); instructional manuals; plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes).

Cl.36;Professional consultation services, all in the field of insurance; insurance research; financial forecasting.

Cl.41;Education; training and educational services; design of educational courses, examinations and qualifications; 
education and training services relating to technical standards in the insurance and financial planning industries; 
education and training services relating to codes of conduct in the insurance and financial planning industries; tuition in 
ethics and professional standards in the insurance and financial planning industries; setting of educational and training 
standards; setting and evaluation of educational standards for accrediting education and training courses and 
programmes run by third party organisations in accordance with standards imparted by the CII; examination services 
concerned with professional qualifications; organisation of examinations to grade level of technical standard; provision 
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of educational examinations and tests; provision of educational examination facilities; consultancy services relating to 
the analysis of training requirements; career advisory services; organisation of competitions; organisation of educational 
conferences, congresses, seminars, workshops and symposiums; educational assessment services and arranging of 
prize award ceremonies; publication and provision of online publications in the nature of published materials and 
multimedia materials all relating to insurance and finance; publication and provision of physical publications in the nature 
of published materials all relating to insurance and finance; providing online electronic publications; publishing; library 
services; education assessment services, namely assessment of educational and training standards; preparation and 
provision of training materials in the nature of reports relating to all aspects of insurance and financial planning for 
education and training purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid services; 
professional institute services, namely the provision of educational information, consultation and advice services relating 
to a professional institute.

Cl.45;Reviewing standards and practices to educate those employed within the insurance and financial planning 
industries on compliance with industry regulations; reviewing standards and practices and administering, authorising, 
monitoring and enforcing professional standards, ethics and best practices to assure compliance with laws and 
regulations in the insurance and financial planning industries; reviewing standards and practices (including 
authorisation, supervision, disciplinary and enforcement action) to assure compliance with regulations by members, 
fellows and associates of The Chartered Insurance Institute; creating and reviewing guidelines, policies and best 
practices to educate on compliance with laws and regulations in the insurance and financial planning industries.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

4165515    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463246]
Aptos LLC

20/4, Orbeliani Str. 0105 Tbilisi Georgia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials.

Cl.44;Medical clinic services; veterinary assistance; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture, and forestry services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

4165575    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462777]
DE URIA SARL

Rue des Buis 2 CH-1202 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes thereof; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings not of 
textile.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/06/2018; Application No. : 1377658 ;Benelux 

4165591    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463001]
Stamicarbon B.V.

Mercator 3 NL-6135 KW Sittard Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; condensing installations; ejectors; granulators; pressure vessels, heat exchangers, 
gas separators, gas compressors, vacuum pumps, gas turbines, turbine generators, processing apparatus for rubber, 
apparatus for processing plastic, pelletizing machines, mixing machines, extrusion machines for plastic, injection-
moulding machines, coating machines, robots for handling material, pelletizing robots, processing apparatus for solid 
waste; machines, namely filter machines, separators and centrifuges (machines), waste processing and recycling 
machines, machines for the production of materials and machines for the processing of raw materials; machine tools, 
tools and parts thereof, such as filters and filter components for use in the chemical industry; ejectors (machines); 
granulators (machines); pressure vessels [parts of machines]; heat exchangers [parts of machines], gas separators, gas 
compressors, vacuum pumps, gas turbines, turbine generators, processing apparatus for rubber, machines for 
processing plastic; welding machines all aforesaid machines and apparatus for use in the chemical industry; equipment, 
piping and valves of steel, all the aforesaid being machines or parts of machines, for the application in the chemical 
industry.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply and 
sanitary purposes for use in the chemical industry not including apparatus, installations and systems for obtaining, 
cleaning, purifying, upgrading, enriching, processing and incinerating liquids and gases, including biogases; chemical 
reactors as far as not included in other classes; gas scrubbers [parts of gas installations]; air scrubbers; anti-splash 
devices [parts of gas installations]; evaporators; anti-splash tap nozzles; parts of the aforementioned goods, such as 
filters and filter components for use in the chemical industry, not including filters for gases.

Cl.40;Welding services; steel cutting; polishing of steel; heat treatment and coating of steel; custom fabrication of steel 
construction elements; applying finish to steel.

Cl.42;Technological advice on the construction of chemical plants and installations; design of chemical plants and 
installations, parts thereof and control systems therefor; technical planning and advisory services relating to the design 
of chemical plants and installations; engineering services related to the technical operation of chemical plants and 
installations and advisory services related thereto; technological advice for the automation of chemical plants and 
installations; technical design and planning of chemical plants and installations for the simulation of chemical and/or 
physical processes; development of software for the chemical industry and the processing industry and for the 
simulation of processes for the benefit of education and industry; inspection, testing and design of steel used in the 
chemical industry; providing of technical information relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Licensing of industrial property rights.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2018; Application No. : 4427867 ;France 

4165594    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462953]
LEDGER

1 rue du Mail F-75002 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and firmware, namely, operating system programs, data synchronization programs and 
application development tool programs for desktop and laptop computers; downloadable computer software applications; 
software [recorded programs]; computer programs [downloadable software]; software for use in chips, integrated circuits 
and microcircuits for memory cards; recorded operating system programs; pre-recorded computer programs for the 
management of personal information; database synchronization software, computer programs for accessing, browsing 
and searching databases online; software for the synchronization of data between a remote station or device and a fixed 
or remote station or device.

Cl.35;Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in registers; 
systematization of information in computer databases; management of computer files and databases; data processing 
services, namely data input, compilation and systemization; storage and recovery services for computer data; storage 
and retrieval of computerized information regarding text, data, images, audio, video and multimedia content; creating 
indexes of information, sites and other resources available on global communications networks and other electronic and 
communications networks for third parties; research and retrieval of business information available on global computer 
networks and other electronic and communications networks for third parties; organization of commercial information on 
a global computer network and other electronic and communications networks; subscriptions services namely 
subscriptions to text, data, images, audio, video and multimedia content, provided via the Internet and other electronic, 
computer and communication networks; downloads of text, audio, data, images, pre-recorded audio, video and 
multimedia content in return for a prepaid fee or subscription, provided via the Internet and other electronic, computer 
and communications networks.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; provision of user access to global computer 
networks; electronic transmission of data and documentation via the Internet or other databases; providing access by 
means of telecommunication to websites and to online electronic news services for downloading information and data; 
providing wireless telecommunications via electronic communication networks; wireless digital messaging; usage time-
sharing services for communication apparatus; provision of access and links via telecommunications to computer 
databases and to the Internet; providing connectivity and access to electronic communication networks for the 
transmission or reception of audio, video or multimedia content; provision of telecommunications connections to the 
Internet or computer databases; electronic mail services; telecommunication of information (including web pages); 
communication services, namely peer-to-peer file-sharing (electronic transmission of music, video and audio recordings 
via communication networks); providing online bulletin boards for transmission of messages between computer users in 
the field of entertainment, music, concerts, videos, radio, television, cinematographic films, news, sports, games and 
cultural events; providing to users telecommunication access time to electronic communications networks with the 
means to identify, locate, regroup, distribute and manage data and links to third-party computer servers, computer 
processing units and computer users.

Cl.42;Computer programming; assistance and consulting services in connection with the development of computer 
systems, computer applications and databases; computer system analysis; data encryption services; computer system 
design; software development [design]; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computer software; updating of software; 
electronic data storage; programming for computers; design and development of software; providing temporary access to 
the Internet for use online of software (not downloadable) enabling users to program audio, video, text and other 
multimedia content, including music, concerts, videos, radio content, television content, current affairs, sports, games, 
cultural events, and programs in connection with entertainment; services for the creation of indexes of information, sites 
and other sources online available on computer networks for third parties; providing Internet access for users (service 
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providers); rental of applications, namely computer programs for application management for third parties; computer 
services, namely creating an online community enabling registered users to participate in discussions, receive peer 
feedback, create virtual communities and engage in social networking in the field of software development.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2018; Application No. : T201851115 ;Finland 

4165608    12/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462816]
GLOBE HOPE OY

Harjutie 14 FI-03100 Nummela Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; soaps; perfumes; essential oils; hair lotions; skin care preparations; make-up; lipsticks; lip glosses; lip 
creams; mascaras; eyeliner pencils; eyeshadows; blushes; makeup base creams; coating materials (cosmetic products); 
cosmetic masks; exfoliants for cosmetic purposes; nail care preparations; face water for cosmetic use; deodorants and 
antiperspirants; liquid soaps; soaps for body care; shower gels; shower soaps; shower creams; body shampoos; toilet 
soaps; sunbathing creams; sunscreen [cosmetics]; lipsticks; lip glosses; skin make-up; face make-up; cosmetic products 
for lips; cosmetics pens; cosmetic products for eyebrows; eye shadows; make-up remover gels; make-up remover milks; 
make-up remover preparations; make-up remover emulsions; make-up; make-up cream; makeup products for the face 
and body; blushes; cheek color; color cosmetics; color cream; creams, cosmetics.

Cl.18;Bags; key cases; key bags; cases for driving licence in the nature of wallets; large bags for sportswear; flexible 
bags for garments; bags made of fabric; shopping bags made of fabric; carrying bags for costumes, shirts and dresses; 
handbags, wallets and purses; business card cases; card cases; cosmetics bags; traveling bags; suitcases; cosmetic 
bags; make-up boxes of leather or leatherboard, sold empty; shoulder bags; shopping bags; pouches; money bags; 
backpacks; toiletry bags; sports bags; sports backpacks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2018; Application No. : 1377053 ;Benelux 

4165609    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462929]
Promaton Holding B.V.

Willem de Zwijgerlaan 38 NL-2582 ER 's-Gravenhage Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for dental diagnostics; artificial intelligence software for dental diagnostics and analyses.

Cl.42;Platform as a service [PaaS], namely a platform for automated analyses and diagnostic reporting of dental images 
and patient data; development of software for dental diagnostics; providing software (SaaS); providing online non-
downloadable artificial intelligence software for dental diagnostics and analyses.
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2018; Application No. : 2018746896 ;Russian Federation 

4165646    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462305]
Joint-stock company «AKKOND»

Skladskoy proezd, d. 16 RU-428022 Cheboksary Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Confectionery, namely waffles, fruit jellies [confectionery]; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; pastries, 
including, cakes, bread rolls, waffles; caramels [candy]; candy; pralines; pastilles [confectionery]; crackers; cookies; 
biscuits; petit-beurre biscuits; gingerbread; rusks; breadcrumbs; bread; unleavened bread.

Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; advertising services; demonstration of goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/07/2018; Application No. : 017932291 ;European Union 

4165647    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461780]
Hoffmann GmbH Qualitätswerkzeuge

Haberlandstr. 55 81241 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cloths impregnated with polishing preparations for cleaning, sponges with abrasive preparations, included in this 
class; abrasive paper, sandpaper, grinding preparations, grinding preparations; polishing preparations; abrasive cloth.

Cl.7;Polishing and abrasive belts [parts of machines]; polishing and abrasive sleeves [parts of machines]; polishing and 
abrasive brushes [parts of machines]; polishing and abrasive pins [parts of machines]; polishing and abrasive strips 
[parts of machines]; polishing and abrasive discs [parts of machines]; machine-operated tools for materials of all kinds, in 
particular tools with polishing and abrasive belts, polishing and abrasive sleeves, polishing and abrasive brushes, 
polishing and abrasive pins, polishing and abrasive strips, polishing and abrasive discs, included in this class; cutting, 
drilling, abrading, sharpening and surface treatment machines and apparatus; polishing wheels.

Cl.8;Hand-operated polishing and abrasive tools, namely polishing and abrasive belts, polishing and abrasive sleeves, 
polishing and abrasive brushes, polishing and abrasive pins; polishing and abrasive strips [hand tools]; polishing and 
abrasive discs [hand tools]; hand-operated tools for materials of all kinds, in particular tools with polishing and abrasive 
belts, polishing and abrasive sleeves, polishing and abrasive brushes, polishing and abrasive pins, polishing and 
abrasive strips, polishing and abrasive discs, included in this class; emery boards; grinding blocks.

Cl.21;Sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes.
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4165668    25/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462202]
Joint Stock Company KAUSTIK

40 let VLKSM str, 57 RU-400097 Volgograd Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
synthetic resins, unprocessed; plastics, unprocessed; fertilizers; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; tanning substances; adhesives for industrial purposes.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical purposes; food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives [glues] for 
stationery or household purposes; plastic materials for packaging.

Cl.17;Rubber material for recapping tires; plastic substances, semi-processed; non-conducting materials for retaining 
heat; soundproofing materials; insulating materials; non-metallic flexible pipes.

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal [storage, transport].

Cl.30;Salt.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 2018751291 ;Russian Federation 

4166461    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464741]
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY "ALROSA"

ul. Lenina, 6, Mirny ulus (District), Mirny RU-678175 respublika Sakha (Yakutia) Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Detectors; spectroscopes; devices for identification of diamonds.

Cl.42;Technical research; authentication of diamonds; diamond authentication and certification services; analysis of 
diamonds and imitations featuring diamond cut; technical research relating to identification of diamonds.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2018; Application No. : 4468685 ;France 

4166462    11/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464457]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunications equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected wristbands, connected scales, 
connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; spectacles, contact lenses; computer 
platforms in the form of information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer programs; 
analysis systems based on artificial intelligence (software); electronic chips connected to an information system; virtual 
reality headsets.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment; artificial teeth, eyes, organs and 
limbs; orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for 
varicose veins; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the 
human body, especially for the prolonged, controlled or immediate release of active substances; perfusion devices and 
syringes for medical use; medical measuring instruments, in particular instruments able to directly transmit data to a 
database, in particular instruments to measure fevers, heart rate monitors; apparatus, instruments and equipment derived 
from robotics for medical use; nanobots for medical use; apparatus, instruments and equipment derived from bionics for 
medical use; allergy testing tools; test device kits for medical use for blood tests; medical devices intended for ingestion; 
endoscopic video capsules; medical apparatus for measuring biochemical changes in blood; blood biomarker devices; 
inhalers; blood pressure monitors.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a business enterprise; business management assistance services; 
database management; compilation of mathematical or statistical data; computer file management; compilation of 
information in computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; business management and 
organization consultancy; business management consultancy; analysis of commercial data; market studies; information 
relating to market research; commercial intermediary services in the context of linking potential private investors with 
entrepreneurs looking for financing; expertise in business productivity; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as medical, surgical apparatus and instruments; sales promotion services 
for third parties; public relations; sponsorship search; auctioneering; organization of events for commercial or 
advertising purposes; grant administration and management services (business management support); provision of 
personnel; collection of business information.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advisory services 
relating to health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis 
services; home care services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; 
consultancy in relation to medical treatment in the home; advice relating to self-medication; provision of medical 
information to patients; remote medical examination services; advice related to personal wellbeing [health]; medical 
monitoring of patients including remote monitoring.
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Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 4486455 ;France 

4166463    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464447]
TECHNA

41 route de Saint Etienne de Montluc Les Landes de Bauche F-44220 COUËRON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic substances and foodstuffs for animals; food supplements for animals; washing products for horses; 
products for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; parasiticides.

Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals; food substances for animals.

Cl.44;Advice for animal husbandry (information relating to animal breeding); advice for animal nutrition and feeding; 
agricultural services; veterinary services; advice and assistance in connection with animal food, health and animal 
hygiene; advisory services in the field of agriculture and horticulture.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2018; Application No. : 87850343 ;United States of America 

4166492    17/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464403]
Delaware Capital Formation, Inc.

Suite 5, 501 Silverside Road Wilmington DE 19809 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Fuel dispensing pumps for service stations and parts related thereto; metered fuel dispensers, metering and self-
measuring pumps and pump assemblies.

Cl.9;Computer software and hardware systems for use in the fuel dispensing industry for the operation and 
management of fuel dispensers; computer hardware and software systems for monitoring fuel dispensers; computer 
software for identifying types of fuel in fuel dispensers; electronic payment terminals for use with fuel dispensers; 
computer software for use in securing customer information entered at a fuel dispenser and car wash payment terminals; 
computer software for data and personal identification number ("PIN") entry, encryption for identity security within the 
fuel dispenser and at carwash payment terminals; tamper resistant keypads for use with fuel dispenser and car wash 
payment terminals; automated process control systems, namely, computer hardware and software for retail fueling that 
control and monitor fuel dispensers, point of sale systems, credit, debit and smart card processing, electronic cash 
registers, payment terminals, underground storage tanks, price signage and video security systems; flow meters for use 
in measurement of the volume of fuels dispensed to motor vehicle; computerized point-of-sale petroleum dispensing 
system consisting primarily of computers, computer terminals, computer monitors, customer displays, computer 
keyboards, computer printers, electronic cash registers and cash drawers, magnetic coded card readers, bar code 
scanners, customer smart card readers, personal identification number ("PIN") pads, petroleum pump controls and fuel 
tank level monitors; interactive computer kiosks comprising computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and 
computer operating software; radio frequency identification computer terminal for customer identification and billing; 
computer software for database management, on-site and home office accounting management and inventory control and 
ordering management; service station-type dispensing apparatus and parts therefor for use with liquid fuels and 
lubricants for measuring, computing and indicating the volume and cost of the dispensed liquid, namely, fuel gauges and 
tank gauges; blending and dispensing apparatus, namely, pump control computers for use with liquid fuels and 
lubricants for selecting the ratio of the blended liquid, computing the quantities of liquids required to produce the desired 
blend, measuring and indicating the volume of liquid dispensed and computing and indicating the cost of the blended 
liquid, and parts and accessories therefor, namely, coin and currency apparatus, namely, computers for processing 
payment, a secure payment module and electronic payment card-reader for said dispensers for preselecting and 
controlling the delivery of the preselected monetary value of the liquid, volume or value apparatus for said dispensers for 
pre-setting and controlling the delivery of the preselected volume or value of liquid, remote recording and indicating 
apparatus, namely, fuel station control computer for said dispensers for recording and indicating the cost and volume of 
the liquid delivered, and key and card actuated record control and computing apparatus, namely, control computer for 
said dispensers for automatically indicating and recording the cost and quantity of the liquid dispensed; electronic liquid 
fuel tank gauges for continuously monitoring liquid fuel and water levels, water content and the detection of hydrocarbon 
vapors in underground and aboveground storage tanks of hydrocarbon derived liquid petroleum and bio-fuels; leak 
detection devices, namely tank probes and tank gauges for underground storage tanks; audio-visual displays consisting 
of electronic display screens, audio speakers and computer hardware supporting the display of media content in fuel 
stations and convenience stores; computer software for managing the fueling operations of fueling sites, namely, 
verifying authorized users, polling transactions, reporting activities by authorized users, reconciliation of accounts, and 
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reporting fuel inventory; communications software for connecting to and managing fueling sites; electronic flow 
regulators and controllers in the nature of electronic fluid management apparatus and controls for authorizing, or 
restricting access to, type and quantities of various liquids and for providing transaction monitoring in attended and 
unattended applications to assure security, accountability and management of assets for commercial use; automated 
electronic apparatus, namely, electronic controllers and computer software for controlling unattended self-service fuel 
dispensers and storage tank monitoring of motor fuels, motor oils, fuel additives and coolants; electronic apparatus, 
namely, computers, a visual interface and document printer for recording, displaying and providing a computer print-out 
of the amount of motor fuels, motor oils fuel additive and coolants received, stored and dispensed; point-of-sale 
terminals; point-of-sale terminals for making contactless payments; near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled 
readers.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance and technical support services for fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; repair, 
maintenance and technical support services for point-of-sale terminals; repair, maintenance and technical support 
services for point-of-sale terminals for making contactless payments; repair, maintenance and technical support services 
for near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled readers.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, telecommunications by e-mail; telecommunication services, namely, 
transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by means of telecommunications networks, wireless 
communication networks, and the internet; telecommunications consultation; communications by computer terminals; 
electronic messaging; computer-aided transmission of messages and images.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the fuel dispensing industry; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software for the control, monitoring, analysis and management of fuel dispensers, fuel 
inventory, point of sale systems, underground fuel storage tanks, price signage, car wash machinery, media content 
delivery systems and video security systems; providing temporary use of cloud-based software for use in the fuel 
dispensing industry; providing temporary use of cloud-based software for the control, monitoring, analysis and 
management of fuel dispensers, fuel inventory, point of sale systems, underground fuel storage tanks, price signage, car 
wash machinery, media content delivery systems and video security systems; design, development, rental, installation, 
updating and maintenance of computer software; consultancy and design of computer hardware and software for use in 
the fuel dispensing industry.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1905 ,   10/06/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2018; Application No. : VA201801359 ;Denmark 

4166502    12/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464381]
3Shape A/S

Holmens Kanal 7, 4. sal DK-1060 Copenhagen Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;3D measuring machines; 3D scanners; software for 3D modelling, 3D visualisation, 3D analysis; computer 
databases; electric apparatus to control and monitor production.

Cl.10;Surgical, diagnostic, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; X-ray apparatus and scanners for 
medical and dental purposes; apparatus for Cone Beam Computer Tomography (CBCT); apparatus for cephalometry and 
cephalometric imaging; dental X-ray and video apparatus; computerised X-ray apparatus for medical, surgical, diagnostic, 
dental, odontologic, orthodontic purposes and for dentistry; video and X-ray image capture boards for medical, surgical, 
diagnostic, dental, odontologic, orthodontic purposes and for dentistry; optical and X-ray scanners for medical, surgical, 
diagnostic, dental, odontologic, orthodontic purposes and for dentistry; laser positioning devices for medical use; 
panoramic X-ray machines for medical, surgical, diagnostic, dental, odontologic, orthodontic purposes and for dentistry; 
optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging apparatus and scanners for medical and dental purposes; intra-oral optical 
coherence tomography (OCT) scanners; intra-oral X-ray machines and digital dental panoramic machines; intra-oral video 
cameras for dental purposes; digital sensor apparatus for intra- and extra-oral cephalometric X-ray imaging for medical 
use in diagnosis, computer topography devices for dental use; computer-aided image processing devices for medical and 
dental purposes; dental optical coherence tomography (OCT) diagnostic apparatus; medical instruments for detection of 
skin diseases and for use in dermatology.

Cl.42;Development of 3D measuring machines, 3D scanners, computer databases and production systems; 
development of software for 3D modelling, 3D visualisation and 3D analysis; professional consulting service relating to 
science and technology services.
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Priority claimed from 02/01/2019; Application No. : 018004969 ;European Union 

4166506    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464740]
Chemson Polymer-Additive AG

Industriestr. 19 A-9601 Arnoldstein Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, in particular additives for the treatment of polymers.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy in the development and application of chemicals.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 88132653 ;United States of America 

4166508    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464961]
The Rocket Science Group LLC

675 Ponce de Leon Ave NE Atlanta GA 30308 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for marketing services, namely, supporting and managing a marketing platform for the creation, 
sending, optimizing and targeting of bulk electronic mail, advertising and promotional campaigns and surveys, and for 
promotion of e-commerce web sites.

Cl.35;Advertising, promotion, and marketing services in the nature of e-mail campaigns for others; business monitoring 
and consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing, 
sales, operation, product design, particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding 
and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; commercial assistance relating to system 
implementation and system integration.

Cl.38;Broadcast communication services, namely, transmitting e-mails, faxes, text messages and telephone voice 
messages to designated recipients for others via a marketing platform; electronic transmission of e-mail for e-mail 
marketing; telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts via the internet.

Cl.42;Electronic storage of documents and archived e-mails; integration of computer systems and networks; providing 
on-line non-downloadable software for marketing services, namely, a marketing platform for the creation, sending, 
tracking and management of electronic mail, advertising and promotional campaigns and surveys, and for promotion of e-
commerce web sites; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for marketing services, namely, a 
marketing platform for the creation, sending, tracking and management of electronic mail, advertising and promotional 
campaigns and surveys, and for promotion of e-commerce web sites.
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Priority claimed from 15/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 234 640 ;Germany 

4166511    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464925]
ZWILLING J.A. Henckels AG

Grünewalder Strasse 14-22 42657 Solingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Slicing machines (Electric-) for kitchen use; Vegetable cutting machines; Bread cutting machines; Electric tin 
openers; Meat choppers [electric machines] for household use; Grating machines for vegetables; Power-operated flour 
mills; Coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; Kneading machines; Electric kitchen machines; Electric food 
processors; Electric knives; Mixers [machines]; Electric blenders for household purposes; Mills for household purposes, 
other than hand-operated; Pepper mills, other than hand-operated; Electric fruit presses for household purposes; Beaters, 
electric; Electric shears; Blade sharpening [stropping] machines; Sharpening machines for blades (Electric -); Electric 
whisks for household purposes; Dishwashers.

Cl.9;Scales; Electronic scales; Kitchen scales; Software; Application software; Packaged software; Communications 
software; Operating software; Computer software; Utility software; Smartphone software.

Cl.11;Extractor hoods for kitchens; Heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; Bread baking machines; Bread toasters; 
Electric pressure cookers; Ice machines; Ice boxes; Electric deep fryers; Roasting apparatus; Rotisseries; Roasting spits; 
Electric coffee machines; Electric cooking utensils; Kitchen ranges; Cooking rings; Cookers; Rice cookers; Egg cookers; 
Refrigerating cabinets; Electric pressure cooking saucepans; Electric waffle irons; Hot plates.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-099105 ;Japan 

4166516    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464904]
Sumitomo Electric Industries, LTD.

5-33, Kitahama 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal for installation of photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar 
electricity; small items of metal hardware for installation of photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar 
electricity; roofing of metal for installation of photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; 
building materials of metal for installation of the whole of photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar 
electricity; building materials of metal for installation of solar panels for the production of electricity; small items of metal 
hardware for installation of solar panels for the production of electricity; roofing of metal for installation of solar panels 
for the production of electricity; building materials of metal for installation of the whole of solar panels for the production 
of electricity; building materials of metal for installation of solar cells; roofing of metal for installation of solar cells; metal 
materials for building and construction; prefabricated building assembly kits of metal; small items of metal hardware; 
metal joinery fittings; solar panel mounts made of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating solar cells; substrates primarily 
of metal for supporting solar cells, photovoltaic cells and solar collectors for building purposes.

Cl.9;Photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; photovoltaic installations for generating 
electricity; solar panels for the production of electricity; solar cells; solar modules; photovoltaic cells; photovoltaic 
modules; mounts for photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; mounts for photovoltaic 
installations for generating electricity; mounts for solar panels for the production of electricity; mounts for solar modules; 
mounts for solar panels for the production of electricity loaded with automatic solar tracking sensors; automatic solar 
tracking sensors; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; measuring 
and testing machines and instruments; electrical cells and batteries; electricity meters; magnetometers; computer 
software for measuring power generation performance of solar panels, downloadable or recorded; computers; computer 
software, downloadable or recorded; electric cables and wires; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes.
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4166518    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464898]
LTS Lohmann Therapie-Systeme AG

Lohmannstr. 2 56626 Andernach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2018; Application No. : 4494757 ;France 

4166522    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464880]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

New Orchard Road, Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware and software for cognitive computing; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape 
units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical 
disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, computer 
printers, computer interfaces, computer players, software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors 
(hardware), computers, computer memories, computer peripherals; recorded computer programs and software; computer 
adapters; computer components; data processing equipment; computer equipment for information management and for 
data management; semi-conductors; electronic data media that can be processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk 
drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game software; video recorders; 
videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, 
namely, computer communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for computers; computer cables 
and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, computer 
mouse pads, electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches, pagers, 
computer control joysticks, computer mice; electronic publications, namely books, magazines and manuals containing 
information on computer technology; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated circuit adapters and smart card 
adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; 
projectors (projection apparatus); remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power 
supply devices; point-of-sale terminals; computer operating system software; software for accessing a global computer 
network; computer database management software; document management software; software for locating, recovering 
and receiving text, electronic documents, graphic illustrations and audiovisual information on company-scale internal 
computer networks and on local, wide-area and global computer networks; software for developing and software for 
designing websites and user manuals, in electronic format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals 
recorded on electronic data media that can be operated by machine and relating to computers or computer programs; 
computer hardware and computer programs; computer servers; computer storage devices, namely high-speed storage 
subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network; computer 
software for use in controlling the operation and execution of computer systems, programs and networks; computer 
software for use in connecting disparate computer networks and systems, computer servers and storage devices; 
computer operating system software; computer software for linking together computers and for enabling computing 
across a global computer network; computer programs for management systems, software and processes in an 
information technology environment, computer systems combining computer hardware and software for use in the 
management and analysis of data and electronic instruction manuals sold with these products; cloud computing system, 
namely network integrating computer hardware and software for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and consumption 
metering of computer resources; downloadable cloud-computing software for deploying and managing virtual machines 
to a cloud computing platform; computer systems, namely computer hardware and computer software for integrating 
Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) 
and capable of understanding general human queries and formulating responses; electronic publications.

Cl.16;Instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); printed publications and documentation concerning 
computers and computer programs; manuals [handbooks]; printed publications; books; magazines; periodicals; 
newspapers; printing products (printed matter); printed matter relating to computer equipment, software and related 
services; manuals, pamphlets, magazines, information bulletins, inserts for newspapers, booklets, all in connection with 
software, computers, computer system hardware, equipment for networks, telecommunications, information technology, 
word processing, database management, multimedia, entertainment and e-commerce equipment.

Cl.42;Computer programming; design and development of computers and computer programs for cognitive computing; 
research, development, programming and computer consultancy for information management; programming of software 
for database management; cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; computer software and 
hardware design for third parties, and support services concerning computers provided by computer specialists, 
computing services, namely the creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; analysis of computer 
systems, integration of computer networks and databases, computer programming for third parties, all relating to 
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commercial interactions on global computer networks; technical support services, namely troubleshooting of computer 
program and hardware problems provided by computer experts; design of computer and software interconnection 
systems, namely: electronic interconnection of computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and 
hardware (quality control and technical control); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; 
computer consulting in connection with computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; 
computer advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial 
research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical 
research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, 
scientific research for medical purposes; computer programming services; computer systems integration services; 
consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems 
for others; technical support services provided by computer specialists, namely troubleshooting of problems with 
computer hardware and computer programs; computer systems design services for others; design of systems for 
interconnecting computers, namely embedding computer systems and computer networks; computer software and 
hardware testing services, namely, testing of computer software, computers and servers to ensure proper functioning; 
cloud computing services, namely network integrated computer hardware and software services for dynamic 
provisioning, virtualization and consumption metering of computer resources; consulting services in the field of cloud 
computing; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; design and 
development of computer software for cloud storage of data; computer services, namely cloud hosting provider services; 
computer services, namely electronic data storage and data recovery services.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2018; Application No. : 017960804 ;European Union 

4166523    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464877]
LTI Motion GmbH

Gewerbestraße 5-9 35633 Lahnau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for adjusting the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants; motors for adjusting the angles of rotor 
blades in wind power plants; machine coupling and transmission components for adjusting the angles of rotor blades in 
wind power plants.

Cl.9;Measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus, and instruments for adjusting the angles of rotor 
blades in wind power plants; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating and controlling electricity for adjusting the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants; data processing 
equipment and computers for adjusting the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants; computer software for adjusting 
the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants.

Cl.37;Repair with respect to adjusting the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants; installation services with respect 
to adjusting the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto with respect to adjusting the 
angles of rotor blades in wind power plants; industrial analysis and research services with respect to adjusting the angles 
of rotor blades in wind power plants; design and development of computer hardware and software with respect to 
adjusting the angles of rotor blades in wind power plants.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2018; Application No. : 4437230 ;France 

4166532    14/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464864]
BEABA

31 avenue de l'Opéra F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Table cutlery (knives, forks, spoons) especially ergonomic cutlery for children, vegetable and meat choppers (hand 
tools), manicure sets, nail scissors especially for babies.

Cl.12;Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, transmissions for land vehicles, baby strollers; foldable baby 
strollers; baby strollers for use with carrycots; prams, covers for baby strollers; foot muffs designed for strollers; 
parasols to be affixed to baby strollers; bags designed for strollers; umbrellas to be affixed to baby strollers; head-rests 
for vehicle seats, baby carriages, seat boosters, blinds [sun visors] for automobiles, covers for baby carriages, safety 
seats for children, security harnesses for vehicle seats; restraints for stroller carrycots for use in vehicles.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard, stationery, newspapers, printed matter, books, periodicals, instructional and teaching material 
(excluding apparatus), paper bibs, health record covers.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, trunks and suitcases, school bags, pouches (empty), handbags, bags (empty) 
for transporting children's toiletries, sets and cases intended for toiletry articles known as "vanity cases", bags for 
storing toys, travel bags, food bags, rucksacks, multi-pocket cases and bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, 
sunshades; baby carriers; sling bags for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers; back frames for carrying children.

Cl.24;Fabrics for textile use; diaper fabrics; bed and table coverings, covers for diaper changing pads, table linen, 
household linen, bed linen, and especially duvets, bumper pads for beds, mattress covers, sheets, pillowcases and pillow 
slips, bed covers, bedspreads, infant wearable blankets, bath and toilet linen, and especially towels, washing mitts; bed 
valances for children and babies.

Cl.25;Clothing, dressing gowns, bathrobes and bathing caps, footwear, headgear, bibs not of paper; swaddling clothes.

Cl.27;Mats for games, gymnastics and children's discovery.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2018; Application No. : 2018753306 ;Russian Federation 

4166534    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464863]
AdMe Trademarks Ltd

First Floor, Commercial House 1, Eden Island Seychelles

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic notice boards; computer programs, recorded; computer programs, downloadable; computer game 
software, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; computer software applications, downloadable; 
downloadable image files; downloadable music files; compact discs [audio-video].

Cl.35;Advertising for others; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising space; computerized file 
management; demonstration of goods; opinion polling; market studies; business information; commercial information 
and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; marketing research; layout services for advertising 
purposes; marketing; business management of performing artists; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; design of advertising materials; 
data search in computer files for others; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; provision of 
an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; production of advertising 
films; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; compilation of information into computer databases; 
public relations; administrative processing of purchase orders; price comparison services; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; retail and wholesale services.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; entertainment information; recreation information; sporting and cultural activities; layout 
services, other than for advertising purposes; videotape editing; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; photographic reporting; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of seminars; game services 
provided online from a computer network; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; practical training [demonstration]; publication of texts, other than publicity 
texts; electronic desktop publishing; online publication of electronic books and journals; party planning [entertainment]; 
providing online videos, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; news reporters services.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2018; Application No. : 017955402 ;European Union 

4166559    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463761]
Eagle IP Limited

171 Old Bakery Street HMR 1455 VALLETTA VLT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; perfumery; essential oils.

Cl.14;Jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; ornaments [jewellery]; time instruments; watches.

Cl.18;Handbags; purses; wallets; bags; trunks and suitcases; fur; faux fur; leather; imitation leather; hides; imitation 
hides.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; dresses; stoles; scarves; clothing made of fur; cashmere clothing; knitted clothing; 
silk clothing; furs [clothing]; pelisses; fur coats; fur jackets; fur hats; fur stoles; fur muffs; neck scarves [mufflers]; fur 
cloaks; gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; waist belts.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to clothing; online retail services relating to clothing; mail order retail services for 
clothing; wholesale services relating to clothing; retail services in relation to clothing accessories; retail services in 
relation to fashion accessories; retail services in relation to footwear; wholesale services in relation to footwear; retail 
services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to headgear; retail services relating to furs; wholesale 
services relating to furs; retail services relating to fake furs; wholesale services relating to fake furs; retail services in 
relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to jewellery; wholesale services in 
relation to jewellery; online retail services relating to cosmetics; retail services in relation to time instruments.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2018; Application No. : 017908568 ;European Union 

4166567    14/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463756]
optile GmbH

Ganghoferstraße 39 80339 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data bases [electronic]; stored and downloadable computer software; software for online user identification; 
software adapters to local payment methods and payment providers; electronic apparatus to check the authenticity of 
prepaid cards, (direct) debit cards, credit cards and other payment cards; digital transmitters and receivers, especially 
mobile phones and other mobile transmitters and receivers for stationary and mobile payment systems; electric, 
electronic and optic message devices, image devices, voice devices, data recording devices, data processing devices, 
data reception devices, data transmission devices, data storage devices, data exchange devices and data output devices 
and instruments as well as their components [as far as included in this class]; data carriers with computer software 
recorded on them, especially magnetic and optic data carriers with computer software, especially application software, 
operating system software, data bank software, data encryption software, data decryption software as well as software for 
the processing of digital signatures; calculating machines; data processing systems and computers as well as their 
components; active and passive electronic components, especially integrated and non-integrated semiconductor 
components; printed circuit boards with and without electronic components.

Cl.35;Business management consulting; consulting regarding the business organization and management of 
companies; consulting with reference to the business management; business consulting; organization consulting in 
business matters; business management consulting in the areas of finance and money transactions; business 
administration; office work; accounting; payroll preparation; business invoicing of commercial transactions for the 
acquisition of goods and/or the use of services; preparing invoices; collection, organization, administration, maintenance 
and processing of data in data bases; information and consulting with regard to all of the above-mentioned services; 
computerised database management; services with regard to loyalty, incentive and bonus programs; administration of 
discount programs through which the participants may receive a discount on goods and services when using a certain 
software; retail and wholesale services in relation to data bases [electronic], stored and downloadable computer software, 
electronic apparatus to check the authenticity of prepaid cards, (direct) debit cards, credit cards and other payment cards, 
digital transmitters and receivers, especially mobile phones and other mobile transmitters and receivers for stationary 
and mobile payment systems, electric, electronic and optic message devices, image devices; retail and wholesale 
services in relation to voice devices, data recording devices, data processing devices, data reception devices, data 
transmission devices, data storage devices, data exchange devices and data output devices and instruments as well as 
their components, data carriers with computer software recorded on them, especially magnetic and optic data carriers 
with computer software, especially application software; retail and wholesale services in relation to operating system 
software, data base software, data encryption software, data decryption software as well as software for the processing of 
digital signatures, calculating machines, data processing systems and computers as well as their components, active and 
passive electronic components, especially integrated and non-integrated semiconductor components, printed circuit 
boards with and without electronic components; administration and management of Internet user data; collection and 
systematization of transaction data of payment providers, payment methods and payment processes.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; monetary affairs; provision of financial information; consulting in the areas finance and money 
transactions; financial services, including verification of the creditworthiness, the solvency and the credit risks, 
submission of financial information and research/investigation in data bases and in the Internet for information with 
regard to financial matters; monetary transaction services; consultancy services in the area of financial transactions, 
including research and investigation of financial information from computer databases and on the Internet; processing of 
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payment transactions, including electronic verification of bank accounts, electronic payment accounts, telephone 
subscriber accounts, credit cards, debit cards, prepaid cards as well as gift cards, and electronic processing of electronic 
payment data, cash on delivery data and data concerning the creditworthiness, the solvency and the credit risks; 
information and consulting with regard to all of the above-mentioned services; insurance services; providing of 
information in insurance matters; services of a clearing house [financial services]; processing and verification of credit 
cards and other electronic payment transactions; payment processing; execution of the electronic payment transactions 
with the help of a computer software; administration of the payment transactions, especially for software customers.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of voice, data and information via the Internet; telecommunication, namely 
telecommunication services, including the provision of the access to computer data bases, the provision of the access to 
Internet offers, the provision of the access to data, information and computer software in computer networks; 
transmission of data, information and computer software via computer networks, the transmission of electronic data for 
the verification of bank accounts, electronic payment accounts, telephone subscriber accounts, credit cards, debit cards, 
prepaid cards and gift cards; transmission of electronic payment data, cash on delivery data and data concerning the 
creditworthiness, the solvency and the credit risks; information and consulting concerning telecommunication and all of 
the other above-mentioned services; provision of access to data bases; transmission of data base information via 
telecommunication networks; provision of the access to contents, websites and online portals; computer communication 
services, in particular provision of the access to an interactive computer data base in the area payment information and 
payment behaviour for commercial purposes.

Cl.41;Education; training; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design related thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; software as a service [SaaS]; consulting, hosting and rental of software as a service [SaaS]; provision of 
information and consulting in the area of computer software; design, development, creation, integration, implementation 
and maintenance of computer software, especially for the business administration, office work, accounting, payroll, 
business invoicing of commercial transactions for the acquisition of goods and/or the use of services and payment 
processing; design, development, creation and maintenance of computer software for financial transactions, financial 
affairs and payment transactions; design, development, creation and maintenance of computer software for the 
encryption, decryption and authentication of data, information and messages; encryption, decryption and authentication 
of data, information and messages; information and consulting with regard to all of the above-mentioned services; design 
and development of databases; reconstitution of databases; development, design and updating of homepages; hosting of 
websites; consulting services with regard to computer-based information systems which use the electronic online 
communication networks; provision of the temporary use of not downloadable computer software for the verification of 
credit card payments and bank card payments, processing of credit card transactions and bank card transactions, fraud 
detection with regard to credit cards and bank cards, processing of electronic payment transactions, processing of 
automated settlement payments, automatic data base administration; technical support, namely troubleshooting and error 
correction with regard to computer software problems and the integration of computer systems and networks; 
consultancy regarding information technology management, in particular technical support for companies with regard to 
the use of electronic online communication networks; technological services and research and design relating thereto in 
the field of data processing, data analysis and data conversion; analysis of technical data; electronic data storage.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2018; Application No. : 88232015 ;United States of America 

4166569    19/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463755]
Victoria's Secret Stores Brand Management, Inc.

4 Limited Parkway Reynoldsburg OH 43068 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Body wash; body lotion; body cream; body mousse, body butter; body milk; body scrub; hand cream; perfume; eau 
de parfum; eau de toilette; non-medicated skin care preparation, namely, body mist; body sprays; non-medicated lip care 
preparations; lip gloss; lipstick; face masks; body masks; bath bombs; non-medicated bath salts; essential oils for 
personal use.

Cl.9;Eyewear and accessories, sunglasses, eyewear cases, eyewear frames, containers and cases for contact lenses; 
carrying cases for cell phones; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; magnetic coded gift cards and electronic encoded 
gift certificates which may then be redeemed for goods or services; downloadable software for use with mobile devices 
and portable handheld electronic communication devices for shopping, posting and sharing photos, participating in 
contests, playing games, and promoting shopping offers and social events.

Cl.18;Cosmetic bags sold empty; cosmetic carrying cases sold empty; handbags, purses, clutches, wallets, wrist 
purses; all purpose carrying bags; belt bags; beach bags; backpacks; gym bags; tote bags; travel bags; duffle bags; 
cross body bags.

Cl.25;Bras; bralettes; strapless bras; bandeaus, sports bras; camisoles; panties, bikinis, thong underwear; swimwear; 
beach clothes; sleepwear, namely, lingerie, robes, boxer shorts, pajamas, sleep dress, sleep shirts, one-piece sleeper, 
pants, sweatshirts, jackets, T-shirts; clothing, namely, tops, shirts, tank tops, tube tops, bottoms, pants, shorts, skirts, 
vests, sweaters, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, warm-up suits, tights, leggings, belts, loungewear, sweatpants, yoga 
pants, yoga shirts; headwear, namely, hats, caps; footwear, namely, socks, sandals, flip flops, sports shoes, boots, 
slippers; activewear, namely, athletic shorts, athletic tights, sport shirts, sports jerseys, sports pants, lounge pants, yoga 
pants; jogging pants, track pants, leggings, leotards, tights; hosiery; outerwear, namely, jackets, coats, scarves, gloves.

Cl.35;Retail store services and online retail store services featuring clothing and accessories, lingerie and underwear, 
fashion accessories, bags, jewlery, cosmetics, fragrance, personal care products and accessories, eyewear, luggage; 
arranging and conducting bonus incentive programs for customers to promote the sale of clothing and beauty products.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : T201852115 ;Finland 

4166574    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463749]
Metsä Spring Oy

Metallimiehenkuja 10 FI-02150 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Ropes and string; nets; tents and tarpaulins; awnings of textile or synthetic materials; sails; sacks for the 
transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber 
or plastics; raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor; raw textile fibres; textile filaments.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic; non-woven fabrics; filtering 
materials of textile containing cellulosic fibres.

Cl.25;Clothing.
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Priority claimed from 06/07/2018; Application No. : 724858 ;Switzerland 

4166603    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464738]
Equiis Technologies (Switzerland) AG

Technopark Technoparkstrasse 1 CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetically encoded prepaid telephone cards; stereo headphones; music headphones; in-ear headphones; 
headphones; ear buds; mains chargers for mobile telephones; mobile telephone battery chargers for vehicles; mains 
chargers; computer peripherals and accessories; walkie-talkies; mobile computers; device enabling wireless connection 
between portable electronic apparatus (Bluetooth apparatus); software downloaded on the Internet; electronic 
publications (downloadable) provided on-line from databases or the Internet; ring tones, graphics and music 
downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; telecommunication apparatus for use with digital and 
analog signals; telecommunication apparatus and instruments; telecommunication apparatus for use with mobile 
networks; fuses for telecommunication apparatus; transmitters (telecommunication); microphones for communication 
devices; communication servers (computer hardware); communication computers; electronic testing apparatus for 
telecommunications; electronic telecommunication apparatus; electric transformers for telecommunication apparatus; 
electric telecommunication apparatus; electric communication machines and instruments; computer hardware for 
telecommunication; locating and tracking devices by global tracking (global positioning systems GPS); transmitters for 
global positioning systems (GPS); apparatus for global positioning systems GPS (global tracking systems); satellite 
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geolocation receivers (global positioning systems GPS); software for global tracking systems (global positioning systems 
GPS); graphics tablets; electronic tablets; mobile telephones with large keys and numbers for users with reduced vision 
or dexterity; mobile telephones; downloadable graphic elements for mobile telephones; digital mobile telephones; 
intercommunication apparatus; telephone transmitters; telephones; photographic apparatus; electronic navigational and 
positioning apparatus and instruments; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for processing, transmission and storage of database information; software and telecommunication apparatus, 
including modems, to enable connection to databases and the Internet; wireless telephone apparatus; apparatus for the 
dissemination, recording, transmission or reproduction of sounds or images; apparatus for transmission of radio 
programs and radio relay messages; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sounds, 
images or data; smartphones; portable telephones (smartphones); software for encryption; OCR (optical character 
recognition) software; software packages; software for researching and extracting information across a computer 
network; web site development software; software for processing images, graphics and text; privacy protection software; 
GPS navigation system software/computer telephony software; software for satellite navigation systems; computer 
software / communication software for connecting global computer networks; communication software for connecting 
computer network users; software for communication; interactive software; downloadable computer software 
applications; downloadable software for instant messaging and electronic mail services; software (recorded programs), 
data loggers, namely, computer hardware and software for data collection and maintenance; e-commerce software 
enabling users to carry out commercial transactions by electronic means via a global computer network; computer 
software platforms; software products; software for the creation of firewalls; software for creating and designing web 
sites; software for recording, transmitting, storing and indexing of data and documents/software for providing multiple-
user access to a global computer information network; software for organizing and displaying digital images and 
photographs; software for creating searchable databases; telecommunication apparatus and software for ensuring 
connection to databases and the Internet; software and telecommunication apparatus, including modems, to enable 
connection to databases, computer networks and the Internet; software and telecommunication apparatus, including 
modems, to enable connection to databases, computer networks, global computer networks and the Internet; computer-
aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) software; software for wireless network communication; 
software for commercial use; software for use in the field of telecommunication for electronic transmission of documents 
and facsimile transmission; software for administering local area networks; software for enhancing the audiovisual 
capabilities of multimedia applications; software for processing digital music files; digital image processing software; 
software for controlling and managing access server applications; software used for sending photographs to mobile 
telephones; software for faxing, email, voice mail and Internet messaging; software for communicating with users of 
hand-held computers; database and application integration software; software for controlling the operation of audio and 
video devices; data search software; software for use in automating and managing business processes; software for 
accessing information directories that may be downloaded from a global computer network; database management 
software; software for wireless content delivery; software; computer programs and software for image processing used 
for mobile telephones; computer programs and software for image processing; communication software to enable 
customers to access their bank account information and to process bank transactions; computer hardware and software 
for providing secure remote access to computer and communication networks; computer hardware and software for 
setting up and configuring wide area networks; computer hardware and software for setting up and configuring local area 
networks; computer hardware and software for database management; computer software, firmware and hardware; 
computer hardware and software; compiling software; computer operating system software; software for operating wide 
area networks (WAN); software for operating virtual private networks (VPN); network operating software for network 
access servers; software for operating local area networks (LAN); game software downloadable from a global computer 
network; computer game software downloadable via the Internet; application software for mobile telephones; application 
software; email security software; downloadable security software; personal digital assistants (PDAs); hard covers for 
personal digital assistants (PDAs).

Cl.16;Packaging materials made of recycled paper; plastic materials for packaging; cardboard for packaging; bags 
(envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging; industrial packaging containers of paper; packaging containers 
of regenerated cellulose; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging goods; cardboard boxes for 
industrial packaging; wrapping paper; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; cardboard packaging; sheets, 
films and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and packaging; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic foils 
for packaging; set-up packaging boxes of cardboard; cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; extensible plastic 
cling film for palletization; paper tapes or cards for the recording of computer programs; computer paper; computer game 
instruction manuals; user manuals for computers; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; printed materials, 
user manuals, brochures, booklets, stickers.

Cl.35;Data compilation and entry in computer databases; compilation and provision of business information; data 
processing services; data processing services for others; compilation of information into computer databases; 
compilation, systematization and processing of data by computers; systematization of information in computer 
databases; provision of commercial information via global computer networks; provision of business information 
directory services via global computer networks; input and processing of information, particularly compilation and 
systematization of information in computer databases; electronic commerce (e-commerce) services, namely advertising 
in the form of data, texts, images or sounds, alone or in combination, by means of computer networks, for the sale of 
goods and services of all types; data processing service by computer; data search in computer files for others; evaluation 
and analysis of commercial data in computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others.

Cl.38;Provision of access to information via the Internet; transfer of messages of all kinds to Internet addresses (Web 
messaging); providing Internet chat lines; provision of access to websites on the Internet or any other communication 
network; providing access to electronic communication networks, to the Internet and to extranets; provision of access to 
databases; provision of access to global computer networks, data banks and Internet sites; transmission of video data via 
the Internet; transmission of messages, data and content via the Internet and other computer and communication 
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networks; transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; transfer of information and data via computer networks 
and the Internet; transfer and dissemination of information and data via computer networks and the Internet; audio and 
video broadcasting services provided via the Internet; transmission and distribution of data or audiovisual images via a 
global computer network or the Internet; telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet 
and other media; telecommunication services provided via Internet platforms and portals; streaming of audio and video 
content on the Internet; online information services, namely provision of access to global computer networks, Internet 
platforms, data banks and electronic publications; communication services provided over the Internet; transfer of 
information and data via on-line services and the Internet; electronic exchange of messages by means of chatlines, chat 
rooms and Internet forums; electronic transmission of computer programs via the Internet; electronic communication by 
means of discussion forums (chat rooms), chat lines and Internet forums; digital transmission of data via the Internet; 
wireless transfer of data via the Internet; providing voice communication services over the Internet; provision of access to 
Internet platforms for the purpose of exchanging digital photos; provision of access to discussion forums (chat rooms) on 
the Internet; provision of access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing access to an Internet portal featuring 
video-on-demand programs; provision of user access to platforms on the Internet; provision of access to information on 
the Internet; provision of access to the Internet and other communication networks; provision of access to Internet 
forums; provision of user access to information and information services available on the Internet and on other computer 
networks; provision of access to electronic information, communication and transaction platforms on the Internet; 
provision of access to a Web site for discussion on the Internet; provision of access to chat lines, discussion forums 
(chatrooms) and Internet forums, including on mobile Internet and provision of access to data via Internet; provision of 
user access to information on the Internet; provision of access to portals on the Internet; provision of access to computer 
networks, Internet platforms, data banks and electronic publications; provision of access to portals on the Internet as well 
as on the mobile Internet; provision of access to platforms on the Internet as well as on the mobile Internet; dissemination 
services and provision of access by means of telecommunication to video and audio content provided via a video-on-
demand service on the Internet; Internet broadcasting services; distribution of motion picture films via the Internet; 
broadcasting of themed productions or programs for cinema and television, including on the Internet, mobile 
communication networks and other media; broadcasting of television programs via the Internet; broadcasting of 
television programs, motion picture films and other audiovisual and multimedia content via Internet protocol and 
communication networks; dissemination of audiovisual and multimedia content via the Internet; multimedia, audio and 
video dissemination via the Internet and other communication networks; telecommunication and communication 
services; services provided by consultants regarding telecommunications; data transmission and telecommunication 
services; digital network telecommunication services; telecommunication services provided via the Internet, intranet and 
extranet networks; provision of access to online networks and to telecommunication services; Internet access provider 
services (telecommunication); provision of connections to the Internet or to databases via telecommunication means; 
provision of connections to the Internet by telecommunication means; provision of connections to databases by 
telecommunication means; providing telecommunications connections for hotlines and call centers; connection by 
telecommunications to a global computer network; consultancy, information and advisory services in the field of 
telecommunications; automatic transmission of digital data via telecommunications channels; information on 
telecommunications; provision of telecommunications connections for telephone chat lines; telecommunications.

Cl.42;Rental of Internet security programs; security services, namely online protection of computer networks against 
unauthorized third-party access; programming of Internet security programs; design and development of electronic data 
security systems; design and development of Internet security programs; computer security services for protection 
against unauthorized network access; services provided by consultants in the field of security software; services 
provided by consultants relating to Internet security; services provided by consultants relating to data security; computer 
security consultancy; updating of software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; 
implementation of computer programs on networks; providing information relating to computer programming; provision 
of information relating to computer programs; provision of temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in 
broadcast monitoring applications; writing of computer programs; design and development of computers and programs 
for computers; development of computer programs and game software; development of computer programs; creation of 
computer programs; services provided by consultants in the field of computer programming; creation and development 
of computer programs for data processing; computer programming and software design; computer programming 
services for electronic data security; provision of computer programs designed according to the specifications of third 
parties; provision of computer programs on data networks; provision of computer programs; scientific and technological 
services as well as research and design services relating thereto; design and development of computers and software; 
scientific and technological services; industrial research and analysis services, development of computer hardware and 
software; software as a service (SaaS).

Cl.45;Exploitation of industrial property rights and copyrights by licensing (legal services); management and 
exploitation of copyright and industrial property rights by licensing for third parties (legal services); licensing of computer 
programs (legal services); licensing of industrial property rights and copyrights (legal services); copyright and intellectual 
property licensing; licensing of databases (legal services).
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 018009328 ;European Union 

4166728    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464859]
GUNNEBO ENTRANCE CONTROL LTD.

THE GATE HOUSE - ASHDOWN BUSINESS PARK - MICHAEL WAY MARESFIELD TN22 2DU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; railway materials of 
metal; material for railway tracks of metal; reinforced metal materials; fencing materials of metal; building and 
construction materials and elements of metal; unprocessed and semi-processed materials of metal; materials of metal for 
buildings; steel wire; sliding shutter doors; rolling shutter doors and gates; doors, including entrance doors and sliding 
doors; bars, traffic barriers, fence posts, all made of metal and for construction, for controlling access for people and 
vehicles; partitions, doors and gates, parts and fittings therefor, all made of metal; metal protection barriers; tubes and 
pipes of metal, nails, bolts, screws, pickets, pegs, wedges, collars of metal, nuts, washers, hoses, hose fittings, clamps, 
stopper devices for cables, threaded connections and coil springs of copper, steel and brass; balls of steel; horseshoe 
nails, pallets, including parts and fittings therefor, included in this class; doors for strongrooms; locks and items of metal 
for locks; vaults for banks; boxes used for transport; safety fittings of metal for doors; metal door trim; steel for 
construction; door buffers of metal; fireproof metal cabinets; door frames of metal; metal door frames; bars of steel; metal 
bars; bars made of titanium; metal barriers; crash barriers of metal; intruder barriers of metal; crash barriers, of metal, for 
roads; metal barriers for pedestrian traffic control; metal barricades for highways; armour-plating of metal; metal blocks 
for construction; door jambs of metal; metal parking curbs; metal identification bracelets; cabins made of metal; metal 
vaults; metal bells; bells; gratings of metal; turnstiles, non-automatic; turnstiles of metal; non-automatic metal turnstiles; 
iron gates; gates of metal; safes, electronic; safes; metal fire-resistant safes; vaults and safes, of metal; cables, wires and 
chains, of metal; metal strapping; pillars of metal; lock parts of metal; building materials of metal; hand railings of metal; 
buildings of metal; door openers, non-electric; window openers, non-electric; curtain walling of metal; casement windows 
of metal; hooks (metal hardware); door fittings of metal; metal fastening mechanisms; walls of metal; door panels of 
metal; moveable walls made of metal; armoured metal walls; cabin walls of metal; doors, gates, windows and window 
coverings of metal; doors of metal; door guards of metal; ramps of metal; metal fences; fences of metal; bars for metal 
railings; ladders and scaffolding, of metal; cable clamps of metal; door handles of metal; metal roll shutters; security 
shutters of metal; lock barrels of metal; metal locksets; locks and keys, of metal; locks of metal; door flaps of metal; 
structures and transportable buildings of metal; metal supports; pipes, tubes and hoses, and fittings therefor, including 
valves, of metal; metal roller shutter doors for security purposes.

Cl.9;Electrical, photographic and optical apparatus and instruments, including apparatus and instruments for 
inspecting, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision); magnetic data carriers, mechanisms for coin-
operated appliances; cash registers, calculators, data processing equipment and computers, including equipment for 
checking, sorting, counting and depositing paper money; devices for controlling the entry and exit of persons and 
vehicles, indoors and outdoors, in the form of locking devices, including metal disc ratchets, magnets, circuit boards, 
electric transformers and relays; electrically controlled gears for transmitting impulses to gates, conveyor belts, doors, 
catches and gates, including electronic card readers, digital combination locks, photocells, push-button boxes, including 
coin and token operated mechanisms and machines; television apparatus for monitoring indoor and outdoor access for 
persons and vehicles; signalling lamps and lanterns, including flashing lights; warning lights and hazard warning lights; 
warning triangles, warning flags and banners; electric wires; electrical switches and adapters, including terminal blocks, 
sockets and plugs; electric door switches and brake light switches, pressure switches, temperature switches and thermo 
switches; electric circuit closers; fuses; junction boxes (electricity); electric cables for vehicles and trailers; switches; 
electric cable stretchers; electric burglar alarms, fire alarms, fire extinguishers; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound, acoustic membranes, microphones, speakers; central door locking apparatus; electrical access 
control equipment; automatic access control equipment; electrical access control apparatus; automatic security barriers; 
Area Access Control [AAC] safety light curtains; electronic key cards; radio operated door lock controls; security tokens 
(encryption devices); electrical access control installations; automatic access control installations; electronic locking 
mechanisms for safes; electrified fences; electric fences; electric locks; biometric access control systems; biometric 
voice recognition systems; automatic access control systems; electronic access control systems; electronic locking 
systems; electronic access control systems for buildings; automatic access control units; electronic access control units; 
burglar alarms; security alarms; electric alarms; security warning apparatus; alarm signalling receivers; smoke alarms; 
fire detectors; electrical signalling apparatus; emergency light bars for vehicles; beacon lamps; emergency warning 
lights; computer operating systems; computer software; computer operating programs; security cameras; security 
software; security control apparatus; security surveillance apparatus; security surveillance robots; automatic access 
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security apparatus; electric access security apparatus; photocells for use with security lighting; safety, security, 
protection and signalling devices; electric and electronic security apparatus and instruments; software for controlling 
environmental, access and security systems for buildings; computer software for the remote control of security 
apparatus; automated teller machines (ATM); cash registers; electronic cash registers; automatic cash registers; 
computer programs used for electronic cash register systems; computer programs for the enabling of access or entrance 
control; integrated circuits; integrated electronic circuits.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2018; Application No. : 017947374 ;European Union 

4166750    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464839]
Vagabond Skor Varberg AB

Birger Svenssons väg 36 SE-432 40 Varberg Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags; attaché-cases; backpacks; card cases; hand bags; hunting bags; briefcases; shopping bags; purses; 
beach bags; school bags; bands of leather; travelling bags; suitcases; trunks; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; 
leather and leather imitations; saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; pants; shorts; shirts; t-shirts; pullovers; jerseys; sweat shirts; sweat pants; 
underwear; sports bras; dresses; skirts; jackets; coats; socks; gloves; belts for clothing; hosiery; tights; vests; hoods; 
scarves; soles for footwear.
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4166753    11/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464829]
JOINT STOCK COMPANY "BIOCAD"

Svyazi street, bld. 34, liter A, Strelna, Petrodvortsoviy district RU-198515 Saint Petersburg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Albuminous preparations for medical purposes; bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; 
bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; pharmaceutical preparations; chemico-pharmaceutical 
preparations; cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; medicines for dental purposes; medicines for human purposes; 
diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; biological tissue cultures for 
medical purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; pharmaceuticals; preparations of 
microorganisms for medical or veterinary use.

Cl.16;Fountain pens; albums; scrapbooks; banners of paper; loose-leaf binders; pamphlets; booklets; newspapers; 
bookmarkers; periodicals; printed publications; graphic representations; calendars; pictures; books; flyers; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; stickers [stationery]; covers [stationery]; wrappers [stationery]; 
passport holders; greeting cards; postcards; conical paper bags; posters; clipboards; desk mats; writing materials; 
printed matter; prospectuses; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for 
teaching purposes; transparencies [stationery]; flags of paper; photographs [printed]; labels of paper or cardboard.

Cl.25;Headbands [clothing]; boots for sports; sports jerseys; hosiery; jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; sports 
shoes; footwear; outerclothing; clothing; scarfs; scarves; shirts; sweaters; pullovers; jumpers [pullovers]; knitwear 
[clothing]; headgear for wear; tee-shirts; sashes for wear.

Cl.35;Wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; advertising; publicity.

Cl.41;Education information; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; organization of exhibitions 
for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops 
[training]; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of seminars; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance 
[education or training advice]; vocational retraining; teaching; educational services; instruction services.

Cl.42;Bacteriological research; biological research; chemical research; scientific research; chemistry services; 
scientific laboratory services.
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Cl.44;Medical advice for individuals with disabilities; pharmacy advice; medical assistance; preparation of 
prescriptions by pharmacists; medical equipment rental; therapy services; health centers.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-154310 ;Japan 

4166755    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464806]
OKANO VALVE MFG. CO. LTD.

1-14 Nakamachi, Kitakyushu-shi Moji-ku Fukuoka 800-8601 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for processing, transmitting and storing database information; computer software for database 
management; pre-recorded data carriers for use with computers; pre-recorded CD-ROMs; pre-recorded DVDs.

Cl.35;Providing statistical information; compilation of statistical information; statistical analysis and reporting; 
computerized database management.

Cl.37;Inspection, repair or maintenance of machine elements; inspection, repair or maintenance of valves; inspection, 
repair or maintenance of electric valves (machine elements); inspection, repair or maintenance of actuators or parts 
thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of chemical plants or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of 
nuclear power plants; inspection, repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus or parts thereof; inspection, repair 
or maintenance of water pollution control equipment or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of measuring or 
testing machines and instruments or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines 
and apparatus or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments or parts 
thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of electric or magnetic meters and testers or parts thereof; inspection, repair or 
maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; inspection, repair or maintenance of electric motors or parts 
thereof.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 2018-144830 ;Japan 

4166798    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464795]
JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy Corporation

1-2 Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyodaku Tokyo 100-8162 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Transmission oils; transmission fluid; brake fluid; fluids for hydraulic circuits; chemical additives for motor fuel; 
chemical additives for oils; anti-boil preparations for engine coolants; anti-knock substances for internal combustion 
engines; detergent additives to gasoline [petrol]; coolants for vehicle engines; power steering fluid; fuel saving 
preparations; oil-purifying chemicals; chemicals; unprocessed plastics [plastics in primary form].

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; engine oil; liquid fuels; mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes (not for fuel); non-mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel); lubricating oils; industrial 
lubricants; fuel gas; fuel oil; lubricating grease; coal; cutting fluids; gas oil; gasoline; industrial grease; kerosene; motor 
oil; oil-gas; petrol; petroleum, raw or refined; non-chemical additives for motor fuel; non-chemical additives for oils.

Cl.35;Advertising; retail services or wholesale services for transmission oils, transmission fluid, brake fluid, fluids for 
hydraulic circuits, chemical additives for motor fuel, chemical additives for oils, anti-boil preparations for engine coolants, 
anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines, detergent additives to gasoline [petrol], coolants for vehicle 
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engines, power steering fluid, fuel saving preparations, oil-purifying chemicals, chemicals, unprocessed plastics [plastics 
in primary form]; retail services or wholesale services for anti-corrosion paints; retail services or wholesale services for 
oils for cleaning purposes; retail services or wholesale services for industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing 
wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting, engine 
oil, liquid fuels, mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel), non-mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes ' (not for fuel), lubricating oils, industrial lubricants, fuel gas, fuel oil, lubricating grease, coal, cutting fluids, gas 
oil, gasoline, industrial grease, kerosene, motor oil, oil-gas, petrol, petroleum (raw or refined), non-chemical additives for 
motor fuel, non-chemical additives for oils; retail services or wholesale services for adhesive plasters, dietary 
supplements for humans, nutritional additives to foodstuffs for animals for medical purposes; retail services or wholesale 
services for steel drums sold empty, cans of metal, metal chests; retail services or wholesale services for hand tools 
(hand-operated), nail nippers; retail services or wholesale services for cell phone straps, downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones and/or smart phones, spectacle wipes as accessories of spectacles, blank USB flash drives, comparators 
for engine oil viscosity (non-electronic), sports whistles; retail services or wholesale services for hand-held spotlights, 
refrigerators, electric fans, air conditioners, portable electric fans; retail services or wholesale services for key rings, 
ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry, wristwatches, alarm clocks; retail services or wholesale services for 
stickers [stationery], stationery, tissue paper, pocket memorandum books, posters, prospectuses, magazines 
[periodicals], adhesive tapes for stationery purposes, calendars, ink stamps; retail services or wholesale services for 
insulating oils; retail services or wholesale services for waist pouches, bags, umbrellas, pouches and the like, carry-on 
bags; retail services or wholesale services for hand-held flat fans, personal compact mirrors, packaging containers of 
plastic, chests (not of metal); retail services or wholesale services for mugs, services [dishes], carving boards, tooth 
brushes, fitted vanity cases, lunch boxes, drinking vessels, dishes, water bottles sold empty, vacuum bottles; retail 
services or wholesale services for towels [of textile], handkerchiefs of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, blanket throws; 
retail services or wholesale services for t-shirts, polo shirts, ponchos, liveries, headgear for wear, gloves [clothing], 
jackets [clothing], raincoats, mufflers [neck scarves]; retail services or wholesale services for sewing kits; retail services 
or wholesale services for vinyl floor coverings, floor mats, personal exercise mats; retail services or wholesale services 
for dolls, toys, golf balls, punching balls, balloons, coloring [toys], stuffed toys, exercise balls; retail services or 
wholesale services for milk products; retail services or wholesale services for candy, cookies, confectionery; retail 
services or wholesale services for animal foodstuffs; retail services or wholesale services for drinking water, non-
alcoholic beverages; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of transmission oils, transmission fluid, brake fluid, 
fluids for hydraulic circuits, chemical additives for motor fuel, chemical additives for oils, anti-boil preparations for engine 
coolants, anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines, detergent additives to gasoline [petrol], coolants for 
vehicle engines, power steering fluid, fuel saving preparations, oil-purifying chemicals, chemicals, unprocessed plastics 
[plastics in primary form], anti-corrosion paints, oils for cleaning purposes, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust 
absorbing wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting, 
engine oil, liquid fuels, mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes (not for fuel), non-mineral oils and greases for 
industrial purposes (not for fuel), lubricating oils, industrial lubricants, fuel gas, fuel oil, lubricating grease, coal, cutting 
fluids, gas oil, gasoline, industrial grease, kerosene, motor oil, oil-gas, petrol, petroleum (raw or refined), non-chemical 
additives for motor fuel, non-chemical additives for oils, adhesive plasters, dietary supplements for humans, nutritional 
additives to foodstuffs for animals for medical purposes, steel drums sold empty, cans of metal, metal chests, hand tools 
(hand-operated), nail nippers, cell phone straps, downloadable graphics for mobile phones and/or smart phones, 
spectacle wipes as accessories of spectacles, blank USB flash drives, comparators for engine oil viscosity (non-
electronic), sports whistles, hand-held spotlights, refrigerators, electric fans, air conditioners, portable electric fans, key 
rings, ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry, wristwatches, alarm clocks, stickers [stationery], stationery, 
tissue paper, pocket memorandum books, posters, prospectuses, magazines [periodicals], adhesive tapes for stationery 
purposes, calendars, ink stamps, insulating oils, waist pouches, bags, umbrellas, pouches and the like, carry-on bags, 
hand-held flat fans, personal compact mirrors, packaging containers of plastic, chests (not of metal), mugs, services 
[dishes], carving boards, tooth brushes, fitted vanity cases, lunch boxes, drinking vessels, dishes, water bottles sold 
empty, vacuum bottles, towels [of textile], handkerchiefs of textile, non-woven textile fabrics, blanket throws, t-shirts, polo 
shirts, ponchos, liveries, headgear for wear, gloves [clothing], jackets [clothing], raincoats, mufflers [neck scarves], 
sewing kits, vinyl floor coverings, floor mats, personal exercise mats, dolls, toys, golf balls, punching balls, balloons, 
coloring [toys], stuffed toys, exercise balls, milk products, candy, cookies, confectionery, animal foodstuffs drinking 
water, non-alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2018; Application No. : 017931060 ;European Union 

4166803    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464788]
Keestrack N.V.

Taunusweg 2 B-3740 Munsterbilzen

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Crusher installations, slotting machines, impact mechanism, crushing machines, machines and apparatus for 
crushing and grinding minerals and parts therefor, machines for crushing building materials and building rubble, in 
particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers, rotating pulverisers; mechanical apparatus and installations 
for feeding, crushing, grinding, sifting, separating, classifying and recycling material in the process industry; loading and 
mixing machines; mechanical equipment for cleaning soil; including all of the aforesaid goods being solar-powered or 
wind-powered; perforated plates being parts of machines for sorting material; casting plates being parts of machines; 
wear parts for crushing machines (crushers), namely beater bars, impact bars, crusher jaws, swing jaws, beater bar 
locking mechanisms, impact plates, clamping wedges, rotor shafts, clamping elements, belt pulleys, rotors, rotor 
protection plates, protective panels, bearings [parts of machines], roller bearings for machines, machining centres, 
spindles for machines; sifting installations, sifting machines, sieves [machines or parts of machines], wire cloth being 
parts of sifting machines, screen linings, in particular wire screen sections; soil screening apparatus [machines]; impact 
grinding crushers, hammer mills; conveyors and conveyors belts, conveyers, belt conveyors, conveyors, loaders 
[conveyors], conveyors for controlling the movement of articles, belts for conveyors; wear parts for conveying machines 
and sifting machines, namely conveyor belts, sieves and sifting means (parts of machines); windmills, wind turbines, 
wind-powered electricity generators, solar power generators, electrical generators using solar cells.

Cl.9;Solar modules, electrical solar cells, accumulators for photovoltaic power, solar panel arrays, solar energy 
collectors for electricity generation; batteries for electric vehicles, charging stations for electric vehicles; remote 
monitoring and remote analysis software for machines, software for checking the operation and status of machines, 
software for the fault diagnosis, troubleshooting and preventive maintenance of machines, software for locating, tracking 
and establishing a spatially limited operational area for machines, including all of the aforesaid goods for use in telematic 
telecommunications; remote monitoring apparatus, telematic apparatus, telematic terminal apparatus.

Cl.12;Electric vehicles.

Cl.37;Building construction; maintenance and repair of machines, in particular crushers, sifting installations and 
conveying installations; installation and maintenance of equipment for installations for use in building construction, in 
the mineral processing and mineral conveying industry; installation of solar powered systems; recharging services for 
electric vehicles, maintenance and repair of electric vehicles.

Cl.42;Development, installation, implementation, maintenance, repair, updating and rental of software, customised 
software adaptation, software consultancy.
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4166804    25/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464778]
DAYTONA CORPORATION

4805 Ichinomiya, Mori-machi, Shuchi-gun Shizuoka 437-0226 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Snow throwers; snow ploughs; agricultural machines, agricultural implements other than hand-operated; non-
electric prime movers, not for land vehicles [other than water mills and wind mills]; parts of non-electric prime movers 
[other than water mills and wind mills]; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; lawnmowers; AC motors and 
DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC motors]; AC generators 
[alternators]; DC generators.

Cl.9;Protective helmets; protective helmets for two-wheeled motor vehicles and their parts and fittings; measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase 
modifiers; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; telecommunication 
machines and apparatus; dust masks.

Cl.12;Non-electric prime movers for land vehicles [not including their parts]; shafts, axles or spindles, machine 
elements for land vehicles; bearings, machine elements for land vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors, machine 
elements for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine elements for land vehicles; shock absorbers, 
machine elements for land vehicles; springs, machine elements for land vehicles; brakes, machine elements for land 
vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles [not including their parts]; two-wheeled 
motor vehicles; parts and fittings for twowheeled motor vehicles; bicycles; parts and fittings for bicycles.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2018; Application No. : 017966213 ;European Union 

4167671    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464092]
Klöckner Pentaplast Europe GmbH & Co.KG

Industriestrasse 3-5 56412 Heiligenroth Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Plastic materials for packaging of food and drugs; flexible and rigid plastic films, flexible and rigid metallized 
plastic films for packaging or wrapping.

Cl.17;Extruded plastics and metallized plastics in the form of sheets, foils and films for use in manufacture.
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4167729    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464530]
JINAN KEDAER CO., LTD.

1-601, LONGAOJINZUO BUILDING, NO. 8000 JINGSHI ROAD, HIGH-TECH ZONE, JINAN CITY 250101 SHANDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations in the nature of anti-oxidants for use in food manufacture; chemicals for food preservation; 
chemicals for use in food industry, namely, anti-oxidants; chemicals for food preservation; hormones for hastening the 
ripening of fruit; anti-sprouting preparations for vegetables; plant growth regulating preparations; preparations of trace 
elements for plants; chemical preservatives for the food industry being synthetic anti-microbial agents; flower 
preservatives; ethene.

Cl.5;Disinfectants; depuratives; mothproofing preparations; biocides; parasiticides; pesticides; agricultural fungicide; 
chemical preparations to treat mildew; nutritional supplements; pharmaceutical preparations.
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Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 88134159 ;United States of America 

4167794    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464619]
TechCrunch, Inc.

410 Townsend Street, Suite 100 San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use to connect potential investors with start-up 
companies; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in sending electronic notifications 
regarding connections between investors and start-up companies to its users; downloadable software in the nature of a 
mobile application for use to match investors and representatives of start-up companies; downloadable software in the 
nature of a mobile application for use in scheduling meetings and arranging face-to-face meetings between investors and 
start-up companies.

Cl.35;Providing business networking opportunities for individuals in the technology profession, entrepreneurs and 
investors; business networking; advertising, marketing and promotional services for the purpose of facilitating 
networking and socializing opportunities for business purposes.
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4167805    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1434185]
iLOQ Oy

Yrttipellontie 10 FI-90230 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; safes; ores.

Cl.9;Electronic and electromechanical locks and lock cylinders; electronic keys; electronic lock plates and counter 
plates; electronic units for programming electronic and electromechanical locks, cylinders and keys; parts and fittings for 
the aforementioned goods; software for operating the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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4167806    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458027]
MITSUBISHI GAS CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.

5-2, Marunouchi 2-Chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8324 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Antioxidants for use in manufacture; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; artificial sweeteners; flour for 
industrial purposes; starch for industrial purposes.

Cl.3;Soaps; detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics; toiletries; perfume; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food 
flavorings [essential oils]; fumigating incenses [kunko]; fragrances.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for veterinary 
purposes; veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations; reagent paper for medical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; 
dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical 
purposes; beverages for infants; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals.

Cl.32;Beer; carbonated soft drinks; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; aerated water; non-alcoholic beer flavored 
beverages; soft drinks; mineral water; flavored water; isotonic drinks; sports drinks; fruit juices; vegetable juices 
[beverages]; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages.
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4167997    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1185915]
Vistage Worldwide, Inc.

4840 Eastgate Mall San Diego CA 92121 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, namely, brochures, white papers, flyers, fact sheets, slip sheets, data sheets, application notes, 
manuals, leaflets, journals and guides all in the field of business consultation and executive training; printed directories 
featuring company profiles; printed reports featuring company financial information.

Cl.35;Business management consultation services; business counseling, namely, providing business advice to peers 
in business.

Cl.41;Business executive training services; arranging educational peer discussion group meetings in the field of 
business; personal coaching services in the field of business consultation and executive training; arranging and 
conducting educational exhibitions, seminars, workshops and conferences in the field of business consultation and 
executive training; television and radio programming.
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4168178    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464768]
SHOWVEN TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

BUILDING B1, CHANGSHA E CENTER, NO. 18, XIANGTAI ROAD, ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
ZONE, LIUYANG CITY 410300 HUNAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Light diffusers; lighting apparatus and installations; refrigerating apparatus and machines; fog generators for 
stage performance; foam and soap bubble generators for performance; ornamental fountains; disinfectant apparatus; 
radiators, electric; gas lighters; fairy lights for festive decoration.

Cl.13;Fireworks; bengal lights; pyrotechnic products; fog signals, explosive; firecrackers; gunpowder.
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2018; Application No. : 32780349 ;China 

4168184    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463740]
Shenzhen Qianhai Patuoxun Network&Technology co. ltd

Room 201, Block A, No. 1 Qianwan Road 1, Qianhaishen Port Cooperative District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; garden tools, hand-operated; screwdrivers, non-electric; non-electric 
caulking guns; pruning scissors; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; hand implements for hair curling; 
eyelash curlers; nail clippers; table forks.

Cl.10;Sphygmomanometers; vibromassage apparatus; sphygmotensiometers; pins for artificial teeth; blankets, 
electric, for medical purposes; ear plugs [ear protection devices]; sex toys; babies' pacifiers [teats]; hair prostheses; 
abdominal corsets.

Cl.14;Jewellery cases [caskets]; necklaces; earrings; rings [jewellery]; wristwatches; alarm clocks; watch bands; 
clocks and watches, electric; alloys of precious metal; magnetotherapy jewelry.

Cl.16;Tracing paper; towels of paper; signboards of paper or cardboard; note books; pencil sharpening machines; 
folders for papers; pencils; paintbrushes; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; drawing boards.

Cl.21;Make-up sponges; make-up brushes; coffeepots, non-electric; combs; electric toothbrushes; gloves for 
household purposes; feeding troughs; insect traps; floss for dental purposes; drinking vessels.
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4168311    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463710]
ZHEJIANG AKKO STAR ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

4/F NO.399 YINHAI ROAD, FUTIAN STREET, YIWU ZHEJIANG 322000 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries, electric, for vehicles; battery jars; battery boxes; accumulator boxes; batteries, electric, for vehicles; 
accumulators, electric; solar batteries; solar panels for electricity generation; mobile power (rechargeable batteries); 
chargers for electric batteries.

Cl.11;Ceiling lights; miners' lamps; lamps; fluorescent tubes; hot plates; air purifying apparatus and machines; filters 
for drinking water; fans [air-conditioning]; water purification installations; water purifying apparatus and machines; 
radiators, electric; light bulbs; torches for lighting; lanterns for lighting; electric fans for personal use; small colored 
lights for holiday decorations; flashlights; vehicle lighting apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2018; Application No. : 4449858 ;France 

4168335    26/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464706]
SPACECODE SA

4 Rue des Petits Ruisseaux F-91370 VERRIÈRES-LE-BUISSON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Equipment for data processing and computers; data processing equipment; software (recorded programs); 
application software; downloadable software applications; apparatus and instruments for monitoring (supervision) and 
checking; electronic apparatus and devices for processing, storage, encryption, decryption and authentication of data; 
electronic apparatus and devices, software, applications and solutions for identification, tracing, encryption, control, 
authentication and security; electronic radio frequency identification (RFID) apparatus and devices; electronic radio 
frequency identification (RFID) chips; radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and readers; radio frequency 
identification devices [transponders]; computer programs for applications; computer peripheral devices; 
telecommunication apparatus for use with mobile networks; software for authorizing access to databases; computer 
platforms in the nature of recorded or downloadable software; secure computer and electronic databases; data storage 
programs; data banks; cards loaded with data recorded electronically; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmission and reception of data, sound and images; digital recording media; optical apparatus and instruments; 
optical inspection apparatus for industrial use; optical lenses; optical scanners; optical transceivers; optical inspection, 
coding, encoding, control and checking apparatus; electronic authorization systems (apparatus); magnetic, digital and 
optical identification cards.

Cl.42;Consulting, research and engineering services in the field of information technology; development (design), 
installation, maintenance and updating of software; software services (SaaS); software services [SaaS] for conducting 
financial, banking and monetary transactions; Sofware as a Service [SaaS] services for the clearing and settlement of 
financial assets and transactions; software services (SaaS) for financial services; software services (SaaS) for making 
investments; software services (SaaS) for financial information and analysis of financial information; programming for 
computers; computer system design and analysis; online data storage; computer services concerning storage and 
electronic encryption of data, products; computer platforms as (PaaS) services; encryption, decryption and authentication 
services for information, data, messages, products; identification, tracing and authentication of diamonds, jewelry and 
precious stones; Technical evaluations concerning design (engineers' services); software engineering services; cloud 
computing; information technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; research and design of electronic identification 
solutions; electronic and digital identification, authentication, tracing, access control services.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 88239783 ;United States of America 

4168355    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464687]
Previvo Genetics, Inc.

1599 Industrial Road San Carlos CA 94070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Reagents for medical use in the field of assisted reproductive technologies.

Cl.10;Medical devices, namely, a controller that regulates the amount of fluid that goes through a catheter for use in 
uterine lavage and the recovery of fluids and developed blastocysts; medical and surgical catheters.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 108 377 ;Germany 

4168364    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464682]
Cordenka GmbH & Co.KG

Industrie Center Obernburg 63906 Erlenbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Synthetic fibres, synthetic yarns and cords made of synthetic fibres or synthetic yarns in each case not for textile 
use; fabrics made of synthetic material not for textile use.

Cl.22;Ropes, binding thread, nets, tents, tarpaulins, canvas for sails, canvas laundry bags, bags [envelopes, pouches] 
of textile, for packaging (as far as not included in other classes); upholstery padding, cushioning and stuffing materials 
(except for materials made of paper, cardboard, rubber, plastics or other synthetic materials); textile fibres.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use.
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4168383    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464663]
OUTSYSTEMS, SOFTWARE EM REDE, S.A.

Rua Central Park Ed. 6 2ºA P-2795-242 Linda-A-Velha Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer networks, including all kinds of informatic applications and computer programs, 
distributed in any magnetic support or another way of diffusion, including software accessible from internet.

Cl.42;Computer rental services; software consulting; software analysis, implementation and programming; technical 
research projects and studies; software installation and maintenance; data conversion for computer programs and other 
software; creation, design, development and maintenance of Internet pages, office applications, Internet applications and 
mobile applications for third parties.
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4168938    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445034]
iLOQ Oy

Yrttipellontie 10 FI-90230 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; safes; ores; lock cylinders.

Cl.9;Electronic and electromechanical locks; electronic keys; electronic lock plates and counter plates; units for 
programming the above-mentioned locks, cylinders and keys; parts and fittings thereof; software for using the above-
mentioned items.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2018; Application No. : 4446957 ;France 

4168943    16/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464138]
PROJETCLUB

4 Boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Individual devices for protection against accidents, protective helmets for sports, head protectors for sports, 
protective masks, teeth protectors for sports, gloves for protection against accidents; goggles for sports.

Cl.18;Sports bags, bags with wheels, backpacks, travel bags, trunks.

Cl.25;Clothing, shoes, headgear, underwear/undergarments [underwear]; sweat-absorbent underwear, tank tops, 
pullovers, pants, shorts, sweats, shorts, skorts, skirts, underpants, coats, parkas, wind resistant clothing, parkas, t-shirts, 
sports sweaters, belts, gloves (clothes), beanies, mufflers, caps, sun hats, visors, headbands (clothes); socks, tights, 
gaiters, cuffs, muffs; sports shoes, overshoes, shoe bags, soles for footwear, clogs (shoes).

Cl.28;Games; toys; gym and sports items (except for clothing, shoes, mats); balls; balls, protection devices for sports 
use, namely chest, throat protectors, shoulder pads, elbow pads [sports items], knee pads [sports items], shin guards 
[sports items], rib protectors, hip pads, protective cups, leg warmers, thigh guards, coccyx protectors, foot and ankle 
protection; protective padding [parts of sports clothes], gloves [games accessories]; resin for sports use; equipment for 
sports fields namely hockey goals, limit markers for playing fields for team sports; hockey sticks; sports training 
accessories, namely, hoops, slalom cones, slalom poles, blocks and markers for blocks, wall bars; physical rehabilitation 
apparatus and machines for physical exercises (gym equipment); nets for sports; storage bags for hockey sticks.
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4168944    03/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464147]
Xiaomi Inc.

Floor 13, Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, No. 68 Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; intercommunication apparatus; portable media players; cameras 
[photography]; video screens; remote control apparatus; measuring instruments; sensors; chips [integrated circuits]; 
transparencies [photography]; theft prevention installations, electric; batteries, electric; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; tablet computers; smart watches (data processing); computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
peripheral devices; wearable activity trackers; virtual reality headsets; quantity indicators; computer software platform, 
recorded or downloadable; television apparatus; inductors [electricity]; security surveillance robots; wrist-worn smart 
phone; amplifiers.

Cl.42;Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; computer software design; electronic data storage; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; cloud computing; software as a service [SaaS]; 
hosting computer sites [web sites]; technical research; industrial design; design of interior decor; design and 
development of virtual reality software; update of data processing software; installation and repair of computer software; 
update of computer security software and computer risks prevention software; software development under software 
publication framework.
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4168952    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1438415]
iLOQ Oy

Yrttipellontie 10 FI-90230 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; safes; ores.

Cl.9;Electronic and electromechanical locks and lock cylinders; electronic keys; electronic lock plates and counter 
plates; units for programming the above-mentioned locks, cylinders and keys; components included in all the above-
mentioned items; software for using the above-mentioned items.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and people.
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Priority claimed from 19/05/2017; Application No. : 016749822 ;European Union 

4168953    17/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1464137]
SenzaGen AB

Medicon Village, Scheelevägen 2 SE-223 81 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Diagnostic preparations for analytical, research and scientific use; assays for analytical, research and scientific 
use; diagnostic biomarkers for analytical, research and scientific use; diagnostic preparations, assays and biomarkers for 
use in in vitro testing, assessment of toxicological properties of chemical compounds and mixtures, genomic analysis, 
assessment of chemical skin sensitizers, respiratory sensitizers and potency classification, for scientific testing and 
screening purposes; diagnostic preparations, assays and biomarkers for screening of pharmaceutical candidates, safety 
and potency classification of chemicals, safety and potency testing of cosmetic ingredients and assessment of 
sensitizers for industry and regulatory purposes, for scientific testing and screening purposes.

Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for medical and pharmaceutical use; assays for medical and pharmaceutical use; 
diagnostic biomarkers for medical and pharmaceutical use; diagnostic preparations, assays and biomarkers for use in in 
vitro testing, assessment of toxicological properties of chemical compounds and mixtures, genomic analysis, 
assessment of chemical skin sensitizers, respiratory sensitizers and potency classification all for medical and 
pharmaceutical testing and screening purposes; diagnostic preparations, assays and biomarkers for screening of 
pharmaceutical candidates, safety and potency classification of chemicals, safety and potency testing of cosmetic 
ingredients and assessment of sensitizers for industry and regulatory purposes in the medical and pharmaceutical 
industries, all for medical and pharmaceutical testing and screening purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; scientific research and development; conducting research in the field of genomics and animal-free testing; 
laboratory services in the field of genomics and animal-free testing; in vitro analysis for medical and pharmaceutical 
purposes; in vitro analysis for medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research services; assessment of toxicological 
properties of chemical compounds and mixtures for medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research services; dermal and 
respiratory in vitro analysis for medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research services; in vitro skin and respiratory 
sensitization analysis for medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research services; in vitro safety assessments for 
medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research services; in vitro testing for assessment of chemical skin sensitizers, 
respiratory sensitizers and potency classification; allergy analysis for medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research 
services; animal-free allergy analysis for medical, pharmaceutical and scientific research services; allergy analysis and 
animal-free allergy analysis for medical and pharmaceutical purposes; development of sensitization assays for prediction 
and classification of chemical sensitizers; safety and potency classification of chemicals for medical, pharmaceutical and 
scientific research services; safety and potency testing of cosmetic ingredients; assessment of sensitizers for industry 
and regulatory purposes in the medical and pharmaceutical industries; safety assessments of chemicals and proteins in 
the medical and pharmaceutical industries; in vitro assessment of allergens in the medical and pharmaceutical industries; 
sensitization testing for the pharmaceutical, cosmetic and chemical industry; information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all of the aforesaid services; assessment of toxicological properties of chemical compounds and 
mixtures for medical and pharmaceutical purposes; animal-free testing of chemical compounds, genomic testing, animal-
free genomic testing, dermal and respiratory in vitro testing and analysis, in vitro skin and respiratory sensitization 
testing and analysis, in vitro safety assessments, testing and assessment of sensitizers, in vitro testing for assessment of 
chemical skin sensitizers, respiratory sensitizers and potency classification, all for medical and pharmaceutical purposes; 
screening of pharmaceutical candidates, safety and potency classification of chemicals, safety and potency testing of 
cosmetic ingredients and assessment of sensitizers for industry and regulatory purposes in the medical and 
pharmaceutical industries; safety assessments of chemicals and proteins, in vitro assessment of allergens, all for medical 
and pharmaceutical purposes; sensitization testing for the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries; in vitro testing; in 
vitro testing of medical devices.

Cl.44;In vitro testing for medical and pharmaceutical purposes; allergy testing, animal-free allergy testing, all for 
medical and pharmaceutical purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid 
services.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 35269885 ;China 

4168954    05/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464646]
GUANGZHOU KORIN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

ROOM 203, 2F, BUILDING 5, YANG GUANG RD. 6, SHILING TOWN, HUADU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 510000 GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; bags for photographic equipment; chargers for electric 
batteries; theft prevention installations, electric; anti-theft warning apparatus; locks, electric; laptop computers; notebook 
computers; cases for calculators.

Cl.18;Pocket wallets; school bags / school satchels; rucksacks / backpacks; card cases [notecases]; wheeled shopping 
bags; attaché cases; handbags; briefcases; travelling bags; vanity cases, not fitted.
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Priority claimed from 25/10/2018; Application No. : 88169747 ;United States of America 

4168955    14/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464158]
Mavatar Technologies, Inc.

101 Jefferson Drive Menlo Park CA 94025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for the management of on-line shopping preferences, options and purchasing; 
downloadable software to facilitate business promotion and for connecting social network users with businesses; 
computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; application programming interface (API) for 
computer software which manages on-line shopping, preferences, options and purchasing; computer software, namely, 
software that allows users to interact online with information that other users share and software that allows users to 
shop across various e-commerce sites; computer software and software applications that enable electronic 
communications network users to bookmark, view and share data, information and media content; software applications 
for social networking, creating a virtual community and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics 
and data.

Cl.35;Advertising and promotional services, namely, promoting the products and services of others; business data 
analysis; promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an online platform with hyperlinks to the 
resources of others; providing an online searchable database featuring a wide variety of goods of others (terms too vague 
in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations); facilitating the exchange and sale 
of goods and services of third parties via computers and communication networks.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for the management of on-line shopping preferences, 
options and purchasing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to facilitate business promotion and for 
connecting social network users with businesses; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for accessing, 
browsing and searching online databases; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software that allows users to 
interact online with information that other users share and to shop across various e-commerce sites; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community and transmission of 
audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; computer services, namely, providing search engines to allow 
users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer and communication network; providing search 
engines for obtaining data via communications networks; computer services, namely, creating on-line virtual 
communities for registered users to share data and engage in social networking; platform as a service (paas) featuring 
software platforms for use in database creation and management in connection with providing a complete view of 
inventory and customer interaction with products across the retail, advertising and commerce industries.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2018; Application No. : 2018753307 ;Russian Federation 

4168956    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464636]
AdMe Trademarks Ltd

First Floor, Commercial House 1, Eden Island Seychelles

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic notice boards; computer programs, recorded; computer programs, downloadable; computer game 
software, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; computer software applications, downloadable; 
downloadable image files; downloadable music files; compact discs [audio-video].

Cl.35;Advertising for others; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising space; computerized file 
management; demonstration of goods; opinion polling; market studies; business information; commercial information 
and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; marketing research; layout services for advertising 
purposes; marketing; business management of performing artists; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; design of advertising materials; 
data search in computer files for others; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; provision of 
an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; production of advertising 
films; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; compilation of information into computer databases; 
public relations; administrative processing of purchase orders; price comparison services; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; retail and wholesale services.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; entertainment information; recreation information; sporting and cultural activities; layout 
services, other than for advertising purposes; videotape editing; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; photographic reporting; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of seminars; game services 
provided online from a computer network; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; practical training [demonstration]; publication of texts, other than publicity 
texts; electronic desktop publishing; online publication of electronic books and journals; party planning [entertainment]; 
providing online videos, not downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; news reporters services.
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4168959    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464167]
Goertek Inc.

No.268 Dongfang Road, Hi-Tech Industrial Development District, Weifang Shandong 261031 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Navigational instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; integrated circuits; acoustic alarms; animated 
cartoons; signal lanterns; sound recording apparatus; cameras (photography); ergometers; video screens; interactive 
touch screen terminals; downloadable mobile application software; smart glasses (data processing); virtual reality 
headsets; computer peripheral devices; computer software applications, downloadable; wearable activity trackers; 
stereoscopic apparatus; wires, electric; remote control apparatus; 3D spectacles; wristwatch-style smart phone; smart 
watch (data processing); pedometers; time clocks (time recording devices); electronic sounding device; distance 
recording apparatus; semiconductor device; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; virtual-reality game software.

Cl.12;Civilian drones; air vehicles; electric vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; vehicle joysticks; 
steering wheels for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; driverless cars 
(autonomous cars); military drones; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles.

Cl.28;Games; conjuring apparatus; apparatus for games; toys; brainpower toys; chess games; balls for games; body-
training apparatus; bows for archery; machines for physical exercises; swimming pools (play articles); batting gloves 
(accessories for games); in-line roller skates; Christmas trees of synthetic material; rods for fishing; twirling batons.

Cl.42;Technical research; conducting technical project studies; research and development of new products for others; 
urban planning; engineering drawing; engineering; inspection of goods for quality control; surveying; geological surveys; 
industrial design; architectural services; construction drafting; computer software design; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; computer system design; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer 
software; computer software consultancy; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
digitization of documents (scanning); information technology (IT) consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; cartography services; data 
conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion).
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4168960    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464622]
DAIKYO SEIKO, LTD.

1305-1, Kurohakama-cho, Sano-shi Tochigi 327-0813 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Packaging containers of plastic; medicine storage containers of plastic; plastic retaining caps for preventing 
rubber closures that seal mouths of packaging containers from coming off; plastic sealing caps with built-in rubber 
closure for sealing mouths of packaging containers; plastic lids for packaging containers.

Cl.21;Plastic vials [receptacles]; plastic bottles; vial-shaped vessels for medicine.
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2018; Application No. : 017969737 ;European Union 

4168973    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464601]
holoride GmbH

Salvatorplatz 3 80333 Munich Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; in-car entertainment systems; multimedia apparatus and instruments; virtual reality glasses; sensors.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; providing of access to content on the internet and other digital networks, on 
websites and on internet portals; transmission of multimedia content via the internet; transfer of information and data via 
online services and the internet; transferring and disseminating information and data via computer networks and the 
internet.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; travel arrangement, in particular hiring and 
rental of vehicles.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; publication of multimedia materials online; audio, video and 
multimedia production; production of computer games; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software and multimedia products.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2018; Application No. : 88131402 ;United States of America 

4168974    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464620]
Gemological Institute of America, Inc.

5345 Armada Drive Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable gemological grading and identification reports.

Cl.42;Gemological services, namely, grading, identifying, and registering gemstones.
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4168975    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464179]
Cyndx HoldCo, Inc.

757 Third Avenue, Suite 1502 New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business information services; analysis and evaluation of business information; provision of business 
information reports; analysis and evaluation of marketing, business and commercial data; provision of reports relating to 
the aforesaid; providing analysis, studies, forecasts, and reports in the field of business strategy; providing information in 
the fields of business competitive intelligence, economics, business strategy, and trade; providing statistical information 
for business or commercial purposes.

Cl.36;Providing information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and investments, venture 
capital financing and investment brokerage services; financial consulting and advising in the fields of mergers and 
acquisitions, restructuring and recapitalization, fairness opinions and divestitures; financial services, namely, raising 
debt and equity capital for others; providing analysis, studies, forecasts, and reports in the fields of finance, securities 
and investing; providing information in the fields of finance and securities.

Cl.41;Providing non-downloadable on-line electronic customized newsletters, reports, and studies in the fields of 
competitive intelligence, finance, securities, economics, business strategy, trade, current events, marketing and politics; 
providing non-downloadable on-line electronic publications in the nature of articles, newsletters, guides, and datasheets 
in the fields of competitive intelligence, finance, securities, economics, business strategy, trade, current events, 
marketing and politics.
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Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in analyzing transaction data for the purpose of 
enabling financial institutions to obtain curated information about institutional investors; SAAS services featuring 
software for the collection, analysis, storage, and sharing of financial and business data; computer services, namely, 
creating an on-line community for registered users to identify, communicate with and share information with other users 
related to financial and business affairs.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 727833 ;Switzerland 

4168978    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464259]
Clariant AG

Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives for industrial 
purposes.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; unprocessed waxes, waxes for use in industry; polyolefin waxes; 
wax mixtures (for use in industry); wax solutions (for use in industry); water-based wax emulsions; solvent-based wax 
dispersions.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2018; Application No. : 4464605 ;France 

4168987    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464349]
BOLLORE Sébastien

17 Morella Road MOSMAN NSW 2088 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, downloadable software, search engine software; game programs for electronic video game machines; 
virtual-reality game software; electronic game software; recorded game software; downloadable gaming software; video 
game software; computer video game software; computer game programs; interactive computer game programs; 
downloadable computer game programs; video game programs; interactive video game programs; recorded computer 
game programs; electronic game software for wireless devices; electronic game software for mobile telephones; 
electronic game software for portable telephones; interactive multimedia computer game programs; electronic game 
software for hand-held electronic devices; game software downloadable from a global computer network; computer game 
software downloadable via the Internet; game software together with their user manuals in electronic format; game 
software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; video game software on computers together 
with their user manuals in electronic format; game software; downloadable computer games; recorded game software; 
electronic game software; software for games and arcade apparatus; electronic game programs; programs for recorded 
computer games; memory cards for video game machines; electronic game software for wireless devices; game software 
downloadable via the Internet; computer programs for computer and video games; virtual reality headsets for playing 
video games; downloadable interactive entertainment software for computer games; downloadable interactive 
entertainment software for video games; programs for computer games downloadable via the Internet; virtual reality 
headsets for use in playing video games; headsets and virtual reality headsets, for playing video games; software; 
application software; educational software; recorded software; computer software; computer software; smartphone 
software; downloadable software; downloadable computer software applications; application software for smartphones; 
application software for mobile telephones; downloadable software for instant messaging; Internet messaging software; 
augmented reality software; virtual reality software; graphical user interface software; downloadable cloud computing 
software; computer programs and software; software for electronic mail; software [recorded programs]; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; software applications for use on mobile devices; computer platforms in the form of 
recorded or downloadable software; augmented reality software intended for use with mobile devices.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; retail sale services 
for games; wholesale services for games; online retail store services offering games; retail store services offering games; 
online wholesale store services offering games; wholesale store services offering games; marketing in the framework of 
editing of software; retail services for computer software; wholesale services for computer software; providing 
commercial information about consumer goods in relation to software; retail store services offering software; wholesale 
store services offering computer software; retail services in relation to computer software; wholesale services in relation 
to computer software; online retail store services offering computer software; online wholesale store services featuring 
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computer software; computerized management of central files and business file; computerized file management services; 
data search in computer files for others; compilation of mailing lists; preparation of address files; updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; compilation of information in computer databases; analysis of commercial 
data; statistical data collection for commercial purposes; statistical evaluations of marketing data; database management; 
data processing services; online data processing services; compilation of information into computer databases; analysis 
of market research data and statistics; systematization of information in computer databases; compilation of business 
information in computer databases; advertising; online advertising; advice regarding communication [advertising]; online 
advertising on computer networks; banner advertising; advertising via electronic media; advertising via the Internet; 
advertising for third parties on the Internet; online advertising and marketing services; advertising and marketing 
services; digital advertising services; Internet advertising services; advertising on the Internet for others; organization of 
trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
advertising via mobile telephone networks; on-line advertising services on computer networks; promotion, advertising 
and marketing of websites online; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; advertising and 
sales promotion in relation to goods and services available online; arranging and conducting promotional events; 
advertisement placement on behalf of third parties; preparing and placement of advertisements on behalf of third parties.

Cl.41;Rental of video game machines; on-line game services; game services provided via communication networks; 
game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing online entertainment in the form of game shows; 
provision of gaming services provided online from a computer network; providing game services supplied online on 
computer networks; game services provided by means of computer networks and global communication networks; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network or mobile phone network; providing online entertainment in the form 
of game tournaments, fantasy sports leagues and game shows; game services provided online from a computer network 
for entertainment and further education purposes; game services provided by means of communications by computer 
terminals or mobile telephone; rental of video games apparatus; rental of equipment for games; organization of games 
and competitions; organization of games and competitions; gambling services; amusement arcade services; organization 
services for games; provision of online information regarding computer games and computer game upgrades; provision 
of computer games online; providing online poker games; providing play facilities for children; organization of lotteries 
and other gambling games; preparation of games and competitions via the Internet; arranging of games and competitions 
via the Internet; rental services for game machines and apparatus; rental services for electronic gaming machines; 
entertainment in the form of streaming game shows; organisation and provision of games and competitions via the 
Internet; organization and provision of games and competitions via the Internet; electronic game services provided by 
means of the Internet; providing online entertainment in the form of game tournaments; provision of on-line information in 
the field of computer games for entertainment purposes; organization and presentation of shows, competitions, games, 
concerts and entertainment events; electronic games services provided by means of the Internet or other communication 
network; electronic game services provided by means of a global communication network; information relating to 
computer gaming entertainment provided on-line from a computer database or a global communication network; 
providing non-downloadable magazines online containing information in the field of computer games.

Cl.42;Gaming software design; video game software design; design and development of game software; computer 
game programming; video game programming; computer game software programming; development of computer 
programs and game software; computer game program rental services; development of software for video games; design 
and development of game and virtual reality software; software design; configuration of software; software authoring; 
troubleshooting of software problems [technical support]; software development; duplication of software; writing of 
software; software development; software installation; software rental; software development in the framework of editing 
of software; software customization; design, development and implementation of software; software consultancy; design, 
programming and maintenance of software; gaming software development; development and maintenance of software; 
software development [design]; hosting of software applications for others; rental of application software; rental of 
computer software; software as a service [SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; updating of software; video game 
software programming; computer programming and software design; software development and research; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; temporary provision of online non-downloadable software; provision of 
temporary use of on-line applications and software tools; provision of advice and information services relating to 
software; research, development, design and upgrading of software; electronic storage of files and documents; electronic 
storage of digital video files; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; analysis of technical data; 
database design; design of data processing software; creation of data processing programs; hosting of databases; 
hosting of computer databases; computer data recovery; electronic data storage; temporary electronic storage of 
information and data; electronic data storage and backup services; conversion of computer programs and data, other 
than physical conversion; provision of computer programs on data networks; hosting electronic memory space on the 
Internet for advertising goods and services.
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Priority claimed from 06/11/2018; Application No. : 3742376 ;Spain 

4168990    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464341]
OPEN HOTEL SERVICES AG

Dammstrasse 19 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software; downloadable electronic publications; software and applications (apps) for 
computer systems, portable electronic devices and mobile telephones.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; marketing; public relations; 
Business management services relating to e-commerce.

Cl.39;Travel organization services; travel agency services, namely, transport reservation and contracting and making 
tour reservations; provision of travel information and advice regarding places and activities of interest to tourists and 
business travelers; services of guided tours and excursions; rental of means of transport; travel, excursion, cruise and 
ticket reservation services; information services regarding travel, travel activities and transport in the form of ratings, 
reviews and recommendations; travel and excursion reservation and consultancy services; travel and transport 
organization; travel planning services; online reservation services in the field of travel.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
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4168999    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1223884]
Terence Philip Watts

Westlands Farm, Padhams Green Road, Ingatestone Essex CM4 9NY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education.

Cl.44;Psychology.
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4169005    26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463876]
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring 50373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical 
substances for preserving foodstuffs; growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; chemicals for use in aquaculture; chemical preparations for the treatment of seeds; chemical substances, 
chemical materials and chemical preparations, and natural fertilisers; plant growth regulating preparations.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; 
non-medicated dentifrices.

Cl.5;Medical preparations; veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceuticals and natural 
remedies; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; sanitary preparations and articles; disinfectants and 
antiseptics; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; medicated and sanitizing soaps and detergents; 
medical dressings and coverings and cotton swabs for medical use; pest control preparations and articles; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax.
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Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; recorded content; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; software; computer software; application software; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and 
photographic devices; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; optical devices, 
enhancers and correctors; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; data 
processing equipment; computers; laboratory chemical reactors.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments; prosthetics and artificial implants; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; orthopedic and 
mobility aids; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; physical therapy equipment; massage 
apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants.

Cl.31;Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains 
and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; 
foodstuffs and beverages for animals; agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry products; foodstuffs 
and fodder for animals; fodder; animal foodstuffs.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; business administration; 
business management; business advice; business consulting; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; business analysis, research and information services; advertising and promotion services and related 
consulting; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotions for 
others; retail and wholesale services in relation to medical preparations, veterinary preparations, pharmaceutical 
preparations, pharmaceuticals and natural remedies, dietary supplements and dietetic preparations, dietary supplements 
for humans and animals, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; retail and 
wholesale services in relation to sanitary preparations and articles, disinfectants and antiseptics, preparations for 
destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, medicated and sanitizing soaps and detergents, medical dressings, coverings 
and applicators, pest control preparations and articles, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting; 
entertainment, education and instruction services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific and technological services; information 
technology [IT] consulting services; software development, programming and implementation; software research; design, 
development and implementation of software.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; hygienic and beauty care for 
animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; human healthcare services; animal healthcare 
services.
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4169008    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464110]
Tink Digital, LLC

82 Greenridge Ave. White Plains NY 10605 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cinematographic machines and apparatus; downloadable electronic game software; downloadable electronic game 
programs; downloadable electronic game software for handheld electronic devices; downloadable electronic game 
software for wireless devices; downloadable interactive game programs; downloadable interactive game software.

Cl.16;Books in the field of video games, children's books, coloring books; publications, namely, books and booklets in 
the fields of video games, children's books, coloring books, educational books, activity books.

Cl.28;Electronic games for the teaching of children.
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4169010    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464322]
Miwa YAMAMOTO

Via Martiri Delle Foibe 24 I-20855 Lesmo (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations.

Cl.30;Tea bags; tea bags (non-medicated -); tea mixtures; tea (non-medicated -) sold loose; tea essences; japanese 
green tea; tea for infusions; instant tea; green tea; iced tea; coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; herbal 
infusions; infusions, not medicinal; aromatic preparations for making non-medicated tisanes; aromatic preparations for 
making non-medicated infusions; dried herbs; processed herbs; marinades containing herbs; yerba mate; herb sauces; 
herbal flavourings for making beverages; herbal preparations for making beverages.

Cl.32;Energy drinks; soft drinks; vegetable juices [beverages]; syrups for beverages; root beer; preparations for 
making beverages; dilutable preparations for making beverages; extracts for making beverages; concentrates for use in 
the preparation of soft drinks.
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4169017    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463818]
CARDIN Pierre

59 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching, laundering, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; perfumes, eau-de-toilette; 
deodorants for personal use (perfumery); essential oils; washing products; laundry detergents; fabric softeners for 
laundry use; sachets for perfuming linen; soaps; toiletries and toiletry milks; talcum powder for toilet use; cosmetics; 
make-up and make-up removing products; cosmetic products and preparations for skin care, for slimming, for bathing, 
for skin tanning; cosmetic kits; cosmetic products in cream, milk, oil, emulsion, fluid, serum and lotion form, for the face, 
body and hands, anti-wrinkle care cream, non-medical energizing and toning creams and lotions, day cream, night cream; 
moisturizing creams and lotions; cosmetic scrubs in cream form; anti-aging products; exfoliating body balm; adhesives 
for cosmetic use; false eyelashes; false nails; masks for cosmetic purposes, namely masks for face care, beauty masks; 
moisturizing masks, anti-shine masks, anti-wrinkle masks; hair masks; nail polish; nail polish removers; lipstick; lip 
glosses; dentifrices; mouth care products not for medical use; hair lotions and hair care products; shampoos; hair 
conditioners; hair colorants and dyes; depilatories; shaving products, shaving soaps; after-shave lotions; cotton wool 
and cotton sticks for cosmetic use; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; massage candles for cosmetic use; 
massage gels other than for medical use; incense; scented wood; potpourri; shoe polish and creams; creams for leather; 
aerosol cans for footwear; shoe cleaners [products]; shoe wax.
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Cl.21;Non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers (neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith); 
kitchen and tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware; tableware not of precious metal; cooking pot sets; 
cookery molds; tart scoops; spatulas for household use; strainers for household use; cutting boards for the kitchen; 
hand-operated coffee grinders; non-electric coffee percolators; non-electric kettles; kitchen containers; plates, bowls, 
tumblers, sweetmeat boxes, not of precious metal; pots; trays for household use; decanters; drinking vessels; stew-pans; 
boxes of glass; cookie jars; teapots; tea services; cups; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; thermally insulated 
containers for food and beverages; insulating flasks; refrigerating bottles; corkscrews; bottle openers; glass stoppers; 
thermally insulated bags; drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers; vessels of metal for making ices and 
iced drinks; non-electric feeding bottle warmers; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; soap dispensers; toilet paper 
dispensers; boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; soap boxes; clothes pegs; trash cans; basins (receptacles); 
vases; flower pots; baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal; combs, sponges, brushes, toothbrushes, nail 
brushes; toilet cases and utensils; perfume sprayers; lip brushes; make-up brushes; brushes for cosmetic use; hair 
combs; hair brushes; cleaning brushes; exfoliating gloves; eyebrow brushes and combs; make-up sponges; toe 
separators for pedicures; containers for cosmetics; cosmetic utensils; cosmetic applicators; cases for cosmetic utensils; 
cosmetic product dispensers; nail brushes; spatulas for cosmetic use; cleaning gloves for make-up brushes; powder 
compacts for make-up; make-up sponges; footwear care articles; shoe trees; shoe horns; brushes for footwear, brushes 
for cleaning footwear, brushes for polishing footwear; wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; polishing cloths 
for footwear; footwear polishing cloths; footwear polishing gloves; shoe scraper with integrated brushes.

Cl.26;Haberdashery articles (except thread); lace trimmings; lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks 
and eyes, pins and needles; snap fasteners; artificial flowers and fruit; hooks and fasteners for clothing; buckles (clothing 
accessories); ornamental novelty badges; hat ornaments not of precious metal; decorative articles for the hair; hair bands 
and hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides; wigs; embroidery; zip fasteners; shoe laces; buckles for footwear; 
fastenings for suspenders; belt clasps; elastic ribbons; frills (lace trimming); heat adhesive patches for decoration or 
repair of textile articles (haberdashery); spangles for clothing; sewing boxes.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2018; Application No. : 017982079 ;European Union 

4169019    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464203]
Hansa Medical AB

P.O. Box 785 SE-220 07 LUND Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; medicines for human and veterinary purposes; 
pharmaceutical preparations for elimination of antibodies for therapeutic purposes in immune related diseases and 
conditions; enzymes for medical and veterinary purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research.
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4169020    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463911]
STREAMAX TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

21-23/F, B1 Building Nanshanzhiyuan, No.1001, Xueyuan Avenue, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing research; on-line advertising on a computer network; compilation of information into computer 
databases; import-export agency services; advertising; professional business consultancy; marketing; sales promotion 
for others; marketing studies; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; technological consultancy; vehicle 
roadworthiness testing; industrial design; computer software design; consultancy in the design and development of 
computer hardware; recovery of computer data; electronic data storage; cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2018; Application No. : 017929436 ;European Union 

4169022    09/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464318]
August Rüggeberg GmbH & Co. KG

Hauptstr. 13 51709 Marienheide Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; machine tools for the treatment of materials and 
production; machine operated tools; grinding machines; rotary burrs; mounted points; fine grinding tools and polishing 
tools; diamond tools and cubic boron nitride (CBN) tools; grinding wheels and abrasive cut-off wheels; stationary 
abrasive cut-off wheels; technical brushes; tool drives, in particular pneumatic drives, electric drives and flexible shaft 
drives.

Cl.8;Hand-operated tools and implements; files [tools]; rasps.
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4169023    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464027]
HANGZHOU YIXIUGE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

NO. 74, BUILDING 24, NO. 1399, LIANGMU ROAD, CANGQIAN STREET, YUHANG DISTRICT, HANGZHOU ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; computer programmes, recorded; monitors [computer 
programs]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
software, recorded; couplers [data processing equipment]; computer game software; computer operating programs, 
recorded.

Cl.35;Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; advertising agency services; on-line advertising on a computer 
network; business management and organization consultancy; advertising; outdoor advertising; publication of publicity 
texts; television advertising; marketing; bill-posting.

Cl.37;Underwater repair; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; construction information; pipeline construction and 
maintenance; repair information; factory construction; upholstery repair; upholstering; office machines and equipment 
installation, maintenance and repair; rental of construction equipment.

Cl.38;Providing user access to global computer networks; transmission of digital files; rental of telecommunication 
equipment; providing access to databases; streaming of data; rental of access time to global computer networks; 
information about telecommunication; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of 
messages and images; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network.

Cl.42;Computer technology consultancy; software as a service [saas]; information technology [it] consultancy; 
providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; computer programming; web site design 
consultancy; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; computer software design; computer 
system design; duplication of computer programs.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2019; Application No. : 88299342 ;United States of America 

4169030    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464277]
Cetis, Inc.

4975 N. 30th Street Colorado Springs CO 80915 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Electric irons.

Cl.9;Bathroom scales.

Cl.11;Electric hair dryers; electric kettles; flashlights.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2018; Application No. : 720751 ;Switzerland 

4169034    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464309]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic foodstuffs, beverages and substances for medical and clinical use; food and food substances for babies; 
food for babies; food preparations for infants; food for infants; powdered milk for babies; foodstuffs and food substances 
for medical use for children and patients; foodstuffs and food substances for medical use for nursing mothers; nutritional 
supplements for medical use for pregnant women and breastfeeding mothers; nutritional supplements; dietetic 
supplements for medical use; nutritional and dietetic supplements for medical use; vitamin preparations, mineral-based 
preparations; meal substitutes for medical use; dietetic confectionery for medical use; dietary fibers; vitamins; vitamin 
preparations and substances.

Cl.29;Vegetables and potatoes (preserved, frozen, dried or cooked), fruit (preserved, frozen, dried or cooked), 
mushrooms (preserved, dried or cooked), meat, poultry, game, fish and seafood, all these goods in the form of extracts, 
soups, jellies, spreads, preserves, cooked, deep-frozen or dehydrated dishes; jams; eggs; cooked dishes based on 
vegetables, potatoes, fruits, meat, poultry, fish and seafood products; milk, cream, butter, cheese and dairy products; 
milk and dairy products; powdered milk; milk-based beverages and preparations; milk substitutes; milk beverages, milk 
predominating; milk-based desserts and cream-based desserts; milk-based beverages containing cereals and/or 
chocolate; yogurts; soya milk (milk substitute), canned soya beans for human consumption; protein preparations for 
human consumption; coffee and/or tea whiteners (cream substitutes); edible oils and fats; sausages; charcuterie, peanut 
butter; soups, concentrated soups, preparation for making soups, potage, bouillon cubes, bouillon, also in the form of 
cubes, tablets or powder, bouillon concentrates, preparation for making bouillon, consommés; milk substitutes; 
evaporated milk; sweetened condensed milk; beverages and food products based on dairy products enriched with 
dietetic and/or nutritional elements.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee extracts, flavored coffee, coffee-based beverages and preparations; iced coffee; artificial coffee, 
artificial coffee extracts, artificial coffee-based beverages and preparations; chicory (coffee substitute); vegetable 
preparations for use as coffee substitutes; tea, tea extracts, tea-based beverages and preparations; iced tea; malt-based 
preparations for human consumption; malt extract for food; malt for human consumption; cocoa and cocoa-based 
beverages and preparations; chocolate, chocolate products, chocolate-based beverages and preparations; cereal-based 
beverages and preparations included in this class; sugar; biscuits, cookies; confectionery; sugar confectionery; cookies; 
cakes; wafers; caramels; puddings; candy; chewing gum not for medical use; natural sweeteners; bakery products; 
flours; bread; yeast; powdered mixture for cakes; pastry; desserts (included in this class); edible ices, water ices, 
sherbets, frozen confectionery, frozen cakes, ice creams, frozen desserts, frozen yogurts, powders and binding agents 
(included in this class) for preparing edible ices and/or water ices and/or sherbets and/or frozen confectionery and/or 
frozen cakes and/or ice creams and/or frozen yogurts; honey and honey substitutes; processed cereals; breakfast 
cereals; cereal bars; muesli; corn flakes; ready-to-eat cereals; cereal preparations; cereal-based snacks; rice, pasta, 
noodles; food products based on rice, flour, oat meal or cereals, also in the form of cooked dishes; pizzas; sandwiches; 
ready-to-bake cake paste and food paste preparations; sauces, soya sauce; tomato ketchup; flavoring or seasoning 
products for food; spices for food, condiments, salad dressings, mayonnaise; mustard; vinegar.

Cl.41;Education; training; training of staff, organization of courses, seminars, conferences, exhibitions for educational 
purposes; education regarding nutrition, all training and educational services in connection with nutrition and food, 
particularly training courses relating to food technology, nutrition, cooking and catering; education, training, 
entertainment, cultural activities; all these services also provided on-line; education and training relating to nutrition, 
health and food; providing on line electronic publications.

Cl.44;Provision of advice relating to health, food and nutrition; medical services and provision of information in the 
medical field; medical diagnosis services; dietary counseling services and consulting relating to food in general; dietary 
and nutrition consulting services provided online by a computer network or mobile telephone network; provision of online 
information and advisory services relating to nutrition and health also via mobile telephones, smartphones, mobile 
terminals and other communication means; dietary advice and advice in the field of general nutrition provided via the 
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Internet; provision of online information in the field of nutrition; online provision of interactive information in the field of 
nutrition, health and food; provision of information on nutrition; provision of information in the field of nutrition.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 88139727 ;United States of America 

4169036    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463931]
Sompo International Holdings Ltd.

Waterloo House, 100 Pitts Bay Road Pembroke HM08

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business risk management; business risk management consultation.

Cl.36;Financial risk management; financial risk management consultation; reinsurance underwriting; insurance 
services, namely, writing property and casualty insurance; financial instrument trading, namely, derivatives transactions 
in the field of weather.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2018; Application No. : AM 51507/2018 ;Austria 

4169040    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464306]
SIBU DESIGN GmbH & Co KG

Jupiterstraße 8 A-4452 Ternberg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Shower panels.

Cl.19;Wall linings, not of metal, for building; door panels, not of metal.

Cl.27;Wallcoverings.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 4484065 ;France 

4169053    18/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464295]
WILBIZ

80 Avenue Charles De Gaule F-92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Laundry preparations; polishing preparations; degreasing preparations; abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumes; 
essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing products; lipstick; beauty masks; 
shaving products; preservatives for leather (polishes); creams for leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; shirts; clothing of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); gloves (clothing); 
scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach footwear; ski boots; footwear for sports; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2018; Application No. : 017892914 ;European Union 

4169060    19/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463849]
Basware Oyj

Linnoitustie 2, Cello FI-02600 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for business to business electronic commerce and services; software used to facilitate the 
processing of documents and messages relating to any aspect of corporate purchase-to-pay processes, including 
reception of, the coding of and the approval of invoices, creating and approving of purchase orders and drafting and 
approving of contracts and life cycle management of contracts; software for business to business accounting; software 
for managing requests between businesses, such as requests for quotes, requests for proposals, requests for bids and 
requests for information; software for managing sourcing; software for workflow management in business processes, 
such as invoice automation, purchase management, contract management, sourcing and management of requests 
between businesses, such as requests for quotes, requests for proposals, requests for bids and requests for information; 
software that automates financial, operational and business workflow and processes; downloadable computer software; 
computer software; on-line computer software; mobile software; electronic publications; electronic invoices; electronic 
purchase orders; electronic contracts; electronic travel and expense reports; software for document and message 
archiving; software for payment processing; software for supply chain finance management; software for management of 
catalogs containing product or service information; adaptable interfaces between software programs; electronic 
messages transmitted inside a business organization and between business organizations; electronic messages 
transmitted between networks operated by different operators; software for third parties to access data and services of a 
data communication network for the purpose of providing value adding services in the network; downloadable 
instructional material, namely manuals and brochures relating to computers and software; recorded magnetic, optical or 
electronic data, documents, information, video, audio, text and other media or multimedia that can be electronically 
recorded or downloaded from the internet, extranet and/or other communications networks; software for the purpose of 
managing or automating purchase-to-pay business processes.

Cl.35;Business management services for facilitating electronic commerce, namely contract management, order 
management and electronic invoicing; services for business management and business administration, including 
advisory services and management of data relating to purchase-to-pay business processes; services related to office 
functions, namely digital data processing, electronic processing to others, and the generation, treatment, receipt of 
invoices in business to business electronic commerce; generation, treatment and receipt of purchase orders in electronic 
commerce and information and advice in connection with the foregoing provided via online computer network, the 
Internet and extranets; services for drafting of contracts for others and information and advice in connection with the 
foregoing provided via online computer network, the Internet and extranets; life-cycle management of contracts; updating 
and maintenance of data in databases; business intermediary and advisory services, namely, managing requests between 
businesses, such as requests for quotes, requests for proposals, requests for bids and requests for information; 
compilation of business statistics; preparation of business expert reports; economic forecasting; invoicing; purchase 
management in the nature of procurement, namely managing the purchasing for others and information and advice in 
connection with the foregoing provided via online computer network, the Internet and extranets; assistance in 
management of business activities in the nature of contracts; inventory management of catalogs containing product or 
service information; electronic document processing; business management assistance in the form of business process 
management within electronic data processing; advice on managing business processes; compilation of statistics in 
business and industry; business advisory services in the field of database services, namely sorting, editing and 
searching for others; business process management in the nature of facilitating communication, such as collaboration 
related to a contract, order or invoice inside a business organization and across business organizations; business 
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administration; business advice and assistance in connection with the operation and administration of enterprises and 
business processes; business administration consultancy featuring workflows coordination and automation, including 
planning, procurement and handover of tasks; information and advice in connection with the above, including such online 
services from a computer database or via the internet or extranets; professional advice relating to business activities, 
including organizational consulting, business administration, business organization and organizational project 
management for electronic data processing; collection of data into databases; business consultation, namely 
identification of suppliers capable of sending invoices in electronic format to buyers who are capable of receiving such 
invoices by systematic analysis of information in databases; maintenance of a business contact directory; business 
intermediary and advisory services for activating suppliers to send invoices in electronic format to buyers who are 
capable of receiving such invoices; business process analysis services using data stored in a database; optimization of 
office functions in the form of systematic analysis of information in databases; updating and maintenance of financial 
data in databases; business consulting, namely, business process analysis services using data stored in a database; 
records management services, namely life-cycle management of documents, in the nature of contracts, orders and 
invoices containing financial information; database management services for management of financial data involving 
sorting, editing and searching for others.

Cl.36;Automated financial services; automated payment services; services for financial administration; supply chain 
finance management; financial management, namely, optimization of financial management processes in the form of 
systematic analysis of financial data information in purchase-to-pay databases; financial management, namely expense 
management in the nature of debt settlement, expense management, bill payment and presentment; payment processing.

Cl.38;Providing access to documents and electronic messages via a global computer network; telecommunications 
and data transmission, including transmission of data, images and documents between and through computer terminals 
and networks allowing access to computer networks and databases; providing access to information on the internet, 
namely providing access to information related to telecommunications, including all the aforementioned services online 
through a database; electronic transmission of invoices; electronic transmission of purchase orders and contract data 
and user or computer generated communication relating to such data; electronic transmission of sourcing data; 
electronic transmission of data related to requests between businesses, such as requests for quotes, requests for 
proposals, requests for bids and requests for information; electronic transmission of payment data; electronic 
transmission of catalog data; electronic transmission of data related to supply chain finance management; transmission 
of computerized information and data related to invoice, purchase or contract data of a purchase-to-pay business process 
between suppliers and customers; electronic mail; communication via computer terminals; transmission of data between 
two computer programs through an adaptable interface; transmission of computer data over networks like the internet or 
by transmission; leasing of access time to computing resources; electronic transmission of data to/from data 
transmission networks operated by third parties; electronic transmission of data, namely, invoice, purchase order or 
contract data related to purchase-to-pay business processes between business organizations via a global computer 
network; electronic transmission of date, namely, routing of transaction data in a computer network; electronic 
transmission of data, namely, routing of user or system generated messages in a computer network; communication by 
computer networks featuring collaborative discussion, regarding financial information, such as an order or invoice inside 
a business organization and across business organizations.

Cl.39;Physical storage of data or data stored on electronic media; physical storage of electronically stored documents; 
physical storage of data related to workflows, invoice processing, purchase management or contract management; 
physical storage of data related to travel expense management; physical storage of electronic invoicing data; physical 
storage of sourcing data; physical storage of payment data; physical storage of catalog data; physical storage of data 
related to supply chain finance management; physical storage of data related to on-line communication between users 
within an organization and between organizations; physical storage of data received from data transmission networks 
operated by third parties; physical storage of data related to requests between businesses, such as requests for quotes, 
requests for proposals, requests for bids and requests for information.

Cl.41;Training related to purchase-to-pay business processes, such as invoice processing, purchase management and 
contract management; training related to sourcing; training services relating to management of requests of businesses, 
such as requests for quote, requests for proposal, requests for bid and requests for information; training related to usage 
of software; training related to installation, administration and maintenance of software; training related to usage of 
adaptable interfaces between software programs.

Cl.42;Providing an on-line service in the nature of temporary use of non-downloadable web-based software for 
managing, storing and disseminating data, namely invoices, purchase orders and contracts, related to purchase-to-pay 
business processes and advice and counseling in connection with the aforesaid services provided online and via the 
Internet and via extranets; providing on-line non-downloadble software to track costs related to electronic orders and 
invoices; adaptation of computer interface software to facilitate data transfer of computer programs; computer 
consultancy (advisory services); installation and maintenance of software; consulting in the field of configuration of 
computer software; technology services in the form of technical project studies and computer project management in the 
field of electronic data processing; rental of software; design, development and maintenance of software applications for 
others and consulting services in connection therewith; design, programming, implementation, hosting, maintenance and 
updating of websites and homepages as well as websites used by others; application service provider services, namely 
making software available to others in a global or local network; provision of technical assistance and technical support 
relating to computer hardware and software, including provided via telephone hotlines; advice and counseling in 
connection with the above, including such services provided online from a computer database or via the internet or 
extranets; design of computer systems, computer hardware and telecommunications equipment; administration of user 
rights in computer networks; protocol and data format conversion services in a computer network to facilitate 
interoperability between business organizations; computer programming; rental of computer software; computer 
engineering (technology services); updating of computer software; technical project studies relating to the exchange of 
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computer data; electronic storage of data for others (hosting); computer system integration services for third parties to 
access data and services of a data communication network for the purpose of providing value adding services in the 
network; design and development of software for the purpose of supporting the purchase-to-pay process of a business 
organization; electronic storage of contracts; electronic storage of contracts; electronic storage of documents, in the 
nature of contracts, orders and invoices containing financial information.
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4169072    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445032]
iLOQ Oy

Yrttipellontie 10 FI-90230 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; safes; ores; lock cylinders.

Cl.9;Electronic and electromechanical locks; electronic keys; electronic lock plates and counter plates; units for 
programming the above-mentioned locks, cylinders and keys; parts and fittings thereof; software for using the above-
mentioned items.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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4169074    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463993]
SYSMAX INNOVATIONS CO., LTD.

RM 2601-06, NO. 5 XIANCUN ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU GUANGDONG 510623 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Blenders, electric, for household purposes; machines for the textile industry; agitators for chemical processing; 
puddling machines; tobacco processing machines; concrete mixers [machines]; mixing machines; beaters, electric; 
agitators.

Cl.8;Table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; spades [hand tools]; screwdrivers, non-electric; knives; sabres; table 
forks; harpoons; embossers [hand tools].

Cl.16;Steel pens; pens [office requisites]; pen cases; pencil caps; balls for ball-point pens; nibs; penholders; pen clips; 
writing instruments.
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Priority claimed from 04/10/2018; Application No. : 017964838 ;European Union 

4169093    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463958]
Tata Steel IJmuiden BV

Wenckebachstraat 1 Velsen-Noord Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metals; common metals; common metal alloys; steel alloys unwrought or semi-wrought; metal hardware; metal 
structures; metal building materials; metal profiles; metal tubes; steel alloys; steel sheets; steel building materials; steel 
drums [sold empty]; sheets and plates of metal; transportable buildings of metal; wires (non-electric -) of common metal; 
bars of metal; bolts of metal; chutes of metal [other than parts of machines]; screws of metal; welding steel; structural 
steels; plated steels; modular prefabricated steel framing; metallic containers; pins [hardware]; molds of metal.

Cl.40;Material treatment information; electroplating; welding; heat treatment and coating of steel; metal casting; 
galvanising of metal; cutting of metal; shot blasting.
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4169094    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463839]
Junkosha Inc.

961-20 Fukuda, Kasama-shi Ibaraki-ken 309-1603 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal junctions for pipes.

Cl.9;Electric wires and cables; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; detectors.

Cl.11;Heat exchangers, other than parts of machines.

Cl.17;Plastic semi-worked products; flexible tubes of plastic; plastic sheet materials for use in manufacture; plastic 
tape materials for use in manufacture; hoses made of plastic; plastic films, other than for wrapping and packaging; 
junctions for pipes, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 06/07/2018; Application No. : 719060 ;Switzerland 

4169095    03/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464222]
Equiis Technologies (Switzerland) AG

Technoparkstrasse 1 CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetically encoded prepaid telephone cards; stereo headphones; music headphones; in-ear headphones; 
headphones; ear buds; mains chargers for mobile telephones; mobile telephone battery chargers for vehicles; mains 
chargers; computer peripherals and accessories; walkie-talkies; mobile computers; device enabling wireless connection 
between portable electronic apparatus (Bluetooth apparatus); software downloaded on the Internet; electronic 
publications (downloadable) provided on-line from databases or the Internet; ring tones, graphics and music 
downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; telecommunication apparatus for use with digital and 
analog signals; telecommunication apparatus and instruments; telecommunication apparatus for use with mobile 
networks; fuses for telecommunication apparatus; transmitters (telecommunication); microphones for communication 
devices; communication servers (computer hardware); communication computers; electronic testing apparatus for 
telecommunications; electronic telecommunication apparatus; electric transformers for telecommunication apparatus; 
electric telecommunication apparatus; electric communication machines and instruments; computer hardware for 
telecommunication; locating and tracking devices by global tracking (global positioning systems GPS); transmitters for 
global positioning systems (GPS); apparatus for global positioning systems GPS (global tracking systems); satellite 
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geolocation receivers (global positioning systems GPS); software for global tracking systems (global positioning systems 
GPS); graphics tablets; electronic tablets; mobile telephones with large keys and numbers for users with reduced vision 
or dexterity; mobile telephones; downloadable graphic elements for mobile telephones; digital mobile telephones; 
intercommunication apparatus; telephone transmitters; telephones; photographic apparatus; electronic navigational and 
positioning apparatus and instruments; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for processing, transmission and storage of database information; software and telecommunication apparatus, 
including modems, to enable connection to databases and the Internet; wireless telephone apparatus; apparatus for the 
dissemination, recording, transmission or reproduction of sounds or images; apparatus for transmission of radio 
programs and radio relay messages; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sounds, 
images or data; smartphones; portable telephones (smartphones); software for encryption; OCR (optical character 
recognition) software; software packages; software for researching and extracting information across a computer 
network; web site development software; software for processing images, graphics and text; privacy protection software; 
software for GPS navigation systems; computer telephony software; software for satellite navigation systems; computer 
software; communication software used for connecting global computer networks; communication software for 
connecting computer network users; software for communication; interactive software; downloadable computer software 
applications; downloadable software for instant messaging and electronic mail services; software (recorded programs), 
data loggers, namely, computer hardware and software for data collection and maintenance; e-commerce software 
enabling users to carry out commercial transactions by electronic means via a global computer network; computer 
software platforms; software products; software for the creation of firewalls; software for creating and designing web 
sites; software for data and document capture, transmission, storage and indexing; software for providing multiple-user 
access to a global computer information network; software for organizing and displaying digital images and photographs; 
software for creating searchable databases; telecommunication apparatus and software for ensuring connection to 
databases and the Internet; software and telecommunication apparatus, including modems, to enable connection to 
databases, computer networks and the Internet; software and telecommunication apparatus, including modems, to enable 
connection to databases, computer networks, global computer networks and the Internet; computer-aided 
design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) software; software for wireless network communication; software for 
commercial use; software for use in the field of telecommunication for electronic transmission of documents and 
facsimile transmission; software for administering local area networks; software for enhancing the audiovisual 
capabilities of multimedia applications; software for processing digital music files; digital image processing software; 
software for controlling and managing access server applications; software used for sending photographs to mobile 
telephones; software for faxing, email, voice mail and Internet messaging; software for communicating with users of 
hand-held computers; database and application integration software; software for controlling the operation of audio and 
video devices; data search software; software for use in automating and managing business processes; software for 
accessing information directories that may be downloaded from a global computer network; database management 
software; software for wireless content delivery; software; computer programs and software for image processing used 
for mobile telephones; computer programs and software for image processing; communication software to enable 
customers to access their bank account information and to process bank transactions; computer hardware and software 
for providing secure remote access to computer and communication networks; computer hardware and software for 
setting up and configuring wide area networks; computer hardware and software for setting up and configuring local area 
networks; computer hardware and software for database management; computer software, firmware and hardware; 
computer hardware and software; compiling software; computer operating system software; software for operating wide 
area networks (WAN); software for operating virtual private networks (VPN); network operating software for network 
access servers; software for operating local area networks (LAN); game software downloadable from a global computer 
network; computer game software downloadable via the Internet; application software for mobile telephones; application 
software; email security software; downloadable security software; personal digital assistants (PDAs); personal data 
assistants (PDAs); hard covers for personal digital assistants (PDAs).

Cl.16;Packaging materials made of recycled paper; plastic materials for packaging; cardboard for packaging; bags 
(envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging; industrial packaging containers of paper; packaging containers 
of regenerated cellulose; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging goods; cardboard boxes for 
industrial packaging; wrapping paper; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; cardboard packaging; sheets, 
films and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and packaging; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic foils 
for packaging; set-up packaging boxes of cardboard; cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; extensible plastic 
cling film for palletization; paper tapes or cards for the recording of computer programs; computer paper; computer game 
instruction manuals; user manuals for computers; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; printed materials, 
user manuals, brochures, booklets, stickers.

Cl.35;Data compilation and entry in computer databases; compilation and provision of business information; data 
processing services; administrative processing for third parties; compilation of information into computer databases; 
compilation, systematization and management of information by computer; systematization of information in computer 
databases; provision of commercial information via global computer networks; provision of business information 
directory services via global computer networks; input and processing of information, particularly compilation and 
systematization of information in computer databases; electronic commerce (e-commerce) services, namely advertising 
in the form of data, texts, images or sounds, alone or in combination, by means of computer networks, for the sale of 
goods and services of all types; retail sale via global computer networks; data processing service by computer; data 
search in computer files for others; analysis and evaluation of data in a central file; updating and maintenance of data in 
computer databases; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others.

Cl.38;Provision of access to information via the Internet; transfer of messages of all kinds to Internet addresses (Web 
messaging); providing Internet chat lines; provision of access to websites on the Internet or any other communication 
network; providing access to electronic communication networks, to the Internet and to extranets; provision of access to 
databases; provision of access to global computer networks, data banks and Internet sites; transmission of video data via 
the Internet; transmission of messages, data and content via the Internet and other computer and communication 
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networks; transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; transfer of information and data via computer networks 
and the Internet; transfer and dissemination of information and data via computer networks and the Internet; audio and 
video broadcasting services provided via the Internet; transmission and distribution of data or audiovisual images via a 
global computer network or the Internet; telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet 
and other media; telecommunication services provided via Internet platforms and portals; streaming of audio and video 
content on the Internet; online information services, namely provision of access to global computer networks, Internet 
platforms, data banks and electronic publications; communication services provided over the Internet; transfer of 
information and data via on-line services and the Internet; electronic exchange of messages by means of chatlines, chat 
rooms and Internet forums; electronic transmission of computer programs via the Internet; electronic communication by 
means of discussion forums (chat rooms), chat lines and Internet forums; digital transmission of data via the Internet; 
wireless transfer of data via the Internet; providing voice communication services over the Internet; provision of access to 
Internet platforms for the purpose of exchanging digital photos; provision of access to discussion forums (chat rooms) on 
the Internet; provision of access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing access to an Internet portal featuring 
video-on-demand programs; provision of user access to platforms on the Internet; provision of access to information on 
the Internet; provision of access to the Internet and other communication networks; provision of access to Internet 
forums; provision of user access to information and information services available on the Internet and on other computer 
networks; provision of access to electronic information, communication and transaction platforms on the Internet; 
provision of access to a Web site for discussion on the Internet; provision of access to chat lines, discussion forums 
(chat rooms) and forums on the Internet, including on the mobile Internet; provision of access to data via the Internet; 
provision of user access to information on the Internet; provision of access to portals on the Internet; provision of access 
to computer networks, Internet platforms, data banks and electronic publications; providing portals on the Internet as well 
as on the mobile Internet; provision of access to platforms on the Internet as well as on the mobile Internet; dissemination 
services and provision of access by means of telecommunication to video and audio content provided via a video-on-
demand service on the Internet; Internet broadcasting services; distribution of motion picture films via the Internet; 
broadcasting of themed productions or programs for cinema and television, including on the Internet, mobile 
communication networks and other media; broadcasting of television programs via the Internet; broadcasting of 
television programs, motion picture films and other audiovisual and multimedia content via Internet protocol and 
communication networks; dissemination of audiovisual and multimedia content via the Internet; multimedia, audio and 
video dissemination via the Internet and other communication networks; telecommunication and communication 
services; services provided by consultants regarding telecommunications; data transmission and telecommunication 
services; digital network telecommunication services; telecommunication, namely Internet, extranet and online services; 
provision of access to online networks and to telecommunication services; Internet access provider services 
(telecommunication); provision of connections to the Internet or to databases via telecommunication means; provision of 
connections to the Internet by telecommunication means; provision of connections to databases by telecommunication 
means; providing telecommunications connections for hotlines and call centers; connection by telecommunications to a 
global computer network; consultancy, information and advisory services in the field of telecommunications; automatic 
transmission of digital data via telecommunications channels; information on telecommunications; provision of 
telecommunications connections for telephone chat lines; telecommunications.

Cl.42;Rental of Internet security programs; security services, namely online protection of computer networks against 
unauthorized third-party access; programming of Internet security programs; design and development of electronic data 
security systems; design and development of Internet security programs; computer security services for protection 
against unauthorized network access; services provided by consultants in the field of security software; services 
provided by consultants relating to Internet security; services provided by consultants relating to data security; computer 
security consultancy; updating of software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; 
implementation of computer programs on networks; providing information relating to computer programming; provision 
of information relating to computer programs; provision of temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in 
broadcast monitoring applications; writing of computer programs; design and development of computers and programs 
for computers; development of computer programs and game software; development of computer programs; creation of 
computer programs; services provided by consultants in the field of computer programming; creation and development 
of computer programs for data processing; computer programming and software design; computer programming 
services for electronic data security; provision of computer programs designed according to the specifications of third 
parties; provision of computer programs on data networks; provision of computer programs; scientific and technological 
services as well as research and design services relating thereto; design and development of computers and software; 
scientific and technological services; industrial analysis and research services; development of computer hardware and 
software; software as a service (SaaS).

Cl.45;Exploitation of industrial property rights and copyrights by licensing (legal services); management and 
exploitation of copyright and industrial property rights by licensing for third parties (legal services); licensing of computer 
programs (legal services); licensing of industrial property rights and copyrights (legal services); copyright and intellectual 
property licensing; licensing of databases (legal services).
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4169105    07/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464605]
OSRAM GmbH

Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; lasers, not for medical purposes; light control systems; light-emitting diodes, including organic light-emitting 
diodes, laser diodes, especially power laser diodes, semiconductor power laser diodes for material processing, semi-
conductor components, light conductors, optocouplers, optical sensors, light barriers, light-emitting diode modules 
(modules with light functions, constructed from light-emitting diodes, including organic light-emitting diodes with light 
functions), especially for lighting and signalling applications, light-emitting diode technology displays, including organic 
light-emitting diode technology displays; parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, especially electric lamps and luminaires; lighting apparatus on basis of LEDs (also organic 
LEDs), LED lamps and LED luminaires and their parts; lighting systems and their parts, also on LED basis; all 
aforementioned goods also composable to form lighting systems.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 88133071 ;United States of America 

4169106    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464754]
Paratek Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

75 Park Plaza Boston MA 02116 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antibiotics.

Cl.16;Printed medication dosage and formulation charts; printed informational cards and brochures in the field of 
infectious disease; printed informational cards and brochures in the field of pharmaceutical preparations, namely, 
antibiotics.

Cl.36;Insurance consultancy services in the field of health; insurance services, namely, insurance eligibility review and 
verification and consultation in the pharmaceutical industry; pharmaceutical benefit management services; insurance 
administration services, namely, assisting others with applying for insurance benefits.

Cl.39;Transportation of goods, namely, antibiotics; delivery and storage of goods; delivery of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.44;Providing information in the fields of health, medicine, and pharmaceuticals for the treatment of infectious 
disease; medical information services, namely, providing information to physicians, healthcare professionals, and 
patients on the topics of health issues, pharmaceutical products, and health awareness in the field of infectious diseases; 
health care services, namely, providing patient access programs to provide eligible patients with streamlined access to 
drugs; dispensing of pharmaceuticals; providing an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients 
featuring medical information that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and generate health and medical 
information.
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4169109    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1172482]
FOOT SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

26 Dakota Crescent, Sockburn Christchurch 8042 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Orthopaedic products; orthopaedic braces and supports, foot orthoses or orthotics; insoles for therapeutic or 
medical purposes; footwear for medical purposes.

Cl.25;Footwear; parts of footwear; soles; inner soles for footwear.
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Priority claimed from 25/05/2018; Application No. : UK00003313455 ;United Kingdom 

4169114    26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464608]
Bitstocks Ltd

Tower 42, 25 Old Broad Street London EC2N 1HN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising of financial instruments and financial services; business management of companies, business 
administration, including conducting administrative work for others by means of outsourcing of services in the field of 
financial management, investment consultancy and private equity investments; economic analysis; providing business 
advice in the field of cryptocurrency market.

Cl.36;Advisory services relating to finance; advisory services relating to financial investment; investment and portfolio 
management; advisory services relating to investments; trading in cryptocurrencies; on-line real-time cryptocurrency 
trading; financial and monetary services, and banking; services relating to currency trading and foreign exchange, in 
particular with regard to trading in cryptocurrencies and other digital payment means; financial services provided 
electronically; providing of a de-centralised and open-source cryptocurrency on a global computer network using a 
blockchain (a decentralised protocol for transactions between parties recording each modification transparently); 
cryptocurrency trading and execution services; financial/banking services related to cryptocurrency including but not 
limited to loans, savings and credit and debit accounts.

Cl.42;Advisory services relating to computer based information systems; advisory services relating to computer 
software; advisory services relating to computer software design; advisory services relating to computer systems 
analysis; computer security system monitoring services; data security services; consultancy in the field of computer 
security; professional consultancy relating to computer security; computer security consultancy; maintenance of 
computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; design and development of electronic 
data security systems.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-099103 ;Japan 

4169116    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464551]
Sumitomo Electric Industries, LTD.

5-33, Kitahama 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; photovoltaic installations for generating 
electricity; solar panels for the production of electricity; solar cells; solar modules; photovoltaic cells; photovoltaic 
modules; mounts for photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; mounts for photovoltaic 
installations for generating electricity; mounts for solar panels for the production of electricity; mounts for solar modules; 
mounts for solar panels for the production of electricity loaded with automatic solar tracking sensors; automatic solar 
tracking sensors; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; measuring 
and testing machines and instruments; electrical cells and batteries; electricity meters; magnetometers; computer 
software for measuring power generation performance of solar panels, downloadable or recorded; computers; computer 
software, downloadable or recorded; electric cables and wires; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of photovoltaic cells and modules; installation, maintenance and repair of 
solar installations for generating power; installation, repair and maintenance of photovoltaic apparatus and installations 
for generating solar electricity; operation and maintenance of photovoltaic equipment; construction; advisory services 
relating to the construction; repair and maintenance of power generators; repair and maintenance of power distribution or 
control machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of measuring and testing machines and instruments.
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4169120    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464558]
HENG YUAN XIANG (GROUP) CO., LTD.

358 Jinling Road E 200021 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;(Animal) skins, pelts; card cases [notecases]; travelling bags [trunks]; rucksacks, backpacks; handbag; shopping 
bags; leather straps/leather thongs; fur, fur-skins; walking sticks, canes; umbrellas.

Cl.20;Air pillows, not for medical purposes; bedding, except linen; cushions; pillows; bolsters; air cushions, not for 
medical purposes; down leather pillow; jade pillow; magnetic pillow; sleeping bag for camping.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising agency services, publicity 
agency services; providing commercial information and advice to consumers (consumer suggestion agencies); 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; outsourcing services (commercial 
assistance); import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing 
goods and services for other businesses]; organization of fashion shows for advertising or sales; television advertising.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : 4482225 ;France 

4169130    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464105]
DECATHLON

4 Boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveillance, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
monitoring [supervision] apparatus, lifesaving instruments and apparatus, teaching apparatus and instruments [namely 
apparatus and instruments for teaching], pedometers, non-medical heart rate monitors, satellite navigation systems, 
namely global positioning system [GPS], connected wristbands [measuring instruments], smart watches, altimeters, 
meters, sensors, portable activity sensors, headphones, sports goggles, eyeglass cases, sunglasses, distance measuring 
devices, recording or sports performance evaluation apparatus or instruments, reflective life jackets, portable media 
readers.

Cl.11;Lighting fixtures, light bulbs, light bulbs, [lighting] diffusers, electric light sockets, vehicle lighting fixtures, [LED] 
light emitting diodes, electric lamps, lighting lamps, hand held lamps, lighting lanterns, lamp handles, lighting torches, 
lamp tubes, light tubes for lighting.

Cl.14;Clock and watchmaking and chronometric instruments; watches; clocks; chronometers; wristwatches; cases for 
watches, clock and watchmaking instruments.

Cl.18;Rucksacks, handbags, sports bags, bum bags, shoe bags, walking sticks, mountaineering sticks.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and receptacles; water bottles, refrigerating bottles, insulated containers, 
insulating flasks (containers for household use), glasses (containers), sports bottles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear (except orthopedic footwear), headgear, belts, underwear, socks; sports shoes; sandals, 
running shoes, gloves (clothing), mittens (clothing), gaiters, soles for footwear, insoles, caps, jackets, vests, shirts, vests, 
t-shirts, shorts, cap visors.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding clothing, footwear and mats).
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00030 ;Denmark 

4169138    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464101]
MC2 Therapeutics A/S

Agern Alle 24 - 26 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics, namely, cosmetic preparations for skin care, moisturizers, moisturizing creams, cosmetics, natural 
cosmetics, organic cosmetics, body cream, non-medicated cosmetics.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, pharmaceutical creams, pharmaceutical preparations, medicated skin 
lotions.

Cl.44;Medical services, namely, information services relating to health care, consulting services relating to health care, 
medical and healthcare services, providing medical information in the healthcare sector.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 017967503 ;European Union 

4169149    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464501]
Helm AG

Nordkanalstr. 28 20097 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Weather information services in relation to agriculture and agriculture information; providing weather information 
in relation to agriculture and agriculture information; provision of weather information in relation to agriculture and 
agriculture information; information services relating to the safety of manures used in agriculture; information services 
relating to the safety of fertilisers used in agriculture; information services relating to the safety of chemicals used in 
agriculture; all of the aforesaid services in relation to agriculture and agriculture information.

Cl.44;Agricultural information services; information services relating to the use of manures used in agriculture; 
information services relating to the use of chemicals used in agriculture; providing information relating to vermin 
exterminating for agriculture, horticulture or forestry; information services relating to the use of fertilisers used in 
agriculture; vermin exterminating for agriculture, horticulture or forestry, and providing information relating thereto; 
providing information relating to farming equipment rental; providing online information about agriculture, horticulture, 
and forestry services; information services relating to farming; providing information about agriculture, horticulture, and 
forestry services; providing information relating to garden tree planting; all of the aforesaid services in relation to 
agriculture and agriculture information.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 031 395 ;Germany 

4169158    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464079]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH

Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oil; industrial grease; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels [including 
engine fuel] and illuminants; grease for motor vehicles; brake greases.

Cl.7;Agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining machinery; pumps, compressors and 
fans; industrial robots; generators of electricity; moving and handling equipment; machines and machine tools for 
treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engines, powertrains and hydraulic, mechanical and pneumatic controls for 
the operation of machines and engines; dispensing machines; sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; 
machines used in metal, timber, rubber and plastics processing, for the manufacture, repair and disassembly of land and 
sea vehicles, for the manufacture, assembly, repair and disassembly of hoses, for the chemical, agricultural, mining, 
textile, food and beverage, construction and packaging industry; machine tools; printing machines; printing plates; 
machines used in the manufacture of printing plates; printing plates [not light-sensitive]; pressure casting molds 
[machine components]; lithographic printing plates for printing machines; motors and engines [except for land vehicles 
and aerospace vehicles]; components for motors and engines of all types [except for aerospace vehicles] (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); electric motors and their 
components [except for land vehicles and aerospace vehicles]; control units for motors and engines [except for 
aerospace vehicles] (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
electric starters for motors and engines [except for aerospace vehicles]; motor driven electric generators [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; main cylinders; electric motors [except for land vehicles and aerospace vehicles]; pumps 
[machines]; fuel pumps; dosing pumps; regulating and control apparatus for use in connection with pumps and pump 
installations, in particular valves, cocks, control valves; engine actuators [throttle valves, idle governors, linear actuators, 
air control valves, air flap actuators, exhaust gas recirculation valves] [except for aerospace vehicles]; fuel injection 
devices for engines; fuel injection systems for engines; injection nozzles for engines [except for aerospace vehicle 
engines]; spark plugs for combustion engines [except for aerospace vehicles]; glow plugs for diesel engines [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; air filters for engines; oil filters for motors and machines; fuel filters; catalytic converters; exhaust 
gas purification installations; individual components for exhaust gas purification installations, including catalytic 
converters and filters, and fittings for the aforesaid goods, including the necessary mounts and fasteners; devices for 
regulating the mixture composition of fuel-air mixtures for internal combustion engines; converters and conversion 
apparatus and equipment for hot gases being parts of exhaust gas purifiers; electrically heated converters for hot gases 
being parts of exhaust gas purifiers; chargers [turbochargers]; turbo compressors; control units for machines (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); controlled adjusting 
machines for vehicle parts, in particular seats, windows, mirrors, sliding roofs, throttle valves, camshafts" in class 7; 
machine coupling and transmission components, including shift clutches [except for land vehicles]; drive belts, 
transmission belts, v-belts, v-ribbed belts, variator belts, timing belts, synchronous belts, nubbed belts, double-sided 
timing belts, flat belts other than for land vehicles, lift belts [machine components], conveyor belts; machine components, 
namely springs, shock absorber pistons, vibration dampers; connecting rods; crank shafts; camshafts; joints [universal -] 
[cardan joints]; propeller shafts; engine mounts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) 
of the Common Regulations); hydromounts for engines (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations); actuators (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); all of the aforementioned goods except for aerospace vehicle power plants, aerospace vehicle 
piston engines, aerospace vehicle turbines and parts and controls therefor; valves [machine components]; transport 
belts, conveyor belts and belts for conveyors; parts and accessories for transport belts, conveyor belts and belts for 
conveyors; passenger conveyors not included in other classes; spray guns for water, oil, gas, paint and other gaseous or 
liquid substances; metal fittings [accessories for spray guns or sprayers]; mechanical vehicle jacks; mechanically 
operated hand-held crimpers; lawn mowers [machines]; non-hand-operated agricultural equipment; cutting, drilling, 
abrading, sharpening and surface treatment machines and apparatus; reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses; lifting 
platforms; lifts for use with vehicles; tire inflating machines [garage installations]; tire trimming machines; tire pressing 
machines; tire mounting machines; tire vulcanizing machines; automatic tire removing and installing devices; tire 
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removers [machines]; electrical, electronic actuators, drive shafts and electric motors for machines [except for aerospace 
vehicles and except electrical motors for land vehicles]; electric ignition coils; injection valves for machines; vending 
machines; drives for convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices; electric linear actuators; electrical 
opening and closing devices for motor vehicles, including control units, control elements and electric motors; hydraulic 
controllers; window and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles as well as the associated containers, nozzles, 
hoses, hose couplings, pumps, heaters and valves therefor; mechanical actuators; mechanical controllers; electrical, 
electronic and mechanical actuators for vehicles (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) 
of the Common Regulations); windshield and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles; mechanical and hydraulic 
controllers; electrical, electronic actuators for vehicles.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments as far as included in this class; recorded 
data; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices; magnets, magnetizers and 
demagnetizers; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, 
security, protection and signaling devices and equipment; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and 
map making devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research 
and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; measuring devices and instruments [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; electric control and regulating devices [except for aerospace vehicles] including their processors 
and sensors for the steering and controlling of vehicles, for improved driving safety, driving stability, and suspension and 
noise comfort; electric control and regulating devices [except for aerospace vehicles] including their processors and 
sensors for regulation and control of brakes, accelerator pedals, transmissions, chassis and emissions; voltage 
regulators for vehicles; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles]; electric and electronic 
monitoring, regulating and control apparatus and equipment for use with exhaust gas catalysts; electric and electronic 
monitoring, regulating and control apparatus and equipment for use with dosing systems; electric and electronic 
monitoring, regulating and control apparatus and equipment for conveyor belts and conveyor belt systems; dosimeters; 
parts for all the aforesaid goods [included in this class]; electrical and electrohydraulic power steering [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; ammeters, voltmeters, ohmmeters, manometers, thermometers, tachometers [except for aerospace 
vehicles]; compasses; acidimeters; spirit levels; scales; thermostats [except for aerospace vehicles]; engine 
management, idle speed control devices [except for aerospace vehicles]; electronic data management devices; data 
processing devices; measuring devices for vehicles in the form of distance, axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, 
engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure, fill level, fluid supply [particularly fuel and washer fluid supply], altitude, coolant 
temperature, charge pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil level, oil pressure, position, rudder position, temperature, 
travel, travel distance, wind and water depth measuring devices [all of the aforesaid except for aerospace vehicles]; 
display devices for vehicles in the form of distance, axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn 
rate, pressure, fill level, fluid supply [particularly fuel and washer fluid supply], altitude, coolant temperature, charge 
pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil level, oil pressure, position, rudder position, temperature, travel, travel distance, 
wind and water depth display devices [all of the aforesaid except for aerospace vehicles]; temperature controlling 
apparatus for use in vehicle heating systems; distance controlling devices and display instruments for vehicles [except 
for aerospace vehicles]; radar devices [except for aerospace vehicles]; reversing monitoring equipment; electronic 
parking assistance for vehicles; tire pressure measuring devices; automatic tire inflating equipment; tire monitoring 
apparatus; tire matching apparatus; tire balancing units for land vehicles; service indicators; wear indicators; 
consumption measuring devices; maintenance indicators; workshop diagnostic and test equipment; air conditioning 
service units for inspection, maintenance and repair of air-conditioners; diesel testers; emission analysers; chassis 
analysers; wheel alignment units; brake testers; test lanes; tire testers; battery testers; battery chargers; devices for 
engine control unit (ECU) diagnostics; apparatus for testing vehicle brakes; apparatus for testing vehicle transmissions; 
test benches; time recording apparatus; accident data recorders; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
converting, storing, regulating and monitoring electricity [except for aerospace vehicles]; electrical fuses; electrical 
relays; transponders; sensors; detectors [except for aerospace vehicles]; pressure switches other than for machines; 
controllers; brake fluid testers; diagnostic apparatus [not for medical purposes]; monitoring and diagnostic devices and 
systems comprised thereof for vehicle engines and drive trains [except for aerospace vehicles]; dashboard warning 
lamps for vehicles; electronic control valves and/or solenoid valves; lasers, not for medical purposes; electric batteries 
and their components, rechargeable batteries and their components; solar batteries; batteries, electric, for vehicles; fuel 
cells and their components; chargers for electric batteries; alarm equipment; burglar alarms, burglary detection 
equipment; central locking systems; electronic immobilizers for motor vehicles; remote control devices; remote operation 
systems for central locking systems; position finding, course tracking and traffic routing devices [except for aerospace 
vehicles]; navigation instruments; navigation devices for vehicles; GPS devices [except for aerospace vehicles]; 
electronic controllers and for convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices; data processing devices; 
computers; electronic calendars; facsimile machines; monitors; computer peripheral devices; calculators; recorded data, 
saved computer programs and software; computer networking and data communications equipment; computers for 
autonomous-driving vehicles; computer programs to operate vehicles; computer programs for use in autonomous driving 
of vehicles; computer software for driver assistance systems; accident prevention, comfort driving system and navigation 
software; computer software for mobile applications that enable interaction and interface between vehicles and mobile 
devices; software for diagnostics and troubleshooting; communications software for electronically exchanging data, 
audio, video and image files; application software for computers and wireless devices; application software for cloud 
computing services; cloud computing software; cloud servers; electrical, electronic, opto-electronic and mechanical 
analog and digital display devices and instruments [except for aerospace vehicles]; image transmission and reproduction 
devices; electrical or electronic display devices; display equipment, display modules, display elements, display panels, 
displays, monitors, screens, LCDs, devices with LCDs, flat screens, video screens and monitors; touch screens; devices 
for recording, receiving, transmitting and reproducing analog and/or digital signals, as well as images and sound; 
antennae; radios; television apparatus, telephone apparatus including video telephones; hands-free equipment for 
telephones; rescue equipment, namely life rafts, rescue ladders, rescue nets, rescue tarpaulins, life belts, life buoys, life 
jackets, fire extinguishing equipment; contact lenses; spectacles; spectacle cases; binoculars; magnifying glasses; 
sunglasses; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; mobile phone connectors for vehicles; multimedia connectors for 
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vehicles; projectors; film cameras; photo cameras; photocopiers; electronic translators; electronic pocket translators; 
films, exposed; magnetic, electronic and optical recording media except non-exposed films; phonograph records; 
magnetic cards; cards with integrated circuitry [smart cards]; telephone cards; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus 
including automatic dispensers, cash machines; cash registers; calculating machines; photovoltaic modules; 
photoelectric cells; presence monitoring devices; seat-occupancy detection mats; seat-occupancy detection systems; 
testing and quality control devices; instruments for monitoring traffic; instruments for detecting traffic flows; traffic sign 
recognition systems; head-up-displays [HUD] for motor vehicles; electric and electronic traffic management apparatus, 
comprised of sensors, induction loops, software; traffic control apparatus [luminous]; human machine interface [HMI] 
solutions [software]; electronic control units [ECUS] for automotive engine controlling; speed measuring instruments; 
alarms and warning equipment; combination display instruments for vehicle dashboards; instrument panels [electric]; 
protective suits; protective masks; downloadable electronic newsletters; downloadable electronic brochures; vehicle 
headlight beam adjustment devices; display devices for vehicles, in the form of optical, acoustic and haptic sleep and 
speed display devices; regulated and unregulated electromechanical and electrohydraulic steering systems and their 
components for vehicles; regulators for vehicles.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, blowing, ventilation, air- 
conditioning and water supply and sanitary purposes (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations); flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; sanitary installations, water 
supply and sanitation equipment; burners, boilers and heaters; lighting and lighting reflectors; filters for industrial and 
household use; industrial treatment installations; refrigerating and freezing equipment; regulating and safety accessories 
for water and gas installations; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment [ambient]; 
attachments for water supply equipment for adjusting and changing the water flow volume; end pieces for water supply 
equipment; heating, cooling, air-conditioning and ventilation systems in vehicles; heating and air-conditioners for 
vehicles; fans and ventilation modules for vehicles; non-metalic ventilation nozzles, air deflector elements and air ducts; 
air inlets [vents] for vehicles; electric lamps and luminaires; lightning apparatus for vehicles; vehicle lighting and lighting 
reflectors; LED lamps and LED luminaires and parts therefor [included in this class]; incandescent lamps; tail lamp bulbs; 
vehicle headlights; bicycle lights; vehicle tail lights; interior air filters for vehicles; cooling and heating hoses for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles]; apparatus for transportation on land and [or on water; parts and 
accessories for vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles] and/or apparatus for transportation on land and/or on water as 
far as included in this class; powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; motors and engines for land 
vehicles; vehicle engines except for aerospace vehicles; electric motors for land vehicles; cockpits [vehicle interior 
parts]; instrument panels [vehicle parts]; center consoles [vehicle interior parts]; tires; inner tubes for tires; wheels; wheel 
rims; treads for the retreading of tires; hub caps; rim strips; repair outfits for inner tubes and patches for repairing tires; 
valves for vehicle tires; chassis and parts thereof, included in this class; controlled and non-controlled chassis; 
electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; parts and accessories for 
electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; brake cylinders, brake 
pads, brake calipers, brake disks, brake linings; hydraulic power steering, steering columns, steering gear; safety 
equipment for motor vehicles, as far as included in this class; airbags, belt tensioners and their parts and accessories, as 
far as included in this class; couplings and transmission mechanism, including shift clutches for land vehicles; active and 
passive, regulated and unregulated dampers and springs for vehicles, wheels and their parts, particularly air pressure 
springs and gas springs; air supply units for air spring systems; shock absorbers and suspension struts for vehicles; 
shock absorber springs for vehicles; suspension springs for vehicles; vibration dampers and torsional vibration dampers 
[except as components of land vehicle engines] for vehicles; steering apparatus, namely steering wheels and handlebars; 
vehicle cabins and driver seats; hydromounts as vehicle components, as far as included in this class; axles and axle 
modules; axle boots; diaphragms [vehicle parts]; drive belts, transmission belts, included in this class; fuel lines for 
vehicles; fuel tanks for vehicles; safety tanks for vehicles; plastic fuel tanks for vehicles; fuel tank systems for motor 
vehicles; vehicle interior lining; airbag covers; paneling for dashboards; steering wheel covers; tonneau covers; gear 
shift covers; interior upholstery for vehicles; motor vehicle seats; seat cushions for the seats of vehicles; car seat 
coverings; seat covers [shaped] for use in motor vehicles; saddle covers for bicycles; cockpit cross beams; vehicle 
workstations [vehicle parts]; driver cabins [vehicle parts]; windshield wipers; windshield wiper blades for vehicles; 
windshield wiper arms (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); rubber or plastic concertina walls for trains and articulated buses; armrests for automobile seats; sun 
shields and visors for cars; sun visors [vehicle parts]; automotive interior trim; protective strips for vehicle bodies; head 
restraints for vehicles; vehicle head rest covers; empty tool trolleys made of metal; electrical, electronic actuators, drive 
shafts and electric motors [except for aerospace vehicles] for land vehicles; electrical, electronic actuators for vehicles, 
drive shafts and electric motors [except for aerospace vehicles]; warning devices as parts of vehicles for warning about 
distance, axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure, fill level, fluid supply 
[particularly fuel and washer fluid supply], altitude, coolant temperature, charge pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil 
level, oil pressure, position, rudder position, temperature, travel, travel distance, wind and water depth [except for 
aerospace vehicles]; distance warning devices for vehicles [except for aerospace vehicles]; warning devices for vehicles, 
namely optical, acoustic and haptic sleep and speed warning devices; window lift and window positioning systems for 
vehicles; cigarette lighters for automobiles; warning devices for vehicles, namely sleep warning devices; illuminated 
interior panels for vehicles; regulated and unregulated electromechanical and electrohydraulic steering systems for 
vehicles and their components as far as included in this class; mechanical and hydraulic controllers for vehicles; window 
and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles as well as the associated containers, nozzles, hoses, hose couplings, 
pumps, heaters and valves therefor; mechanical actuators; mechanical actuators for vehicles, drive shafts and electric 
motors [except for aerospace vehicles]; windshield and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles; drive shafts and 
electric motors for land vehicles.

Cl.17;Brake hoses; cooling, heating, brake, fuel, charge air, oil, hydraulic hoses as vehicle components and 
accessories as far as included in this class.
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Cl.27;Carpets, rugs and mats; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; non-textile wallpaper; non-slip underlays; 
protective floor coverings; wall and ceiling coverings; wallpapers; textile wallpapers.

Cl.37;Building construction; installation services in relation to vehicle tires, automobile parts and accessories, 
conveyor belts and conveyor belt systems, power transmission belts, hoses and hose systems comprised thereof, air 
pressure springs and vibration dampers, elastomer-coated surfaces; automotive workshop services, conversion, repair, 
servicing, dismantling, maintenance, care, cleaning and paint work for vehicles [except aerospace vehicles for], engines 
[except aerospace vehicles for engines], brakes, tires and their parts; repair of vehicles [except aerospace vehicles for] as 
part of breakdown assistance; retreading of tires; maintenance, repair of evaluation instruments for diagram plates, 
tachographs, accident data recorders, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic apparatus and instruments; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machines and machine components; installation, maintenance and repair of conveyor belts 
and conveyor systems; installation, maintenance and repair of data systems; maintenance, repair and installation of 
computer network systems, computer hardware systems, wireless network systems, navigation and speech recognition 
systems; provision of information relating to the repair of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely transmission and provision of digital data by means of computer, internet, 
cable, radio, mobile phone communication, GSM, WAP and satellite transmissions; provision of access to content, 
websites and web portals; electronic data interchange; transferring information and data via computer networks and the 
internet; wireless transfer of data via wireless application protocols; electronic transmission and retransmission of 
sounds, images, documents, messages and data; data streaming; communication services between data banks; 
providing internet chatrooms and internet forums; providing of internet-chatrooms for social networks; providing access 
to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; wireless communication services; data transmission 
and reception services via telecommunications means; telecommunications gateway services; provision of 
communications information; all of the aforementioned services except radio and TV broadcasting services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and associated research and drafts; design services; research and 
development services for others; technical inspection of tires; component development for internal combustion engines; 
tire analysis services; technical-scientific experiments and research and development services; technical project 
development; technical data analysis services; engineering services; software development, programming and 
implementation; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer software design, computer 
software engineering, computer software installation; updating of software; maintenance of computer software; hosting 
services; software as a service and rental of software; platform as a service [PaaS], software as a service [SaaS]; 
infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; hosting of databases, web portals, weblogs, digital content on the internet, platforms on 
the internet as well as computerized data, files, applications and information; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; online data storage; hosting and 
providing of digital data and information in the field of road traffic, road traffic management, motor vehicles and 
autonomous driving of motor vehicles (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); technical consultancy in the field of information technology for the use of franchises; technical 
advice on the granting of usage rights for mobility systems; providing expert opinion for the automotive and rubber 
industry; testing, authentication and quality control, technical supervision and inspection; technical measuring and 
testing; testing of vehicles; vehicle roadworthiness testing; inspection services for new and used vehicles for persons 
buying or selling their vehicles; provision of weather information; provision of digital data regarding an accurate street 
map and topographical data (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); provision of information relating to computer programs (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); provision of information relating to scientific research; provision of 
information relating to information technology; provision of technical information in relation to computers; product 
testing for others; updating of software components via wireless connection; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; 
provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; scientific testing services, 
drafting technical and/or scientific opinions research; research in the field of technology, industrial analysis and research 
services; technical consultancy and/ or project planning relating to the automotive industry, the tire industry and the 
industrial rubber industry; research in the field of environmental protection; research and development in the field of 
treatment, use and regeneration of catalysts for selective catalyst reduction; development of chemical processes relating 
to selective catalytic reduction and catalyst technology; technical advice for evaluation instruments for diagram plates, 
tachographs, accident data recorders, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic apparatus and instruments.
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4169170    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464070]
Salonclick LLC

117 Crosby St. New York NY 10012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;After-shave balms; body sprays; body wash; cologne; deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; essential 
oils for aromatherapy use; fragrances for personal use; non-medicated soaps; perfumes; potpourri; room fragrances; 
skin lotions; toilet water; after-shave lotions; non-medicated bath preparations; non-medicated skin care preparations.

Cl.35;On-line retail store services and retail store services featuring home furnishings, housewares, eyewear, 
cosmetics, perfume, and beauty, skin and hair care products.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2018; Application No. : UK00003333681 ;United Kingdom 

4169201    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464048]
Synthomer (UK) Limited

Temple Fields, Central Road Harlow, Essex CM20 2BH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; chemical additives; polymers for industrial use; chemical polymers; additives 
(chemical -) for polymers; polymeric intermediates; polymerization plastics; reinforced polymers; polymer dispersions; 
fluidised polymers for industrial use; chemical compounds for use in the manufacture of polymers; stabilizers for plastic 
polymers; polymer coatings [other than paints]; plastisizers for use in synthetic polymers; chemical substances for 
modifying the properties of polymers; synthetic binders for agglomeration; chemical additives for manufacturing latex 
rubber; polymer coating agents for paper; emulsifiers for emulsion polymerization; adhesives for use in bonding 
materials [industrial]; chemical bonding agents [other than for household or stationery use]; acrylic latexes (unprocessed 
-); latex additives for adhesives; latex glue for industrial purposes; chemical compounds for compounding rubber and 
latex; rubber preservatives; chemical intensifiers for rubber; rubber adhesives for industrial use; additives (chemical -) for 
rubber vulcanizing; rubber compounds for industrial use; chemicals for use in the production of synthetic rubber; 
catalysts for use in the manufacture of synthetics, rubbers and polymers; polyesters (unprocessed); binders for use in 
the formulation of sealants; polyvinyl alcohol; polyvinyl acetate resins; synthetic thickeners for use in manufacture.

Cl.9;Latex gloves for laboratory use.

Cl.10;Latex gloves for medical use; condoms.

Cl.17;Latex [rubber]; latex for industrial use; acrylic latexes (processed -); acrylic latexes (semi-processed -); semi-
processed synthetic polymer resins; semi-worked polymer resins; acrylic rubber; synthetic rubber; semi-worked rubber; 
rubber for sealing purposes; substitutes for unprocessed and semi-processed rubber; chloroprene rubber; polyester 
films [other than for wrapping or packaging]; polyester sheets [other than for wrapping or packaging]; polyester fibres 
[other than for textile use]; adhesive sealants; adhesive sealant compounds; rubber sealant for caulking and adhesive 
purposes; sealing agents; sealing compounds.

Cl.21;Latex gloves for household use.
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4169207    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464600]
Gray Consulting, Inc.

190 North Independence Mall West, Suite 201 Philadelphia PA 19106 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Coordination of payments, expenses, and reimbursements for patients enrolled in clinical trials, namely, 
processing payments incurred in connection with clinical trials; providing payment of transportation and meal expenses 
incurred by patients during participation in clinical trials; financial administration of patient reimbursement programs for 
patients enrolled in clinical trials; issuing prepaid debit cards to patients enrolled in clinical trials; financial advice, 
namely, budget planning.

Cl.39;Providing comprehensive services for patients enrolled in clinical trials, namely, coordinating travel 
arrangements for individuals participating in clinical trials, coordination of passport requirements, namely, arranging for 
travel visas, passports and travel documents for persons traveling abroad or to the United States to participate in clinical 
trials.

Cl.41;Arranging and coordinating of interpreters for patients enrolled in clinical trials.

Cl.42;Consulting services for others in the field of design, planning, and implementation project management of clinical 
trials.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 40201816651X ;Singapore 

4169209    09/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464034]
AIRTRUNK SINGAPORE HOLDING PTE. LTD.

7 Straits View, 11-01 Marina One East Tower Singapore 018936 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computers and data processing equipment; computer terminals; desktop computers; tape and 
disk drives for storage and retrieval of data; video monitors; printers; computer keyboards; data communications 
equipment; modems; computer programs; tapes and disks bearing data, computer programs, music and video apparatus 
for the storage of data; data security apparatus; data storage apparatus; data storage devices; electrical devices for 
storage of data; computer installations for the processing of data; computer installations for the storage of data; 
computer controlled access entry devices; hardware facilities for the storage of data.

Cl.16;Manuals and printed matter relating to telecommunications, information technology, multimedia equipment and 
services, computers and computer services, facilities management, data management, data housing and tele-housing 
services.

Cl.35;Business services in the nature of facilities management and technical operation services, namely, data 
management consultancy; data processing for businesses and online data processing services; management and 
operation of computer data centres; business continuity services; consultancy and advice relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Leasing of office space; leasing of office space for use in relation to data processing apparatus; rental of space 
for data centres; management of buildings; leasing of building space; rental of property for computer data centre 
facilities; provision of information, consultancy and advice relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.37;Building construction services for building data centres; consulting services in the field of data centre 
construction and construction operations; installation, maintenance, updating, repair and servicing of computer 
hardware; installation, maintenance, updating, repair, servicing of computer and information processing systems; 
consultancy and advice relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Providing access to online computer databases; communication services over computer networks; 
communication of information by computer; communication services over computer networks; computer aided 
transmission of messages and images; computer communication services; computer communications for the 
transmission of information; computer network communication services; netcasting (broadcasting over a global 
computer network); web portal services (providing user access to a global computer network); webcasting (broadcasting 
over a global computer network); access via the internet of computer software, databases, webpages; consultancy and 
advice relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Services relating to the design and programming via the internet of computer software computer software, 
databases and webpages; services relating to the design and programming via the internet of computer hardware; 
technological information, research and development services relating to computer hardware, computer software, 
databases, webpages and computer and information processing systems; computer data recovery services; design of 
electrical systems; design of information systems; design of layouts for offices; design of lighting systems; design of 
office space; design of storage systems; design services relating to civil engineering; designing and planning of real 
estate subdivisions and developments; design and development of computer data centres; development of systems for 
the storage of data; engineering services relating to computers; hosting of computer sites; online provision of web-based 
software; preparation of reports relating to computers; providing information, including online, about design and 
development of buildings; real estate planning; scientific advisory services; technical project studies; urban design and 
urban planning; computer software services, and engineering and consultancy services relating to computers being 
those provided by a computer centre in this class; creating indexes of online information; creating indexes of online 
websites and information sources; online provision of web-based applications; online provision of web-based software; 
computer and data recovery services including disaster recovery services; data recovery and backup services; computer 
security services (including security services related to data, computers, computer equipment and peripherals); 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in managed hosting in the nature of hosting computer 
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software, internet websites, internet web software applications, electronic databases, digital content, and business 
computer software applications of others that are accessible via the internet; managed hosting in the nature of hosting 
computer software, internet websites, internet web software applications, electronic databases, digital content, and 
business computer software applications of others that are accessible via the internet through the use of secure and 
environmentally controlled computer facilities; consultancy and advice relating to the aforesaid relating to the aforesaid; 
providing maintenance of software for internet access.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : 017953700 ;European Union 

4169230    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463933]
Nanoform Finland Oy

Viikinkaari 6 FI-00790 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for the transmission of data; apparatus for recording data; data collection apparatus; data 
communications software; digital recordings; data recorded electronically; interactive databases; computer software 
relating to the medical field; downloadable computer software for the management of data; data storage media; computer 
programmes for data processing; data loggers; data storage programs; databases (electronic); database engines; 
database synchronization software; computer documentation in electronic form; computer databases; computer database 
servers; computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer software for database 
management; computer software to automate data warehousing; computer software for application and database 
integration; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer software for 
authorising access to data bases; electronic databases recorded on computer media.

Cl.35;Compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation and input of information into 
computer databases; data entry and data processing; compilation of information into computer databases.

Cl.42;Hosting of databases; development of computer database software; design of computer databases; maintenance 
of database software; database design and development; electronic storage services for archiving databases; scientific 
research conducted using databases; design and development of computer database programs; rental of a database 
server (to third parties); installation and maintenance of database software; reconstruction of database systems for 
others; design and development of software for database management; consultancy relating to the design and 
development of computer database programs; providing information about industrial analysis and research services; 
hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; providing on-line non-downloadable software for 
database management.
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4169234    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464029]
She Community AS

Stjerneveien 39 N-0779 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platforms; software.

Cl.35;Consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; statistical analysis and reporting; 
preparation of business reports; preparation of marketing reports; business networking; promoting the services of others 
via a global computer network; providing business information via global computer networks.

Cl.39;Travel arrangement.

Cl.41;Providing of training; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, lectures and training courses.
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4169236    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464024]
HANERGY CO-INNO MOBILE ENERGY INVESTMENT CO. LTD.

No. 0801, Floor 7, Room 101, Floor 1 to 14, Building 3, Yard 8, Beichen west Road, Chaoyang District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Tyres for vehicle wheels; repair outfits for inner tubes; aerial drones, other than toys; boats; upholstery for 
vehicles; electric vehicles; automobiles; automobile chassis; automobile bodies; bicycles; pumps for bicycle tyres; cable 
cars; trolleys; carts.

Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; bags; travelling trunks; trimmings of leather for furniture; leather thread; 
umbrellas; umbrella covers; parasols; walking sticks; leather leads.

Cl.19;Building glass; coatings [building materials]; binding material for road repair; statues of stone, concrete or 
marble; memorial plaques, not of metal; lumber; roofing slates; gypsum [building material]; cement; concrete building 
elements; roofing tiles, not of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; road coating materials; building 
materials, not of metal; roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells; luminous paving blocks, not of metal; roofing, not 
of metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for building; buildings, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2018; Application No. : 4474410 ;France 

4172519    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465398]
ERAMET

10 boulevard de Grenelle F-75015 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; artificial and 
synthetic resins, unprocessed plastics (in powder, liquid or paste form); soil fertilizers (natural and artificial); 
extinguishing compositions, quenching and chemical preparations for welding; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesive substances for industrial use; nickel sulphate, nickel chloride, nickel hydrate, 
nickel carbonate; nickel salts, cobalt chloride in solution, ferric chloride in solution, nickel chloride in solution, nickel 
chloride in anhydrous form or hexahydrate form, high purity nickel chloride hydroxy carbonate, lithium carbonate; lithium 
hydroxide.

Cl.6;Ores; nickel ores; nickel alloys; nickel ores converted to high-purity electrolytic nickel, ferro-nickel pellets, nickel 
residue (slag), nickel-metal products processed in any industry; manganese ores; manganese alloys; manganese ores 
converted into ferro-alloys (silico-manganese or ferro-manganese) or manganese metal; Common metals, raw or semi-
wrought, and their alloys; unwrought or semi-wrought steels, special steels and alloys of special steels, nickel alloys, 
cobalt alloys, aluminum alloys, titanium alloys; raw or semi-worked base metals and their alloys in the form of raw ingot, 
forging ingot, slab, billet, sheet, plate, strip, cylinder, spool, strip, profile, bar, rod, truss, ball, ribbon, fret, metal powder, 
wires, tube, ball, wand, metal container, metal capsule, chips, sheet metal, crown; forged, compacted, molded, fused, die-
cast, pressed, welded, machined, stamped, 3D-printed metal part; metal shaped part used in any industry.

Cl.40;Treatment of minerals, ores, concentrates and mineral substances; metal treating; recycling, recovery, 
purification, treatment and reprocessing, all for common metals and their alloys, treatment and processing of nickel 
matte; lithium processing; metal treating, especially: metal tempering, soldering, chromium plating, nickel plating, tin 
plating, galvanization, extruding, wire drawing, milling, rolling, armor-plating, gas-cutting, cutting, grinding, 
magnetization, swaging, stripping, metal welding, forging, drop-forging, pressing, deburring, machining, drawing and 
shaping of metals, recycling, compacting, shot blasting; gas atomizing metal powders; hot isostatic compaction; thermal 
spraying; heat treatment.
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4172672    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465459]
IN&MOTION

Parc Altais 178 route de Cran Gevrier F-74650 CHAVANOD France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protection devices for personal use against accidents; electronic devices for activation of safety equipment and 
protection equipment against accidents; protective reinforcements for the back, upper-body, chest, shoulders, elbows, 
wrists, hips, knees, for protection against accidents; protective clothing, footwear, gloves and helmets; safety cords for 
prevention against falls; safety clothing for protection against accidents or injuries, in particular with air bags.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing and sportswear incorporating a protective device as an inflatable element.

Cl.28;Protective padding (sportswear items).
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016224.6/ ;Germany 

4172702    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465497]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 18/09/2018; Application No. : 4020180130912 ;Republic of Korea 

4172713    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465874]
RootOneSoft

15th Floor, Mirim Tower, 14, Teheran-ro 4-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06232 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; application software for smartphones; downloadable computer programs for electronic currencies; 
computer software for dealing with financial transactions; software for managing virtual currencies; computer hardware 
for managing virtual currencies; software for platforms for virtual currencies; software for brokerage of virtual currencies; 
software for trading virtual currencies; software for cryptocurrency exchange; software for providing virtual currency 
price information; computer e-commerce software; downloadable electronic gift certificates; downloadable electronic 
documents; computer hardware; computer hardware for mining virtual currencies; computer-readable data carriers with 
recorded software; electronic wallets; integrated circuit [IC] cards incorporating functions of electronic currency 
payment; security tokens [encryption devices].

Cl.36;Virtual currency brokerage; provision of virtual currency price information; brokerage of virtual currency 
exchange transactions; virtual currency trading services; issue and redemption of tokens of value; brokerage of tokens of 
value; issue of cyber money; exchanging cyber money; issue of financial vouchers; financial trading; payment services 
provided via the Internet; electronic funds transfer; electronic processing of payments; trusteeship of personal property; 
mobile wallet services incorporating mobile payment services; issue of financial coupons applicable on electronic 
wallets.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; blockchain software as a service [BSaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; 
platform as a service [PaaS]; hosting of platforms for providing online content; construction of Internet platforms for 
electronic commerce; hosting of platforms for generating and managing blockchains; platform as a service [PaaS] for 
generating and managing virtual currencies; hosting of platforms for generating and managing tokens of value; 
technological research relating to computers; technological research relating to blockchains; research on computer 
technology in the field of virtual currencies; software design and development; developing software for electronic wallets; 
developing software for virtual currencies; development and maintenance of web sites; providing information on 
computer technology via a web site; providing information on blockchain technology; providing technical advice relating 
to computers; technical engineering.
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4172743    14/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465858]
Europcar International

13 Ter Boulevard Berthier F-75017 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicles for locomotion by air, land or water; vehicles for 
travel by land, air, rail or water; motor vehicles for use in the transporting of people; automobiles for carrying goods; 
motor cars; cars for transporting people; cars for transporting goods; sports cars; touring cars; motor homes; mobile 
homes (caravans); motor caravans; vehicles in the nature of vans; motor vans; camper vans; camping cars; trucks being 
motor land vehicles; trucks for transporting; commercial trucks; industrial trucks; bicycles; motorcycles; lorries; 
coaches; buses.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organisation, operation and 
supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; advertising services provided via the Internet; production of television and 
radio advertisements; accountancy; auctioneering; trade fairs; opinion polling; data processing; provision of business 
information; marketing services; promotion services; database management services; business information services 
provided online from a computer database or the Internet; composing advertisements for use as web pages; market 
surveys; analysis of advertising response and market research; business services in the field of the rental of vehicles; 
transport business fleet management services; cost analysis and statistics relating to vehicles; business enquiries; 
business investigations; demonstration of computer products; computerised file management; collection and 
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organization of data in a master file in the field of automobile advertising and vehicle rental; customer loyalty services and 
customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; organisation of exhibitions for 
advertising purposes relating to the automobile and vehicle rental fields; retail services connected with the sale of 
vehicles and apparatus for travel by land, air, rail or water; information and advice relating to all these services.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; credit services relating to motor vehicles; financial services relating 
to motor vehicles; financial services for the purchase of vehicles; provision of finance for the purchase of vehicles; 
financial services for the leasing of vehicles; insurance services relating to vehicles; financial services relating to the 
insurance of motor vehicles; lease purchase financing of vehicles; lease-financing consultancy; vehicle costs and vehicle 
investment consultancy; information and advice relating to all these services.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; transportation of persons or merchandise (by 
air, land or water); arranging for the transportation of persons or merchandise (by air, land or water); rental of vehicles for 
locomotion by air, land or water; rental of cars, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, camping cars, trucks, lorries, vans, 
coaches, buses, caravans; vehicle leasing services; arranging for the rental of vehicles for locomotion by air, land or 
water; rental of vehicle equipment and accessories; vehicle and transport reservation services; chauffeur services; rental 
of chauffeur driven vehicles; car sharing; van sharing; bicycle sharing; car pooling; scooter pooling, transport fleet 
management services; haulage services; courier services (messages or merchandise); vehicle towing services; hiring of 
transportation vehicles; information and advice relating to all these services.
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4172831    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465909]
Qualcomm Incorporated

5775 Morehouse Drive San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer software; central processing units (CPU); integrated circuits; microprocessors; 
microcontrollers; semiconductors; modems; sensors; battery chargers; accelerometers; applications processors; 
computer hardware accelerators; circuit boards; circuit board assemblies; data conversion circuits; data storage devices, 
namely transponder chips and tags and card packages containing transponder chips; electronic circuit boards, namely 
development boards, evaluation boards and reference design kits for semiconductors, sensors and software; digital 
signal controllers; digital signal processors; direct digital synthesizers; earbuds; electronic access cards; electronic 
identification cards; electronic labels, electronic stickers and electronic tags for identification and security purposes; 
electronic tickets; smart wristbands that communicate data to other electronic devices; headphones; high power 
electronics, namely radio frequency (RF) amplifiers, high side switches and battery sensors; microcircuits; 
microcomputers; mobile phones; near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled devices; radio frequency 
transistors; user interfaces for electronic devices; wireless communication devices for recording, organizing, 
transmitting, receiving, manipulating, and reviewing voice, text, data, image, and audio files; computer hardware, software 
and firmware, central processing units (CPU), semiconductors, integrated circuits, microcontrollers, and processors, all 
for telecommunications; computer hardware, software and firmware, central processing units (CPU), semiconductors, 
integrated circuits, microcontrollers, and processors, all for mobile computing devices, internet or things (IOT) devices, 
and industrial IOT devices; computer hardware and software for wireless content delivery; computer hardware and 
software for data networking; computer hardware and software for processing images, graphics, and text; computer 
hardware and software to enable augmented reality and virtual reality applications; computer hardware and software for 
battery charging; computer hardware and software for security; computer hardware and software for the operation and 
control of drones; computer hardware and software for the operation and control of automobiles; chipsets and computer 
software for server functionality; communication apparatus, instruments and equipment for near field communication 
(NFC), namely, near field technology-enabled devices, namely, mobile phones, smart phones, tablet computers, 
computers, computer printers, routers, headphones, audio speakers, digital cameras, televisions, remote controls for 
televisions and stereos, electric sensors, home and office electrical power automation systems comprising wireless 
controllers; communication apparatus, instruments and equipment for near field communication (NFC), namely electronic 
key cards, key fobs, near field communication (NFC) tags, near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled readers 
and integrated circuits for near field communication (NFC) applications; computer anti-virus and anti-spam software; 
computer chips, software, and hardware for wireless power transfer for use in charging vehicles; computer hardware and 
computer software based development tools, namely, compilers, debuggers, integrated development environments, run 
control, event analysis and trace, all for use in the development of stand-alone software programs used in devices such 
as network switches, engine control modules, cat-scan machines, industrial automation controllers, avionics and wireless 
handsets; computer hardware and computer software based development tools, namely, compilers, debuggers, 
integrated development environments, run control, event analysis and trace, all for use in the development of stand-alone 
software programs used in industrial, consumer and automotive applications; computer hardware and computer software 
for transferring, storing, converting and displaying medical device data; computer hardware and software for creating, 
programming, controlling, encoding, scanning, reading and interpreting RFID and NFC chips and tags; computer software 
for charging smart phones, tablets, and mobile electronic devices; computer software for enabling functionality of safety 
and testing systems, apparatus and equipment; computer software for enabling functionality of sensors for use in 
automotive, consumer, industrial and medical applications; computer software for managing computer networks; 
computer software for tracking; computer software, hardware and chipsets for use with wireless communication 
apparatuses, consumer electronic devices, smart phones, digital cameras, IP cameras, drones, unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVS) and wearable mobile computers; computer peripherals for processing digital signals, for processing background 
data and information on computer operating systems, for tracking user activity and location, for enabling activation by 
speech and touch and for detecting sensory cues and launching applications that correspond to specific sensory cues 
and computer software, hardware and chipsets for use with these goods; computer software, hardware, and chipsets for 
streaming music and for synchronizing audio speakers in consumer electronics devices; computer software, namely 
compilers, linkers, support software to assist in the development of stand-alone programs, and software for assisting in 
the development of object oriented software applications, such as database systems; computer software, namely 
operating systems, board support packages (BSPS), virtualization technology software, hypervisor software, embedded 
software, applications programming interface (API) software, software libraries used to create other computer software; 
applications software for automotive, consumer, health care, medical, aerospace, military, cellular and mobile 
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communications, networking, motor control, smart energy, and industrial applications, protocol stacks, configuration 
software, and optimization software; content filtering software, namely, computer software for controlling content made 
available to a user; control plane software; data plane software; data processing apparatus and software for enabling, 
controlling, managing and monitoring all aspects of a paperless payment and/or access system employing RFID (radio 
frequency identification) and/or NFC (near field communication) technology, including allowing users to recharge their 
payment accounts remotely; deep packet inspection software; downloadable computer software for developing computer 
hardware and software for chipsets for wireless devices; enterprise security software for use in gateway and other 
networking devices to provide network security; firewall software; integrated networking, security, and collaboration 
software; internet security software; intrusion detection and prevention software; load balancing software; VPN (virtual 
private network) operating software; integrated circuits, computer hardware and software for signal processing in 
wireless communication apparatuses, consumer electronics devices, portable media devices, mobile gaming devices, 
pocket computing devices, and smart phones; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
magnetic data carriers; recording discs; computer network interfaces devices; electronic, electro technical and 
electromagnetic modules; data processing equipment; data storage apparatus; interfaces for computers; smart cards; 
smart card integrated circuits; RFID chips and tags; computer hardware and software for creating, programming, 
controlling, encoding, scanning, reading and interpreting RFID chips and tags; contactless smart cards; dual interface 
smart cards; dual interface integrated circuits that provide a link between contactless cards and contact cards; writers 
and readers for wireless transmission to and from transponder chips; electronic apparatus for writing and reading of 
wireless transmission to and from transponder chips; computer programs for controlling transmission of data to and 
reading of data from transponder chips; data processing machines for fare determination using transponder chips; 
encoded smart cards; computer hardware, software and peripheral devices used for access control and authentication 
purposes; wearable activity trackers; wearable computer peripherals; smartphones; wearable telecommunication 
apparatus; multicore processors; application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs); integrated circuits embedded with 
software; signal processors; digital signal processors (DSPs); vector processors; vector signal processors; 
communications processors; network processors used in network and telecommunications equipment; application-
specific hardware accelerators; wireless baseband processors; base stations on a chip, namely wireless base stations on 
a chip; integrated circuits, namely system basis chips and systems on a chip (SOC); multicore microcontrollers; 
semiconductor chip sets comprised primarily of semiconductor chips; integrated circuit modules in the form of 
semiconductor packages and packaging, namely redistributed chip packaging (RCP), and systems-in-package (SiP); radio 
frequency (RF) power transistors; radio frequency semiconductors; sensors, namely, inertial sensors, pressure sensors, 
magnetic sensors, touch sensors all for use in automotive, consumer, and industrial applications; proximity sensors; 
radar sensors; capacitive sensors; acceleration sensors; gyro sensors; sensors for computer interfaces featuring 
software, firmware and electronic integrated circuit chips; sensor systems comprised of sensors, computer software, 
microprocessors, microcontrollers, and logic or wireless protocols for enabling functionality of sensors for use in 
automotive, consumer, and industrial applications; electronic test instruments for developing and testing 
microprocessor-based systems; semiconductor memories; semiconductor devices, microcontrollers, integrated circuits, 
circuit boards, chipsets, all for management of operating frequency, voltage and power, optimization of static and 
dynamic power, power management, power optimization or power reduction; semiconductors, sensors and software for 
use in automotive, consumer, aerospace, military, cellular and mobile communications, networking, motor control, smart 
energy, and industrial applications; semiconductors and software for use in healthcare and medical applications; 
semiconductors, sensors and software for use in wireless connectivity, battery management, smart grid, smart metering 
applications, engine control units (ECUs) and tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS); microcontrollers, firmware, 
sensors, and radio frequency (RF) and analog circuitry devices for use with energy efficient wireless chargers; printed 
circuit boards namely evaluation boards and reference design kits consisting of software for semiconductors, sensors 
and software; semiconductors and software for use in portable medical devices, diagnostic and patient monitoring 
devices, therapy devices, and medical imaging devices; computer application software, namely, computer software for 
use in applications for multimedia, graphics video, audio and numerically intensive computations; computer network 
switching software; computer convergence network software; computer network collaboration software; computer 
software for assessing the quality of service; network access software; networking software for operation of chipsets; 
networking software for content processing; computer software, namely, firmware, applications and development tools, 
for use in network content processing; failover prevention software; stateful packet inspection software; stateful 
application inspection software; enterprise security software; wireless radio controller software; command line 
management software; voice over IP software; video over IP software; networking and security software for use with 
unified threat management equipment, gateways, integrated access devices, routers, switches, controllers, base stations, 
hubs, and security appliances; utility software for facilitating computer use at remote locations and for facilitating 
communications among mobile users over networks; computer software for providing security to remote users and for 
implementing computer, software, and network security measures for remote users; component-based software modeling 
tool featuring a graphical user interface, automatic code generators and built-in knowledge-base for use in the rapid 
design, development, implementation, verification and optimization of embedded applications; software for use in 
developing other software titles; downloadable, searchable electronic publications, namely reference manuals, user 
guides, application notes and product specifications on the subject of semiconductors, sensors and software; user 
manuals in electronic format supplied with the foregoing.

Cl.38;Providing information in the field of telecommunications and telecommunications information relating to wireless 
communications and mobile technologies; consulting in the field of telecommunication services, namely, transmission of 
voice, data, and documents via telecommunications networks.

Cl.42;Providing information in the field of computers, computer software and computer systems; providing information 
in the field of design and development of computer data networking; providing information in the field of network security 
and computer security; design for others of integrated circuits, semiconductors, microprocessors, computer hardware 
and software, and communications software and networks; developing, designing and testing semiconductors, 
semiconductor devices, integrated circuits, microcontrollers, processors, radio frequency (RF) devices, sensors and 
software, electro technical and electromagnetic modules and their parts and building elements, data storage apparatuses, 
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interfaces, smart cards, controllers for smart cards, controllers for RFID chips and tags for others; computer software 
development in the field of mobile applications; design and development of wireless communications systems for 
transmission and reception of voice, data and video; design and development of battery charging technology; design and 
development of data networking systems; design and development of network security and computer security systems; 
design and development of computer hardware and software for the operation and control of drones; design and 
development of computer hardware and software for the operation and control of robots; design and development of 
computer hardware and software for the operation and control of automobiles; cloud computing featuring software for 
transferring, storing converting and displaying medical device data; developing wireless power transfer technology for 
use in charging vehicles; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in developing, 
programming, building, and prototyping IOT (internet of things) devices; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for wireless acquisition, transmission, conversion and storage of medical device data; providing 
technical information relating to the design and development of semiconductors, semiconductor devices, integrated 
circuits, microcontrollers, processors, radio frequency (RF) devices, sensors and software; consulting in the field of 
telecommunications technology; design and development of wireless communications systems for authentication 
purposes; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications, development software platforms 
and software development tools that enable software developers to develop, program, build, and prototype software for 
integrated circuits, chips and data processing equipment; computer programming services; research and design of 
antennas for scanning, reading and interpreting RFID chips and tags; research and design of NFC (near field 
communications) apparatus, instruments and equipment; advisory services in relation to all the abovementioned 
services.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2018; Application No. : 017960909 ;European Union 

4172839    14/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465905]
PE Automotive GmbH & Co. KG

Industriestraße 77 42327 Wuppertal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal; locks and keys, of metal; cables, wires and chains, of metal; molds of metal; 
badges of metal for vehicles; numberplates of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; metal tubing; pipe muffs of metal; collars 
of metal for fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; strap-hinges of metal; pot hooks of metal; all of the aforesaid 
goods being intended for land vehicles or vehicle trailers; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in 
this class.

Cl.7;Motors and engines, drive units, parts of machines and pneumatic controls for operating machines and for motors 
and engines for land vehicles; pumps, compressor and fans for motors and engines of land vehicles or vehicle trailers; 
elevating apparatus for lifting land vehicles or vehicle trailers; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included 
in this class.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; antennas and aerials as components; measuring, detecting 
and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and 
photographic devices; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; software; all of the aforesaid 
goods being intended for land vehicles or vehicle trailers; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in 
this class.

Cl.11;Lighting and light reflectors for land vehicles or vehicle trailers; heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems 
for land vehicles or vehicle trailers; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.12;Parts and fittings for land vehicles or vehicle trailers, included in this class.

Cl.39;Vehicle hire; garage rental; rental of storage containers; rental of warehouses; rental of parking places; transport, 
in particular of replacement parts for vehicles; logistics in the transport sector; freight forwarding; transport reservation; 
transport brokerage; storage; wrapping of goods; cargo unloading services.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016229.7/ ;Germany 

4172853    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465500]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services,
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.
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4174455    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466014]
Kindred IP Limited

Woodbourne Hall, PO Box 3162, Road Town Tortola VG1110

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sounds or images; pre-recorded magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs, compacts discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, CD-roms relating to the fields of 
racing, wagers and betting, games of chance, poker and other card games and bingo; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software for the 
purpose of providing products and services in the fields of racing, wagers and betting, games of chance, poker and other 
card games; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.28;Casino card games, bingo card games; playing cards; poker playing game, namely, playing cards for poker; 
poker playing sets comprised of chips; playing card shuffling apparatus; playing card game accessories, namely, playing 
card holders; gaming equipment, namely, playing card cloths; gaming equipment, namely, games tables; gaming 
equipment, namely, playing card gaming bags in the form of holders; slot machines; coin-operated amusement machines; 
counter-freed amusement apparatus, namely, pinball games, amusement game machines and hand-held units for playing 
electronic games in the nature of downloadable games; structural parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.38;Providing access to multiple-user network systems allowing access to gaming and betting information and 
services via television, the Internet, other networks and other media or communication channels.

Cl.41;Entertainment and sports services, namely, conducting online entertainment in the nature of games featuring 
card and board games available from a computer database or from the internet; entertainment and sports services, 
namely, providing digital online card and board games from a computer database or from the internet; entertainment 
services, namely, gambling services in the form of a sports bookmaker; gambling services in the nature of organization 
and operation of football pools, lotteries and betting; gambling services in the nature of arranging and conducting of 
contests and competitions, including offline and online by way of a computer database or the internet; entertainment 
services in the form of gambling services in the field of racing, wagers and betting, games of chance, bingo halls, 
casinos, games of chance, electronic games, media games, tournaments for poker and other card games, action skill 
games and lotteries, provided online via a computer database, telecommunications and the internet; advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016227.0/ ;Germany 

4174460    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465498]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles. 
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2018; Application No. : 302018016097.9/ ;Germany 

4174462    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465496]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motorised vehicles, other than rail vehicles; motors, engines and drives for motor vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for automobiles; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle superstructures for motor vehicles; clutch mechanisms 
for motor cars; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for motor cars; tyres for motor vehicle wheels; 
rims for motor vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for motor vehicle wheels; automotive wheels; hubs for motor vehicle 
wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tyre inner 
tubes; spikes for tires [tyres]; snow chains; non-skid devices for automobile tires; car seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests 
for car seats; alarm systems for motor vehicles; vehicle anti-theft locks; cigar lighters for automobiles; automotive 
vehicles; cars; vans; trailers and semi-trailers for motor vehicles, trailer hitches for motor vehicles; omnibuses; buses; 
caravans; tractors; bicycles; scooters [vehicles]; chairlifts; cableways; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment; gymnastic articles; decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas 
trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; soft toys and 
other soft toy articles; automatic gaming machines (coin-operated machines); scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; 
scooters [toys]; scale model cars; toy cars; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; 
card games; playing balls; stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gymnastic articles; race tracks of plastic 
(toys); gloves for games; floats for fishing; screens (camouflage -) [sports articles]; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods being in relation to electronic games or video games.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for 
land vehicles, vehicle superstructures and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling for mail order relating to 
motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres 
for vehicle wheels; retailing and wholesaling via the internet relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for 
land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; retailing and 
wholesaling by means of teleshopping channels relating to motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land 
vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; bringing together, for 
others, of a variety of motor vehicles, motors and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles, vehicle 
superstructures for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail sales outlet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and 
selling of motor vehicles, motor and engines and drives for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle superstructures 
for vehicles and tyres for vehicle wheels; business administration and organisational administration of vehicle fleets, for 
others; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; administrative processing of 
orders (office functions); arranging of contracts for others for the buying and selling of goods; consultancy and 
assistance with regard to the management and organisation of commercial and business enterprises; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions; personnel management consulting; business 
consultancy and advisory services; radio advertising; conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
news clipping services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations services; 
auctioneering services; sales promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
administrative order processing; accounting; sponsorship search; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining and gas and oil extraction; extermination, disinfection and pest control; modification, repair, disassembly, 
maintenance and care of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; custom conversion of motor vehicle bodies, 
chassis, motors and engines (tuning), included in this class; painting of vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for 
vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; tyre repair; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; 
repair information; construction information; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock 
and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustproofing; furniture maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; 
disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with rail vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2018; Application No. : 017984108 ;European Union 

4174476    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465066]
BASF SE

Carl-Bosch-Str. 38 67056 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, especially plant fortifying preparations, chemical and/or 
biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth regulating preparations, chemical preparations for 
the treatment of seeds; surfactants.

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying and combating vermin; insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, pesticides.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, namely seeds, grains and vegetative parts of plants treated with 
pesticides and/or chemical/biological products not included in other classes.
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4174478    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465809]
GUANGDONG GENIUS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

NO.168, MIDDLE ROAD OF EAST GATE, XIAOBIAN COMMUNITY, CHANG’AN TOWN, DONGGUAN CITY GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Semi-conductors; notebook computers; lightning conductors; laptop computers; portable media players; 
transformers [electricity]; chargers for electric batteries; electrolysers; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
electronic publications, downloadable; electronic notice boards; electronic agendas; electronic chips; electronic pocket 
translators; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; inductors [electricity]; radiological apparatus for 
industrial purposes; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; weighing apparatus and instruments; protective goggles; 
computers; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software, recorded; computer game software; mirrors 
[optics]; dictating machines; sound recording apparatus; fire extinguishers; electronic tags for goods; acoustic alarms; 
digital photo frames; speedometers; voting machines; eyeglasses; remote control apparatus; hemline markers; cameras 
[photography]; electric apparatus for commutation; decorative magnets; ticket dispensers; video screens; cash registers; 
wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; 
smartphones; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; cell phone straps; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
audiovisual teaching apparatus; tablet computers; fire extinguishing apparatus; radiology screens for industrial 
purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; anti-theft warning apparatus; rechargeable batteries; 
batteries, electric; electronic collars to train animals; electronic pens [visual display units]; USB flash drives; computer 
software applications, downloadable; optical discs; sleeves for laptops; computer peripheral devices; pedometers; 
apparatus to check franking; handprint checking machines; distance recording apparatus; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; measuring devices, electric; particle accelerators; optical 
apparatus and instruments; telephone wires; semi-conductor devices; switches, electric; phototelegraphy apparatus; 
language teaching apparatus; cell phones; electronic sounding devices with books recorded on computer media; ear 
phones; electronic book readers; electronic surveillance apparatus; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; smart glasses 
[data processing]; smart watches [data processing]; protective films adapted for computer screens; joysticks for use with 
computers, other than for video games; pocket translators; scales; DVD players; compasses; speedometers for vehicles; 
life jackets.

Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; jewelry boxes; jewelry; works of art of precious metal; watches; 
watch bands; clocks and watches, electric; presentation boxes for watches; alarm clocks.

Cl.28;Dolls; parlor games; teddy bears; toys; portable games with liquid crystal displays; toy vehicles; smart toys; 
jigsaw puzzles; toy watches; building blocks [toys]; lottery machines.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 017948516 ;European Union 

4174507    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465338]
ENPULSION GmbH

Viktor Kaplan-Straße 2 A-2700 Wiener Neustadt Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; motors and engines, except for land 
vehicles; driving devices for machines; electrical drives for machines; electric propulsion mechanisms for machines; 
electric propulsion mechanisms for space vehicles; propulsion engines for spacecrafts, particularly ion thrusters; high-
voltage generators; ion implanters.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus, instruments and cables for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computer software; scientific and laboratory 
devices for treatment using electricity; satellites; satellite apparatus; high voltage transformers; high-voltage power 
supplies; voltage regulators for vehicles; ion beam supply apparatus; ionization apparatus for scientific or laboratory use; 
ionization apparatus, not for the treatment of air or water; electron beam accelerators.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; air and space vehicles; parts and fittings for air and 
space vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances.
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Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; consultancy in the field of scientific research; 
consultancy services relating to technological research; technical consultation in the field of aerospace engineering; 
control technology consulting services; research laboratories; research and development services, particularly relating to 
aerospace; research and development services in connection with physics.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2018; Application No. : 40201813423T ;Singapore 

4174508    09/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465862]
InMobi Pte Ltd.

30 Cecil Street, 19-08 Prudential Tower Singapore 049712 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for managing, organizing, displaying, tagging, bookmarking, storing, sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic data and information over the Internet or other communications network in the fields of 
enterprise relationship management, customer relationship management, marketing, business management, demand 
monetization, and yield management; mobile application for the monetization of video content via tags and hyperlinks 
allowing the purchase of goods and services appearing in the video and providing access to information and digital 
platforms related to the goods and services; computer software, namely, downloadable software for advertising 
placements, sharing advertising content across social networks, analysis of social network traffic, direct navigation traffic 
monetization, providing advertising and marketing analysis, mobile branding via mobile, digital, online, social networks 
and video platforms; computer software platforms for advertisers to bid, purchase and exchange advertisements via 
auctions; computer software to enable the transmission of audio and video to mobile devices; computer software for use 
in mobile video networks to provide and support mobile content; computer software for use in advertising, namely, 
software for transmitting electronic advertising to mobile devices.

Cl.35;Marketing, advertising and promotion services; provision of market research information; promoting the goods 
and services of others via computer and communication networks; facilitating the trade exchange and sale of services 
and products for third parties via computer and communication networks; providing online marketplaces for sellers of 
goods and/or services; search engine optimization for sales promotion; consulting services in the field of search engine 
optimization for sales promotion; web site traffic optimization; advertising services, namely, placement and distribution of 
third party online advertisements via computer, telecommunications, and broadband networks on multiple digital 
platforms and devices; advertising services, namely, managing the targeting, monetization, tracking and reporting of 
online advertisements; matching buyers of online advertising with sellers of online advertising; matching buyers of online 
advertising with sellers of online advertising for maximizing ad exposure and generating revenue; promotion and 
marketing services offered to sellers or providers of products and services to improve performance, traffic generation, 
user experience and monetization of their online, wireless or mobile services, namely, data analytic services; business 
consulting services relating to operation of online stores or sale platforms for products or services, namely, performance, 
traffic generation, user experience and monetization of their online, wireless or mobile services; business consulting 
services in the field of search engine marketing and the use of search engine marketing software; consulting services in 
the fields of business research in the nature of paid and natural search management, social advertising, display 
advertising, optimization and web analytics, namely, search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting, tracking web 
sites of others to provide details about user click traffic data or visits to the web site; provision of business data and 
intelligence services and business analytics relating to website or mobile performance, advertising, traffic generation, 
user experience or monetization; advertising consultancy services in the field of web analytics, namely, search engine 
referral traffic analysis and reporting, tracking web sites of others to provide details about user click traffic data or visits 
to the web site; advertising and marketing services; advertising services, namely, placement and distribution of third 
party advertisements via computer, telecommunications, and broadband networks on multiple platforms and devices; 
advertising serving services, namely, managing the serving, targeting, monetization, tracking and reporting of 
advertisements; dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; computerized market research services; market 
analysis and research services; marketing services, namely, consumer marketing research; market research services, 
namely, automatically surveying website visitors for demographic and opinion information in order to analyze and report 
survey results to website owner; business consultation in the field of internet-based business development; business 
consulting services in the field of computer software development and monetization; dissemination of advertising for 
others via a mobile video network; providing advertising services and digital advertising services and distribution of 
advertising materials; providing advertising services and digital advertising services and distribution of advertising 
materials via the Internet, mobile, video, and other digital formats; ad serving, namely, placing advertisements, videos, 
and advertising content on websites for others using specialized computer software; digital advertising inventory 
management; data optimization in the nature of analysis of business data relating to advertising performance; providing 
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advertising services and digital advertising services, namely, serving, targeting, and tracking of advertising materials; 
providing advertising services and digital advertising services, namely, tracking, reporting, and billing of advertising 
expenditures; providing advertising services and digital advertising services, namely, tracking and reporting of 
advertising performance.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software development tools for use in analyzing, collecting 
and viewing social media and purchasing behavior data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software for editing, searching, curating, selecting and moderating social media and purchasing activities for sponsors; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable middleware for providing an interface between software 
applications and operating systems; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) 
software for mobile applications and for creating front end applications utilizing data and data analytics; providing a web 
hosting platform for users to access real-time and predictive behavior analytics and measurements; data mining in the 
fields of audience monetization and revenue generation; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for 
managing, organizing, displaying, tagging, bookmarking, storing, sharing or otherwise providing electronic data and 
information in the fields of enterprise relationship management, customer relationship management, marketing, business 
management, demand monetization, and yield management; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for 
advertisers and publishers to manage click advertising campaigns within websites, for tracking and bidding online 
advertising campaigns within online advertising space, and being used as a monetization platform for Internet advertising 
for others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing content delivery and viewing, 
publishing and updating video content, implementing content management solutions and digital asset management 
solutions, managing content delivery, uploading video for automated transcoding into multiple formats, thumbnail 
creation, app development, serving of content, and providing content monetization solutions; providing online non-
downloadable software, cloud-based software, and software as a service (SAAS) services, all featuring algorithms and for 
strategically managing, optimizing, targeting, and serving advertisements and advertising campaigns; providing on-line 
non-downloadable software for surveying, profiling, and targeting website visitors; computer software consulting; 
computer technology consultancy; consulting services in the field of providing online, non-downloadable software and 
applications; software as a service, namely, providing non-downloadable computer software for advertising placements, 
sharing advertising content across social networks, analysis of social network traffic, direct navigation traffic 
monetization, providing advertising and marketing analysis, mobile branding via mobile, digital, online, social networks 
and video platforms; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for advertisers to bid, purchase 
and exchange advertisements via auctions; quality certification of advertising performance.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 88132651 ;United States of America 

4174509    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465904]
The Rocket Science Group LLC

675 Ponce de Leon Ave NE Atlanta GA 30308 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for marketing services, namely, supporting and managing a marketing platform for the creation, 
sending, optimizing and targeting of bulk electronic mail, advertising and promotional campaigns and surveys, and for 
promotion of e-commerce web sites.

Cl.35;Advertising, promotion, and marketing services in the nature of e-mail campaigns for others; business monitoring 
and consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide strategy, insight, marketing, 
sales, operation, product design, particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding 
and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; commercial assistance relating to system 
implementation and system integration.

Cl.38;Broadcast communication services, namely, transmitting e-mails, faxes, text messages and telephone voice 
messages to designated recipients for others via a marketing platform; electronic transmission of e-mail for e-mail 
marketing; telecommunication services, namely, providing e-mail notification alerts via the internet.
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Cl.42;Electronic storage of documents and archived e-mails; integration of computer systems and networks; providing 
on-line non-downloadable software for marketing services, namely, a marketing platform for the creation, sending, 
tracking and management of electronic mail, advertising and promotional campaigns and surveys, and for promotion of e-
commerce web sites; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for marketing services, namely, a 
marketing platform for the creation, sending, tracking and management of electronic mail, advertising and promotional 
campaigns and surveys, and for promotion of e-commerce web sites.
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4174523    01/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466064]
GIORGIO POTENZA

Via Moretta 6 I-10138 TORINO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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4174566    18/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466046]
FANUC CORPORATION

3580, Shibokusa Aza-komanba, Oshino-mura, Minamitsuru-gun Yamanashi 401-0597 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines; 
machining centers; injection molding machines; electric discharge machines; metalworking robots; plastic processing 
robots; food or beverage processing robots; painting robots; welding robots; carrying robots; electronic component 
manufacturing robots; electronic circuit assembling robots; wrapping robots; packaging robots; industrial robots; 
machines and apparatus for processing food or beverages; painting machines and apparatus; semi-conductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; electronic component manufacturing device; packing or wrapping machines and 
apparatus.

Cl.9;Numerical controllers; computer numerical controllers; programmable controllers; measuring or testing machines 
and instruments; telecommunication machines and apparatus; computer software; computer hardware.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2018; Application No. : 017878389 ;European Union 

4174592    27/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465178]
Beteiligungen Sorg GmbH & Co. KG

Stoltestr. 23 97816 Lohr/Main Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for the manufacture of glass, glass processing machines, machines for preparing mixtures and for 
placing mixtures in glass kilns.

Cl.9;Electrodes, transformers for heating kilns, electric switching apparatus for heating kilns.

Cl.11;Glass making furnaces, oil burners, gas burners.

Cl.19;Feeders (non-metallic) for glass production, drainage gutters (channels), not of metal, and working ends of 
refractory ceramic materials for generating and releasing liquid glass.
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4174734    22/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1466132]
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Michael Faraday House, 6 Hills Way Stevenage, Herts SG1 2AY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; calculating machines; on-line electronic publications, texts, newsletters, information sheets 
downloadable from databases or the Internet; computer software and telecommunications apparatus (including modems) 
to enable connection to databases and the Internet; computer software to enable searching of data; electronic multimedia 
publications; computer software; media content; magnetic data carriers, pre-recorded compact discs, CD-ROMs; DVDs, 
tapes, cartridges and cassettes; pre-recorded videos; magnetic cards, smart cards; recorded content; podcasts.

Cl.16;Printed matter; bookbinding material, photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printed certificates; printed award 
certificates; printed publications, books, newspapers, journals; printed manuals (hand books); diaries; calendars and wall 
charts.

Cl.41;Educational services; organisation of scholarships; providing of training; provision of correspondence courses; 
educational examination services; engineering tuition services; providing mentoring to the members of the institution of 
engineering and technology in the field of engineering and technology; publication of engineering texts; publication of 
books, magazines, journals and printed matter; library services; publication of educational and teaching materials; 
organising and conducting award ceremonies; organising and conducting festivals, conferences, congresses, seminars, 
workshops, symposia, colloquia and exhibitions for educational purposes; arranging educational activities for students; 
organising and conducting educational events; presentation of live performances; organisation of entertainment and 
cultural events; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; all of the aforesaid 
also provided online from a computer database and/or intranets and/or extranets and/or the Internet.

Cl.42;Advising, and providing guidance to the members of the institution of engineering and technology in the field of 
engineering and technology; provision of scientific and technological information; advisory services all relating to 
technical writing in the nature of preparation of guidelines and standards regarding the field of mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering, and technology; technical writing in the nature of preparation of regulations and guidelines relating 
to engineering and technology installations and systems; advisory services relating to engineering and technology; 
creating home pages for computer networks; provision of information regarding the field of engineering and technology 
over computer networks; engineering design; scientific research; research services; scientific and technological 
services; design and development of products; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the 
aforesaid services; all of the aforesaid also provided online from a computer database and/or intranets and/or extranets 
and/or the Internet.
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4174942    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465446]
Masonite International Corporation

2771 Rutherford Road Concord, Ontario L4K2N6

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Doors made of metal and prehung doors made of metal; door lites, side lites and transom lites in the nature of 
glass and plastic panels which are sold as an integral component of metal entry doors and door entranceways; door lites, 
side lites and transom lites in the nature of glass and plastic panels which are sold for use as integral components of 
metal entry doors and door entranceways; metal door cores, door facings and door frames; construction board, namely, 
building boards of metal.

Cl.19;Doors not made of metal and prehung doors not of metal; door lites, side lites and transom lites in the nature of 
glass and plastic panels which are sold as an integral component of non-metal entry doors and door entranceways; door 
lites, side lites and transom lites in the nature of glass and plastic panels which are sold for use as integral components 
of entry doors not of metal and door entranceways; fiberboard; building materials, namely, composite wood boards and 
soft wood boards; construction material, namely, construction nonmetal exterior board, fiberglass boards, non-metal fire-
resistant boards for construction and non-metal water-resistant boards for construction; hardboards; non-metal door 
cores, door facings and door frames; insulating board of wood fibers; composite board of wood fibers; construction 
board of wood fibers; soft board of wood fibers.
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Priority claimed from 18/02/2019; Application No. : 4020190024884 ;Republic of Korea 

4174946    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465080]
Coupang Corp.

18th Floor (Sincheon-dong), 570 Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for providing electronic payment for others; application software for mobile payment; computer 
software; computer software applications, downloadable; smart phone application (software); firmware for identifying 
NFC tag; computer software for personal information management; operating system programs; computer application 
software for mobile phones; tablet computers; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; NFC reader; electronic money cards; 
electronic payment terminal; credit card incorporating IC chip; electronic and magnetic identifying cards for payment; 
downloadable coupon; downloadable ticket; downloadable electronic gift certificates; electronic publications, 
downloadable.

Cl.36;Providing information relating to financial and monetary affairs; financing and loan services; advisory services 
relating to monetary affairs; brokerage services relating to financial instruments; financial asset management; financial 
investment analysis; financial investment services; arranging of financial investment; financial evaluation; payment and 
receipt of money as agents; financing of loans; arranging of loans; financial brokerage services for charging cyber 
money; exchanging cyber money; pre-paid electronic money services; money transfer services; credit inquiries; 
processing of credit card payments; credit scoring services; fiduciary; online banking; banking and insurance services; 
processing of payment transactions via the Internet; money transfer; money brokerage; brokerage services for capital 
investments; capital investment; fiscal valuations and assessments; financial analysis and research services; estate trust 
management; person-to-person financial services via electronic communications network; electronic bill payment 
services; trading of electronic money; management of electronic money; issuance of electronic money; trading of 
securities and bonds; mobile and internet payment services; integrated services of mobile electronic wallet and mobile 
payment; payment services provided via wireless telecommunications apparatus; brokerage of mobile payment; issuance 
of cyber money; issuance of commercial electronic coupons, being vouchers of value, via smart phones; electronic credit 
card transactions; provision of information in the field of financing via electronic wallet; electronic payment for others; 
issuance of electronic coupons in the nature of tokens of value; electronic funds transfer by telecommunications; 
issuance of electronic gift certificates which may then be redeemed for goods or services; issuance of credit cards 
embedded with IC chip; charge card and credit card services; brokerage of purchase payment; issuance of pre-paid credit 
card with membership card function; credit card and debit card services; issuing of vouchers or tokens of value in 
relation to the supply of benefits for customer loyalty and frequent buyer schemes; financial management relating to 
electronic processing of payments; processing of electronic credit card transactions; virtual money brokerage; 
consultancy relating to financial and monetary affairs; bill consolidation services; investment trust services; providing 
investors with financial information; electronic transfers of money; issuance of mobile discount coupon in the nature of 
tokens of value; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; issue of 
gift certificates which may then be redeemed for goods or services; payment services using purchasing reward point; 
issuance of electronic payment cards in connection with bonus and reward schemes; financial services, namely, discount 
card services incorporating a point accumulation program; stored value cards services; issuance of stored value cards; 
providing discount of bills and rebates for credit card as part of a customer loyalty program; issuance of tokens of value 
and providing information on issuance of tokens of value; issuance of prepaid electronic money; issuance of prepaid card 
available for deposit; provision of financial benefits in the form of discount, bonus in proportion to purchase amount; 
credit card services, bank cards, debit cards, payment cards and other financial card services (providing financial 
benefits such as discounts, bonuses or points based on purchase amount).
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Priority claimed from 29/06/2018; Application No. : 1377611 ;Benelux 

4175375    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1465488]
FeelVeryBien (SARL)

rue Kohlenberg 4 Luxembourg B-1870

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Candles [lighting].

Cl.9;Software; downloadable software applications; application software; downloadable computer software 
applications; application software for mobile devices; software and applications for mobile devices; computer application 
software for mobile phones; downloadable mobile applications for portable computer devices; application software 
intended for portable computer devices; application and integration software for databases.

Cl.16;Drawings; paper or plastic bags (envelopes, pouches) for packaging; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or 
plastics, for packaging; albums; charts (visual media); non-fiction books; newspapers; prospectuses; pamphlets; 
posters; printing blocks.

Cl.20;Cushions.

Cl.38;Computer communication and access to the Internet; communication by electronic networks; telematic 
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communications via computer terminals; telephone communications; communication by electronic means; diffusion of 
audiovisual and multimedia content via the Internet; digital audio broadcasting; mobile telephone communication; 
communication services via mobile telephony; communication of information by computer; communication via means of 
online blogs; communication by computer; communication by virtual private networks; communication by electronic mail 
systems; communications via computer terminals, by digital transmission or satellite; communications by fiber-optic 
networks; communications by computer terminals; communications via a global computer network or the Internet; 
electronic communication via means of chat rooms, chat lines and Internet forums; provision of access to content, sites 
and portals on the Internet; provision of on-line forums; provision of access to databases; transmission (or broadcasting) 
of radio and television programs; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; electronic messaging services; 
online chat room services for social networks; providing access to online chat rooms for social networks.

Cl.41;Education; organization of competitions (education, entertainment); training; sporting and cultural activities; 
entertainment; entertainment information; information relating to education; publication of books; motion picture 
production; rental of sound recordings; videotape editing; photography services; organization and conducting of 
colloquiums; organization and conducting of conferences; organization and conducting of congresses; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows; game services provided online from a 
computer network; electronic publication of books and journals online; electronic desktop publishing; photography.
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